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Pahandi Bije of Lord Shree Sudarshan
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Pahandi Bije of Lord Shree Balabhadra
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Pahandi Bije of Maa Subhadra
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Pahandi Bije of Lord  Shree Jagannath
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Jagadguru Sri Sri Shankaracharya

Hon'ble Governor Prof. Ganeshi Lal and Hon'ble Chief Minister
Shri Naveen Patnaik pulling the chariot at Grand Road, Puri.
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Gajapati Maharaja Sri Dibyasingha Dev
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The impact of 5'T's : A panoramic view of Puri Shree Mandir
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Construction of Chariots
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Performing the sacred rituals
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The Deities on the Snana Mandap
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Gajanana Besha on the Snana Mandap
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In the recently published State of Nation 2020 Survey by IANS-Cvoter, Odisha’s Hon’ble Chief

Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik has been voted as the most popular CM in India. Shri Patnaik has

successfully led Odisha on the path of progress and development over the past two decades as its

Chief Minister and having won five consecutive terms as CM, he successfully completed the first year

of his fifth term in Office as Chief Minister on 29th May, 2020.

Over the past two decades, Shri Naveen Patnaik has been blessed by the people of Odisha to serve

them while providing transparent and dynamic governance. Globally and nationally Shri Naveen Patnaik

is cited as a rare example of a political leader

who is known for his austere life, humility,

transparency, commitment and resolute hard

work. His personality has been cited in many

national and global forums as a political leader

who is unblemished in his conduct at the public

office despite being Chief Minister for the past

two decades.

Odisha has been the favourite hunting ground of

natural disasters. From the supercylone of 2000

to the cyclones namely Phailin, Hudhud, Titli,

Fani, Bulbul and Amphan; to floods, droughts,

hailstorms, pest attacks, etc.; Odisha faces

challenges each year on account of natural

disasters. In the past one year, Odisha has faced

and is facing four disasters; cyclones Fani, Bulbul

Naveen Patnaik : The most Popular CM in India
(State of Nation 2020 Survey by IANS-Cvoter )
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and Amphan coupled with the COVID pandemic. It is due to the stellar leadership of Shri Naveen

Patnaik that Odisha has been able to overcome these challenges successfully. He has taken Odisha on

a path of continuous growth and development with his pro-poor, pro-growth reforms and programmes.

When Shri Naveen Patnaik took office as Chief Minister in 2000, the fiscal health of Odisha was sick

and the treasury was empty. Over the last 20 years, Shri Patnaik has transformed Odisha into one of

India’s most fiscally prudent states, a state which scales highly on all developmental parameters at the

national level. Biju Patnaik had once demanded fiscal autonomy for Odisha so that he could drive the

state on the path of progress with the state’s own resources. It was not permitted at the national level.

Shri Naveen Patnaik generated resources out of Odisha to

take care of 4.3 Crore Odias by providing the state’s self-

funded programmes providing food security, social security,

housing security and universal health coverage among many

others. Whether it’s his women’s empowerment programmes

like MAMATA or Mission Shakti, farmer assistance

programmes like KALIA or industrial transformation through

Make in Odisha conclaves, Shri Patnaik with his dedication,

devotion and determination has set a rare benchmark of excellence and perfection in governance and

political leadership.

His 5-T and Mo Sarkar programmes have revolutionized governance. The 5-T mantra comprising of

Time, Technology, Teamwork and Transparency leading to Transformation has been truly the

transformative force which has changed the perception and complexion of Odisha on the development

landscape. The Mo Sarkar programme aimed at connecting governance directly to the beneficiaries

and empowering citizens to access their rights to public services especially in areas like Health and

Police Departments has been exemplary and eye-opening.

Shri Naveen Patnaik being voted as the most Popular CM of India by the IANS-Cvoter Survey State

of the Nation June 2020 is indeed a matter of great pride and joy for the people of Odisha. It reflects

the faith, confidence and delight that the people of Odisha have towards their Chief Minister Shri

Naveen Patnaik. Over the past two decades, his tireless efforts have transformed Odisha into one of

fastest growing states in India.

"Hon’ble Chief Minister
Shri Naveen Patnaik has taken
Odisha on a path of continuous
growth and development with
his pro-poor, pro-growth reforms
and programmes"
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As on 30.5.2020
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BANDE  UTKALA  JANANI

Kantakabi Laxmikanta Mohapatra

BANDE UTKALA JANANI
CHARU HASAMAYI CHARU BHASAMAYI

JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

¯ÿ{¢ÿ D‡Áÿ fœÿœÿê
`ÿæÀëÿÜÿæÓþßê `ÿæÀëÿ µÿæÌþßê,

fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >
PUTA-PAYODHI-BIDHAUTA-SHARIRA

TALA-TAMALA-SUSOBHITA-TIRA
SHUBHRA TATINIKULA-SHIKARA-SHAMIRA

JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

¨í†ÿ-¨{ßæ™#-¯ÿç{™ò†ÿ-ÉÀÿêÀÿæ,
†ÿæÁÿ†ÿþæÁÿ-Óë{Éæµÿç†ÿ-†ÿêÀÿæ,
Éëµÿ÷†ÿsçœÿêLíÿÁÿ-ÉêLÿÀÿ-ÓþêÀÿæ

fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >>
GHANA BANABHUMI RAJITA ANGE

NILA BHUDHARAMALA SAJE TARANGE
KALA KALA MUKHARITA CHARU BIHANGE

JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

Wœÿ ¯ÿœÿµíÿþç Àÿæfç†ÿ A{èÿ,
œÿêÁÿ µíÿ™ÀÿþæÁÿæ Óæ{f †ÿÀÿ{èÿ,
LÿÁÿ LÿÁÿ þëQÀÿç†ÿ `ÿæÀëÿ ¯ÿçÜÿ{èÿ

fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >>
SUNDARASHALI-SUSOBHITA-KSHETRA
GYANA BIGYANA-PRADARSHITA-NETRA

JOGI RUSHIGANA - UTAJA-PAVITRA
JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

Óë¢ÿÀÿÉæÁÿç-Óë{Éæµÿç†ÿ-{ä†ÿ÷æ,
jæœÿ¯ÿçjæœÿ-¨÷’ÿÉ}†ÿ-{œÿ†ÿ÷æ,

{¾æSêJÌçS~-Dsf-¨¯ÿç†ÿ÷æ
fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >>

SUNDARA MANDIRAMANDITA-DESHA
CHARU KALABALI-SHOBHITA-BESHA

PUNYA TIRTHACHAYA-PURNA PRADESHA
JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

Óë¢ÿÀÿ þ¢ÿçÀÿ þƒç†ÿ-{’ÿÉæ,
`ÿæÀëÿLÿÁÿæ¯ÿÁÿç-{Éæµÿç†ÿ-{¯ÿÉæ,
¨ë~¿ †ÿê$ö`ÿß-¨í‚ÿö-¨÷{’ÿÉæ

fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >>
UTKALA SURABARA-DARPITA-GEHA

ARIKULA-SHONITA-CHARCHITA-DEHA
VISWA BHUMANDALA-KRUTAVAR-SNEHA

JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

D‡Áÿ ÓëÀÿ¯ÿÀÿ-’ÿ¨}†ÿ-{SÜÿæ,
AÀÿçLëÿÁÿ-{Éæ~ç†ÿ-`ÿaÿçö†ÿ-{’ÿÜÿæ,

¯ÿçÉµ́íÿþƒÁÿ-Lõÿ†ÿ¯ÿÀÿ-{Ó§Üÿæ
fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >>

KABIKULAMAULI SUNANDANA-BANDYA
BHUBANA BIGHOSHITA-KIRTI ANINDYA

DHANYE, PUNYE, CHIRA SHARANYE
JANANI, JANANI, JANANI !

Lÿ¯ÿçLëÿÁÿ{þòÁÿç Óëœÿ¢ÿœÿ-¯ÿ¢ÿ¿æ,
µëÿ¯ÿœÿ¯ÿç{WæÌç†ÿ-Lÿêˆÿ}Aœÿç¢ÿ¿æ,
™{œÿ¿, ë̈{~¿, `ÿçÀÿÉÀÿ{~¿
fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê, fœÿœÿê >>

Source : Kanta Sahitya Mala
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As we await the annual ceremonial sojourn of the presiding deity Lord Shree Jagannath along with
brother, Lord Shree Balabhadra, sister, Devi Subhadra and Chakraraj Shree Sudarshan to the Gundicha

Temple the entire human race is in a fight with COVID-19. The world has lost more than two lakh lives
in a span of 3 months. No continent has been spared and most of the countries are in a state of war with
this invisible enemy. The COVID-19 pandemic is a threat of unprecedented proportion.

Hon’ble Chief Minister Shri Naveen Patnaik has shown exemplary leadership for the entire
country and indeed the world by declaring COVID-19 as a disaster for the State under the provision of
Disaster Management Act-2005. Odisha set the trend which was followed by the Union Government on
14th of March, 2020. Bold decisions, visionary leadership and sacrifice of 4.5 crore Odia people have
placed Odisha right at the top in the fight against an invisible enemy. Odisha’s effort has been recognized
at all levels. The COVID mortality rate in Odisha is one of the lowest in the country and in the world.
More than 70% of the infected people have recovered and gone home. All credit goes to our COVID
warriors who have been working day and night with sacrifice and commitment.

To honour the COVID warriors Hon’ble Chief Minister of Odisha gave a clarion call to Odias
across the world to sing
the immortal Odia song
‘Bande Utkal Janani’,
penned by Kanta Kabi
Laxmikanta Mohapatra
at 5.30 P.M. on 30th of
May 2020. People were
motivated and history
was created. Seven
days after it, the Odisha
Cabinet under the
leadership of Shri
Naveen Patnaik
accorded the status of
“State Song” to ‘Bande Utkal Janani’. Amidst the threat of Corona Virus this was possibly the best gift
for people of Odisha. An aspiration was fulfilled after a long gap of 80 years.

As I write my editorial for this year's Ratha Yatra special issue amidst the COVID pandemic
I know for sure that Rath Yatra this year would not be the same as it has been celebrated all these years.

Editor’s Note
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During the
world famous Ratha
Yatra Millions of
devotees flock to Puri
to participate in the
spectacular Ratha
Yatra. The Holy Trinity
amongst the common
masses irrespective of
caste, creed, sect and
religion share the joys
and sufferings faced by
all of us. The Ratha
Yatra of Puri is an extraordinary religious event.

Nothing gives the devotees as much satisfying experience as that of pulling the chariots of the
Holy Trinity. The construction of chariots commences from ‘Akshaya Trutiya’. On the full moon day in
the month of Jyestha, the Snana Yatra takes place. A sea of devotees from different parts of the country
flung to Puri to catch a glimpse of the ceremonial bathing rituals of the deities. After completion of the
rituals the deities suffer from Fever and are taken to a place called “Anasar Ghar” for 15 days. During
this time the Temple Vaidya treats Them with herbal medicines. After recuperating from Fever, the Lord
a day prior to Ratha Yatra allows Public Darshan “Naba Jauban Darshan”.

The Ratha Yatra is a grand culmination of a series of celebrations spread over summer and
monsoon months. On the 2nd day of bright fortnight of the month  Ashadha the deities come out of the
temple in a spectacular procession called “Pahandi”. Adorned with Tahias the deities are pulled in rhythmic
motion to the beats of cymbals and chanting of the names of the Holy Trinity in chorus by devotees in
frenzied ecstacy. After the deities are seated on their respective chariots, the “Chhera Panhara” by the
Gajapati Maharaja takes place. The most exciting part is the pulling of chariots by lakhs of people along
“Bada Danda”, the Grand Road. The chariots move slowly until they reach Gundicha temple where the
deities rest for a night adorned with “Dashavatar Costumes”. They enter the Gundicha Temple in the
next day morning in the usual “Pahandi” style and stay there for 7 days. On the 10th day of bright
fortnight of Ashadha the return of chariots or “Bahuda Yatra” takes place. The 3 chariots pulled by lakhs
of devotees reach the Simhadwar. The next day the deities are attired in the costumes of glittering gold
which is known as “Sunabesha”. After completion of certain rituals like “Adharapana”, the deities go
back to “Ratna Simhasan” on the Dwadashi day which is popularly known as “Niladri Bije”. Their arrival
to the sanctum sanctorum marks the end of Ratha Yatra, the grand festival of chariots.

But this year it is going to be totally different due to the prevailing extraordinary situation arising
out of COVID-19. With humble devotion towards the Chaturddha Murtti let us keep repeating the five
pronged Mantra of Mask, Social Distancing, Hygiene, Testing and Tracing till we banish this pandemic.

JAY JAGANNATH.

Editor, Odisha Review
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Jantrajamala says in Utkal of Bharat Varsha
holy Purusottam Kshetra is a heaven on earth,

martya vaikunth because it is the dwelling place
of Lord Jagannath, made of daru (wood), who is
the protector of the faithful. Lord Vishnu took
various incarnations in this sacred land of Bharat.
Adi Shankar founded four shrines in four dhams:
Those are Dwarika in the west, Badrinath in the
north, Rameswar in the south and Purusottam in
the east. The last one is considered holiest as it is
the place of divine act of Lord Vishnu. This place
is also known as Bhauma Kshetra, Dibya Kshetra
and Shrikshetra.

Adi Shankar framed the rules of the rituals
of Lord Jagannath. Here the worshipped Lord’s
name is Jagannath Purusottam. He is the
incarnator. The importance of Purusottam Kshetra
(Puri dham) is elaborately described in scriptures
and legends. During the deluge all places but
Nilagiri (Blue Hill) went under water. Here Lord
Narayan was afloat on a single leaf at the root of
an age-old tree called Akshayabata. Lord
Narayan accommodated in his stomach the
seven-kalpa-long living sage Markandeya.

Shri Jagannath revealed himself in daru
(wood) to absolve the world of torment and pain.
His presence paves the way for Brahma-
realization. The daru-idols worshipped on the

jewel altar are self-manifested, thus, apauruseya.
Foods offered to the deities are called mahaprasad
which is available in no other place. It is savoured
by all irrespective of caste, ethnicity, sect or creed,
Brahmins and non-Brahmin. The Jagannath cult
believes in egalitarianism, love, peace, compassion
and pardon. In fact Lord Jagannath is the savior
of weak, oppressed, deprived, dispossessed and
poverty-stricken like Bandhu Mohanty, Ram Das,
Raghu Behera and others narrated in
Dardhyatabhakti. To endear the Lord bhaba and
bhakti (love and devotion) count much.

Shree Jagannath :
Saviour and Redeemer

Parikshit  Mishra
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But his divine acts are mysterious and
enigmatic. He could also be as violent as Lord
Nrusingha to punish the evil-doers. His acts are
inscrutable, but resolute. Thus said:

Sarvang rahasya Purusottamasya
Deba na jananti kuto manusyah

Who can crack the mystery of Lord
Purusottam which even gods do not know?

Over the centuries saints, seekers,
scholars and general public are attracted towards
Sankh Kshetra. They derive spiritual joy here.
They were Madhav, Ramanuja, Nimbark, Kabir
and Nanak just to mention a few. Saint Ganapati
Bhatt saw his god in Lord Jagannath. The event
is commemorated on Snana Purnima(the full-
moon day of Jyestha) when Lord Jagannath is
attired as Lord Gajanan after the ritual bath
ceremony. Ganapati Bhatt at the sight was
overwhelmed with joy. Shri Chaitanya Dev
reached Puri in 1510 and lived the rest of his life.
It was said that at the end he merged himself in
Lord Jagannath.

In Kapila Samhita it is observed:

Sarveshang Chaiba Kshetranang
Raja Shri Purusottamah

Sarveshang Chaiba Debanang
Raja Shri Purusottamah

The above means among all places of
pilgrimage Purusottam Kshetra is best and among
all gods Lord Purusottam is the best.

The Indradyumna legend is interwoven.
In its root is revelation of Jagannath quartet
(chaturddha-murty). Indradyumna was the fifth
generation of Lord Brahma and staunch devotee
of Lord Vishnu. He was a popular king of Abanti
city of Malav state. Two mysterious frail figures
were instrumental for the descent of Lord

Jagannath and his siblings : Lord Balabhadra and
Devi Subhadra. One was Lord Vishnu himself
who appeared as a Jatadhari (a bearded man with
untidy tousled look) before the king and spelt out
highly in detail about Purusottam Kshetra. At
Nilagiri Nilamadhav was worshipped by gods of
heaven. One who has his holy darshan achieves
salvation or moksha. There is a water container
without lid called Rohinikund. Its water is pure
and sacred. A crow accidentally fell in it and
amazingly was transformed into a four handed
beautiful soul and flew into the heaven. “You’re a
great devotee of Lord Vishnu. You had better visit
that place at the earliest,” the Jatadhari said and
disappeared. The king was excited and resolved
to find out Purusottam Kshetra.

Among others the king deputed the
younger brother of royal priest Vidyapati on a
fact finding mission. When all others failed in their
efforts Vidyapati, who kept praying in his heart,
succeeded to reach Purusottam Kshetra. He
befriended tribal chieftain Viswavasu, married his
daughter Lalita and had the rare achievement of
holy darshan of Lord Nilamadhav. Mission
accomplished he returned to Abanti and briefed
Indradyumna about his visit of holy Purusottam
Kshetra.

Now events took place fast. Debarshi
Narada appeared on the scene. Under his able
guidance the king, his family, advisors, soldiers
and subjects set out for Purusottam Kshetra. They
reached their destination after a long and arduous
journey but to their dismay Lord Nilamadhav had
disappeared the previous night in a severe sand
storm. Debarshi Narada was a mentor and
spiritual guide. He consoled crestfallen
Indradyumna and asked him to perform 1000
Aswamedha sacrifice after which Vishnu will
appear as a sacred tree (daru). After the
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completion of 1000 Aswamedha Yajna the holy
daru was sighted by Debarshi Narada and king
Indradyumna while taking bath in the sea. The
daru was brought in a grand procession and
placed along yajna altar. All carpenters attempting
to carve idols could not make any headway. The
king and the Debarshi were a worried lot. How
to break the ice? On the spur of the moment Lord
Vishnu Himself appeared as carpenter promising
to make images. He was an old man. He could
not stand steadily as his hand, leg and the body
were stirring because of age. He began his work
in closed door. When no sound was heard outside
the door was forced open on day fifteen. To
everyone’s surprise four idols were made out of
the log (daru), but the old carpenter had
disappeared.

Why daru when stone and previous metal
are available aplenty for making idols? Tree
worship prevailed in ancient Indian civilization as
long back as Vedic period (1500-1200 BC).
Vedas were precursor of Hinduism. The daru, it
is strongly believed, relieves pain, ameliorates the
suffering and heals festering ailments. Lord
Jagannath carved out of daru (as ordained in a
dream of king Indradyumna) is worshipped as
Darubrahma. He is also Purnabrahma, the
sovereign god of universe.

Lord Jagannath is Vishnu; he is also
Krushna and Purusottam. In the beginning he was
worshipped as Nrusingha along with Nilamadhav
in Satya Yuga. Shri Jagannath could have revealed
himself at the end of Dwapara Yuga. About the

revelation Dr. Prafulla Kumar Rath writes in his
research paper entitled ‘Sri Purusottam Worship.’

Thus the Purusottam Kshetra with the
god of same name became remarkably famous
by 7th century AD though it was insignificant in
the 1st century AD. By 3rd century AD Purusottam
worship was well recognized as known from
Brihad Samhita of Varah Mihira. But it cannot be
said with all exactness whether it prevailed in Puri
or not. Its accounts of Vishnu Purana is relied
upon Purusottam Jagannath and according to
Vishnu Dharma, by 2nd to 3rd century AD he was
Vishnu or at least Krushna of Srimad Bhagabata,
worshipped in Odra.
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Lord Jagannath enshrined at Puri is no more a
mere monument for religious worship by the

Hindus. The greatest deity in the modern Hindu
Pantheon has many names, besides the well
known Jagannath, each of his name suits to his
day to day activities inside and outside the temple.
He is called as Patitapabana – the redeemer of
the fallen, Purusottama-the highest self, Abatari-
the supreme god etc. He is not really so much a
God for monks and mahatmas as of the common
man and we shall see how he has allowed Himself
to slowly evolve entirely out of consideration for
the common mans needs. That is why He has
reach to fascinating prospect for the researchers
and scholars, actively engaged in the study of the
socio-cultural and economical aspects of Shree
Jagannath Temple and its impact on the Socio-
economic and Cultural life of the people.

The Jagannath Temple and Jagannath
Consciousness experiences that the attitude of man
towards better community living and towards
many vexing problem of life, socio-logically,
economically and culturally.

In a wider sense it is an universal religion
that alienates no-one rather embraces all into its
folds, as it transcends all artificial barriers- Racial,
Communal or Sectarian.

Social point of view if we discourse about
the very name Patitapabana-the redeemer of
fallen, it is to make himself easily approachable
to the unwashed millions that the compassionate
Lord of the Universe comes out from the great
temple, once in a year at the time of Car festival
for nine days. As a matter of fact this Car festival
should be taken as the pure essence of the
Jagannath Chetana. Though he has taken as the
greatest Hindu God, all sorts of caste, creed, and

 Shree Jagannath Temple : A Centre of
Socio-Cultural and Economic Affairs

Prof. Sunil Kumar Rath
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religious feeling vanishes as we enter the premises
of Jagannath.

If we go through the Shree Jagannath
temple tradition, one vital group of servitors are
non Brahmins and during car-festival, He is left
entirely to their care for about one month. Being
the Patitapaban-Redeemer of fallen, the poorest
of the poor Dasia Bauri, Balaram Das the
infatuated or Salabeg the non Hindu devotee
received the mercy of Lord Jagannath. Socio-
humanism of a unique variety is manifested here
when the Lord of the lowliest and downtrodden
descends from his throne to appease the hunger
of His Jajpuria friend Bandhu Mohanty in distress.

Secondly, He is the most democratic god
of all, living in his temple like a common guardian
with a household of his own, taking the common
man’s food. The daily cake of Lord Jagannath
made out of contemptible rice-bran and dishes
of the most common pot-herbs taken only by the
poorest in Odisha. Shree Jagannath is highly
humanized Deity. He brushes his teeth, takes bath,
changes his cloth, wears different ornaments, in
social functions like Rama Janma, Krishna Janma,
Bamana Janma, Diwali, Holi, etc. held inside the
great temple. In summer He takes cool bath in
sandalwood paste mixed with water. In winter he
wears winter garments. Here the conception of
God is like a common head of a family.

Culturally to my mind Shree Jagannath
and the Jagannath Temple is the most mesmerizing
contribution to the world and one of the most
significant manifestation of human culture.
Jagannath Chetana is so all-pervading that it has
the capacity to provide nurture to all levels of
human existence, rich or poor, learned or ignorant,
sinner or virtuous, well-bred or ill-bred. There is

no question of caste, creed or religion, no place
for Egoism, aristocracy nor any place of
communalism. Here the God and Sevak are
equal.

Among a series of rituals special mention
is the sweeping of the Chariot by the Gajapati
(King) to proclaim that he is the servant of god
who demonstrates Socialism in action of the dignity
of labour. In Jagannath Chetana there is no priest
but only ‘Sevaks’ of different orders. Even the
Gajapati  is also known as Adya Sevak (Prime
Servitor) of the Lord.

The Imperial Gazetteer of India (Vol.XX)
: about Jagannatha thus being especially common
man’s Lord among all other deities :

“The true source of Jagannath’s undying hold upon
the Hindu race consists in the fact that he is the
god of the people.  The poor outcaste learns that
there is a city on the far eastern shore, in which
the priest and the peasant are equal in the presence
of the Lord of the World. In the courts of
Jagannatha and outside the Lion Gate, thousands
of pilgrims every year join in the sacrament of
eating the holy food, the sanctity of which
overleaps all barriers of caste, for a Puri priest
will receive food even from a low caste Hindu.
The worship of Jagannatha aims at a Catholicism
which embraces every form of Indian belief and
every Indian conception of the Deity. He is Vishnu
under whatever form and by whatever title men
call upon his name. The fetishism of the aboriginal
races, the nature – worship of the Vedas and lofty
spiritualism to the great Indian reformers have
alike found refuge here. Besides thus representing
Vishnu in all his manifestations, the priests have
superadded the worship of other members of the
Hindu Trinity in their various shapes and the
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disciple of every Hindu sects can find his beloved
rites and some form of his chosen Deity, within
the sacred precincts.”

If we go through the Rituals that are
connected with Lord Jagannath are the prime
example of Socio-cultural base of the Jagannath
Chetana. Shree Jagannath a replica of “Sarba
Dharma Samanwaya” reflects an amalgam of
tribal, Brahminic, Sakta, Buddhist and Jaina
practices. Theologically Jagannath is Krishna,
Rama, Nrusingha, Bamana, Ganesh, Narayan all
in one. He is both Mahayanie Sunya and Adwaitie
Nirguna Brahma. In no other shrine, two brothers
are with their sister in between worshipped as in
the temple of Lord Jagannath. His Mahaprasad
is placed with veneration as the representative of
his divine presence. There is absence of
untouchability in it, from Brahmin to sweeper can
take Mahaprasad together.

The economy of Puri is mainly based on
the temple of Shree Jagannath. The main
population of this temple city depends on the travel
trade and pilgrim’s progress. Near about 12000
sevek populations also depends on the temple
for their livelihood.

Economic point of view every-one
knows that tourism is regarded as a promoter of
religious heritage, a medium of cultural
conservation and a source of revenue and
employment generation. As a major economic
activity particularly for revival of intangible
heritage.

The glory of Lord Jagannath attracts
pilgrims and devotees from every nook and

corner of India. Day by day the number is going
up. Particularly, during the festivals and ceremonies
thousands and lakhs of people gathered here.
Mahaprasad is regarded as the sacred food
cherished by everybody.

As a good entrepreneur creates job
opportunity. So also Shree Jagannath temple
created a huge employment opportunity. “Simply
we can take the example of Mahaprasad.” For
preparation of Mahaprasad  huge amount of rice,
flour, vegetable, milk, sugar, ghee, earthen pots
are required in huge quantity and these materials
are imported from various places. For all these
activities a large number of people from various
categories are engaged throughout the year.

There are several villages surrounding to
the temple city of Puri like Raghurajpur are
specialized in the preparation of paintings,
plastering of masks. These commodities are
determined in their design by religious motives
connected with the Jagannath Chetana and they
are mostly sold in Puri where the pilgrims have
the highest demand.

We may conclude with these words that
culturally Lord Jagannath is not only the identity
of Odisha and Odia people but also the Jagannath
temple is undoubtedly a centre of socio-cultural
and economic bindings.

Prof. Sunil Kumar Rath, Retd. Reader in Odia, near
Tahasil Office, Keonjhargarh-752001.
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When we look in to heritage, number of
questions strike us as per the world

heritage centre UNESCO, whether, it is tangible
or intangible or cultural or natural. When we are
working in the cultural heritage field for about three
decades, we are sure that the intangible  cultural

heritage  consists of traditional skills, convictions,
traditions, oral beliefs, music, songs, dance, drama
which  cannot be stored in a museum but are
constantly reinterpreted by the people in a
particular  cultural region. Similarly, the
term tangible heritage refers in general to all the
material traces such as archaeological sites,
historical monuments, artifacts, and objects that
are significant to a community, a nation, or/and
humanity. In this context Puri is such a cultural
region that alive the intangible aspects in various
forms with rituals and the  tangible form is very
much visible in the shape of temples, monasteries
and historical landscape. Archaeology helps us
to determine the  basics of  nature of historical
landscape. One has to understand the dynamics
of the heritage in the particular cultural landscape
that presents us the age old historical paradigm
and cultural ethos that echoes the universal value.
Let us shed some cultural continuity and its roots
in this sacred land of Lord Jagannath.

Puri, the land of Lord Jagannath is a
visible historical landscape that narrates the cultural
continuity from the dawn of civilization in various
forms be it sacred landscape Samkha Kshetra or
the towering Srivasta Khandasala temple of Lord
Jagannath or the ritual space Badadanda or the
revered Mahodadhi, or Bankimuhana or

 Puri : The Heritage City :
An Archaeo-Cultural Profile

Dr. Sunil Kumar Patnaik
Sarita Nayak
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Chakratirtha and so on. The land is described in
the Puranas as region of liberation or mokshya
and  the sacred land was created in the historical
periods following the hindusastras and
vastusastra. Let us have the glimpses of this tiny
holy land.

In the earliest phase of traditional history
of India, as shown by Pusalkar, the Puranas
contain references to various kings and dynasties,
some of which are also corroborated by the Vedic
texts and epics. H.C. Roychaudhuri has tried to
reconstruct our traditional history from the
legendary king Parikhit to the well known
Magadhan king Bimbisara. The first phase of this
traditional history in Pusalkar’s analysis takes one
back to the legendary progenitor of all subsequent
Indian dynasties. He highlights the major
kingdoms like Kuru which lay between the
Sarasvati in modern Kurukshetra, Kosala,
Magadha, Taxila, Panchala, Surasena, Vatsa,
Avanti,Videha, Kasi, Anga, Kalinga, Gandhara
and Kamboja..Odisha in Ancient times covers the
geographical area of Kalinga, Utkala, Odra and
part of South Kosala. Broadly, the area at times
stretches from the River Ganges to the River
Godavari and some time it was from Vamsadhara
to Mahanadi and Ganges.The archaeological
material culture of Odisha now dates back to 7th-
6th century BCE so far city and urban life is
concerned as known from the excavated sites of
Sisupalgarh, Radhanagar, Talpada, Jaugarh,
Dhauli, Asurgarh, Kharligarh and other places.
The dated historical beginning of Odisha urban
life is known from the Kalinga empire with the
Kalinga war in 3rd century BCE. Even some of
the Chalcolithic sites like Khameswarapali, Hikudi
and few others revealed transition from
Chalcolithic Age to Iron Age between 800 to 600
BCE and then to early historic period in 3rd-2nd

century BCE. Similarly, some early historical sites
in coastal Odisha like Radhanagar, Sisupalgarh,
Talpada date to early beginning of historical
period from 5th-4th century BCE.All these
evidences were known only recently from
excavations from various sites in a scientific
manner. Here, we can conclude that when
agricultural life settled and empires and rulers
emerged together with cities and towns which all
happened in Odishan context around 4th-3rd

century BCE and we witnessed first recorded war
in 261 BCE by Mauryan emperor Ashok. When
we are talking about early history of a place, we
must depend upon the material culture that is
visible on earth and date to the historical periods
which is accepted as source of history worldwide.
Heritage of a place could be written or accepted
on the basis of antiquarian remains apart from
literature and place names. The methodology to
study the history and heritage of a place largely
depend on the material cultures which are dated
carefully by the archaeologists and historians and
ascertain its historicity and heritage value on which
aspects literature (sahitya), culture (sanskruti)
and traditions (parampara) develop.

Let us focus on the references about Puri
and its earlier history. In the great epic, the
Mahabharata refers  in its Tirthayatra section
of the Vanaparva  three different accounts of
celebrated land although it mentions Svyambhu
Lokesvara and the Vedi, a famous spot in Puri
itself  testifying  the antiquity of Puri as a place on
the pilgrimage route. But, there obviously existed
no famous Vaisnava deity in this period, or any
time up to the beginning of 10th century.

Pt. Krupasindhu Misra (Utkala Itihas)
mentions that Jagannath Temple has been
constructed during first-second century BCE. The
name of this kshetra was Purusapura or Purusa
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Mandapa and in this Purusapura, Purusottama
was worshipped much before 4th century CE.  The
Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang, who travelled
through Odishan region in C. 639 CE., refers to
a city called Che-li-ta-lo. Some scholars tend to
identify Puri as Che-li-ta-lo or Charitrapura. But,
whatever be the opinions, Puri as a sacred place,
a kshetra, must have gained ground from the early
historical period for which three major cults of
India i.e. Shiva, Sakta and Vishnu  together with
tribal affiliation has been overlapped here. It is
the reason, why we get reference of Puri as
Srikshetra, Sankha Kshetra, Purusottama
Kshetra, Dasavatara Kshetra, Nilachala in various
Puranas. The Puranas like Matsya Purana,
Brahma Purana, Narada Purana, Padma
Purana, Skanda Purana, Kapila Samhita,
Niladri Mahodaya and the Tantrik works like
Kalika Purana, Rudrayamala,
Brahmayamala, Tantrayama  etc. which are
mostly written between 4th to 14th  century CE.
has referred  Puri  as a significant Kshetra  in
various names. Further,  Adi Shankaracharya
(788-820 CE.),  towards the early part of 9th

century CE, had established   his seat of learning
(Dhaam) here at Puri. Scholars in the past have
concluded that the entire early period of 600 years
from 4th century CE to the beginning of 10th

century CE, has no inscriptional references about
the existence of  Purusottama-Kshetra or
Purusottama temple but the sacred landscape was
in existence.

The period from 4thcentury CE to 7th

century CE   may be seen as an incipient phase of
sustained monarchical state formation in Odisha.
In this period, some of the dynasties of this area
owed political allegiance to dynasties out-side
Odisha. The kings of this period generally
assumed no title higher than Maharaja. Between

the 7thto mid 10th century CE there were still a
multiplicity of dynastic groups ruling over  various
parts of Odisha. However, while in the first half
of the 7thcentury there is evidence of the
subordination of some dynastic groups of Odisha
to outside powers, this ceases to be the case in
the second half of the seventh century. The
articulation of the ideology of kingship as
expressed in the royal prasasti, becomes more
elaborate after this period, with grand titles and
epithets, as well as the significant appearance of
dynastic origin myths.

During this period, certain dynasties were
able to carve out relatively large kingdoms and
there were several dynasties ruling over different
parts of Odisha. The imperial dynasties such as
Somavamsis and the Gangas, united through
conquest large parts of Odisha and were able to
establish kingdoms that incorporated large parts
of Odisha.

However, it is pertinent to know the
political division of Odisha of the period and the
ruling dynasties (minor /major) to know the history
of Puri in general Vaishnavism in particular. Here,
during 4thto 10th century CE several dynasties
such as the names or genealogical accounts of
Matharas, Sailodbhavas, Kulkis, Sulkis and
Bhaumakaras suggest a tribal origin. U.P.Singh
opines that, these rulers were Brahmanas,that they
were non-Brahmins gaining Brahmana status; the
use of gotra designations by non-Brahmanas.

The inscriptions provide information
about the migration patterns of certain lineages
that came to carve out kingdoms in ancient
Odisha, and indicate a considerable degree of
spatial mobility of ruling lineages. The
Panduvamsis, came from Mekala, the area
around Amarkantaka, the Bhaumakaras probably
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came from Assam. The Svetakas of Kalinganagar
and imperial Gangas were migrants from the
South, the Somavamsis from South Kosala (the
Raipur-Bilaspur Sambalpur regions) and the
Tungas from Rohitagiri of Bihar. All these
dynasties made effort to popularize Vaishnava cult.

An observation of symbols and seals of
the royal copper plate grants of these dynasties
reflect the meanings of the political and religious
domains.While some of the symbols are
decorative devices (for instance, floral patterns)
other certain motifs (such as the Camara i.e., fly
whisk) were apparently symbols of sovereignty.
Some of the symbols on the seals, however, have
a clear sectarian affiliation. For instance, the
Garuda, conch, discuss and the Gaja-Laxmi are
Vaisnava emblems, while the bull and the trident
are Saiva symbols. Certain titles assumed by kings
are also indicative of sectarian affiliations. While
the titles such as parama-daivata (a great devotee
of the gods of god) are parama-daivat-
adhidaivata (a great devotee of the gods and of
the supreme god) do not name the deity or deities
to whom they allude, parama-bhagavata (a
great devotee of the Bhagavat i.e. Visnu) and
parama –vaishnava (a great devotee of Visnu)
and Vaisnava sectarian titles. The term ‘Vaisnava’
relates here to the worship of the various deities
who came to be identified as different forms of
the god Visnu by the Gupta period. The term
‘Bhagavata’ originally referred to the worshippers
of the Vrsni hero Vasudeva-Krisna; the Bhagavata
cult was in course of time absorbed in Vaisnavism.

However, our survey of dynastic history
of this period revealed that Visnuism advanced
into Kalinga from the south during the rule of
Pitrbhaktas and Matharas who ruled for about
180 years (C 364 to 540 CE) the Bobbili plates
of Candavarmana / Acandavarmana and the

Chicacole plates of Nandaprabhanjana-varmana,
endow these Pitarbhakta kings with the sectarian
parama-bhagavata. The Vaisnava affiliations of
the Pitarbhakta kings are thus, evident in a few
cases, but do not consistently appear in all their
inscriptions.

The Mathara king Ananta Saktivarmana
who assumed the title of Kalingadhipati and
described himself as a devotee at the feet of
Narayana-svamin. This is known from a character
issued in his 14thyear of reign (Narayana /
svaminah padabhakta). Their capital was
Simhapura (Singapura near Chicacole) around
Mahendragiri region. The Andhavarmana Plates
of Anantasakti-varmana refer to him as a devout
worshipper of the lotus-feet of the Lord Narayana
whose chest is embraced by Kamalanilaya
(Laxmi) (Bhagavatah Kamalanilaya - akranta-
vaksaso Narayana-svaminah pada-bhaktah).
During this period, for a very short time Visnuism
penetrated into Ganjam and Central Odisha.

For the next 550 years, the following
dynasties were inclined towards Saivism and
Saktism. However, the immigrating Saivas
belonged, largely to the Pasupata sect who
promoted the concept: Siva-the great god,
included all other divinities, particularly Visnu who
was but part of himself and in theology was
subsequently equated with Siva’s energy (Shakti).

Odisha witnessed towards the end of
6thcentury CE and the first half of 7th century an
immigration of Brahmans of various gotras from
Northern India. According to Suvira Jaiswal,
Vaisnavism was a development of Bhagavatism,
the cult of Bhagavat Narayana, which through
a process of synthesis and absorption became
one of the most influential religions of Gupta
period. History of the god Narayana, Jaiswal
says, provides an outstanding example of the
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origin and evolution of the conception of a god
developing out of primitive tribal life and linked
inseparably with the social and material condition
of the time.

In the inscriptions from Uttara Tosali and
Daksina Tosali, we get, traces of these immigrants
who received donations of tax-free villages in
order to settle down permanently in Odisha. Some
of these villages are in Balasore district. In one
case a group of 37 Brahmins,out of whom 6 hold
Vaisnava names, are mentioned as settling in a
village in Daksina Tosali.

Stietencron, writes that, the infiltration of
North Indian traditions during 7th-8thcentury,
gradually turned out to be an important cultural
factor in the subsequent period, especially during
the Sailodbhava rule in Odisha which gave rise to
a flourishing cultural epoch dominated largely by
Saivism. But, the existence of a small group of
devotees of Visnu in North Odisha and in the
Prachi valley of Puri District is attested by a few
Vaisnava images particularly the cult of Madhava.
Two of these images are in the Bhadrak
subdivision of Balasore District. A Narasimha
image at Kuapur, attributed to 8th century and
the fragment of an image with broken arms, at
Dolasahi, has been tentatively identified as Visnu.
Another important and well preserved four armed
Visnu with a large halo, holding a rosary and conch
in his front hands while the other two hands rest
on his companions Cakrapurusa and Gadadevi.
This image, according to Stietencorn, belong to
7th century CE and is known as Mudgala
Madhava, now under worship in the Mudgala
village near Kakatpur of Puri District. The second
beautiful image of the same name belong to
Somavamsi period i.e. 11th century CE.The ruling
members of the mudgala- kula, of course, seem
to have been devotees of Siva. But, the king

Sivaraja of Mudgula-Kula had granted protection
and gave land to the immigrant Brahmanas of the
Vaisnava creed. So it may be possible that the
image was worshipped slightly later by members
of Mudgala-Gotra who were already Vaisnavas
in the Sailodbhava  period as attested by the
proper name Narayana.

It is already known that Visnuism had
established itself in Siripur area of present
Chattisgarh state, during the Gupta period.
Towards its end, Rajim and subsequently Siripur
became centers of Vaisnava religion. It further,
advanced to central Odisha which was closely
linked with the ruling dynasties of this area. This
is what we see during the early rule of
Somavamsis whose capital was in and around
Binika-Sonepur and after uniting Utkala their
capital was shifted to Yayatinagar.

Towards the middle of the 10th century
CE Yayati I established the Somavamsi rule in
Utkala having two headquarters one at Binika-
Sonepur area and another at Yayatinagar around
modern Jajpur area. The kings of Somavamsi
have been credited with the establishment of the
Lingaraja, Rajarani and other temples at
Bhubaneswar. It is also certain that the older parts
of Kapalamochana and Yamesvar temples of Puri
belong to Somavamsi period. The present temples
were much more in height then the existing. The
Markandeswara temple of Puri also belongs to
the Somavamsi period but was partly
reconstructed at a later date.The earliest temple
of Sri Jagannath was constructed by Yayati-I of
Somavamsi dynasty at Puri and the tradition of
Patali Srikshetra  of Chalia hill of Trikuta hill range
near Sonepur could have linked to Puri Sri
Jagannath toward imperial policy to unite Western
Odisha and Coastal Odisha under Utkaladesha.
It happened under the Gangas too in 12thcentury
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when they combine Mukhalingam and
Mahendragiri of South Odisha  to Puri. Similar
antecedents are very well visible in the heritage
city of Puri in later parts too, with establishment
of several Mathas of different sects from 13th

century onwards.  This is one of the historical
paradigm of Odisha heritage rarely found in other
parts of India.

The Markandesvara is the most important
temple in Puri, when the Somavamsis were thrown
and the Ganga dynasty came to power in Odisha.
It contains an inscription of Anantavarman
Chodaganga Deva dated in his 57th (srahi) year
i.e. 1131/32 CE which proves both its existence
and importance at that time. The Saptamatrika
images found on the bank of Markanda tank
belong to Somavamsi period. It serves the
benchmark for the study of the cultural stratigraphy
of Puri’s history and culture.

In fact, the local tradition in Puri retains
the memory of a certain Somesvara, the chief priest
of the last Somavamsi ruler in Puri who was
connected with this temple and worshipped
Aghora Siva Markandeyasvara. On the bank of
Markandesvara tank in front of the temple is a
sculptural shed with beautiful images of the seven
mother-goddesses (Saptamatrikas). On the
basis of their style, these images can be assigned
to the early Somavamsi period. This matches with
the account of the Madalapanji, which records
that the images were installed by Bhimakesari (3rd

quarter of the 10th century CE).  Finally, the
remains of a beautiful temple of the early
Somavamsi period, which was built in the
compound wall of the Markandesvara temple
also, have some evidence. According to the style
of the sculptures, the temple to which these
fragments belonged was approximately

contemporary to the Muktesvara temple of
Bhubaneswar and may be assigned to Yayati-I.

Similarly, the antiquity of Lokanath temple
which is oriented towards west, can be determined
as such the orientation of the Pasupata temples
of Odisha were erected mainly in Sailodbhava
period (c. 7th-8thCE). Lokanath is an important
deity of Puri and regarded as the part of Lord
Jagannath. The location of the Lokanath temple
is such that with its low level on which it stands
must have greater antiquity, of course, the super
structure was built in the later period. There exist
several mounds that need archaeological
investigation. The temple also contains small
ancient sculptures, particularly in the entrance lintel
and side walls.

Prior to 10th century CE some Vaisnava
immigrants had penetrated into the central Odisha,
from north, but the archaeological remains of the
Vaisnavas are restricted to the valley of the Prachi
river. By the time 1130 CE Vaisnavism had
reached central Odisha from North, South and
from the West. Even the Southern Pallava rulers
and Northern Pala rulers were devout Vasnavites
as they have huge life size Visnu images (11-
12thCE).  Some of these are displayed in the
National Museum.

Madalapanji, the palm-leaf chronicle of
Sri Jagannath Temple states that, Yayati Keshari,
the founder of the ruling Keshari dynasty of Odisha
built a small temple of 38 cubits high for
Purusottama and installed the wooden images of
the deity in that temple. It is also claimed that
Jagatguru Sankaracharya visited Puri during the
reign of Yayati Kesari and gave him instruction
about the form of the deities and mode of their
worship. He established a monastery in Puri to
monitor the management of religious affairs in the
temple. Some scholars are of opinion that the
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present Narasimha shrine within the premises of
Jagannath temple to be the “Potala” (temple) built
by Yayati Keshari. Epigraphic records also
support that some Somavamsi rulers were
worshippers of Narsimha incarnation of Vishnu.
The temple contains a large number of early
inscriptions donating perpetual lamps to the
Purusottama deity, of course during the Ganga
period.

It is appropriate to mention here that the
Kalidindi grant of eastern Chalukya king Rajaraja
I, (1022-23) CE mentions that the king
worshipped Sri Purusottama of Sri Dhaam. It
means that Sridhaam or Srikshetra (Puri) where
Lord Purusottama was installed attracted a King
like Raja Raja I of Eastern Chalukya dynasty who
visited during Somavamsi rule, but it is certain that
it was Yayati who really began the construction
of the temple of Jagannath, and left incomplete. It
was Chodaganga who undertook the construction
of the lofty temple and brought it to completion in
the later period. Scholars like Rabi Roy on the
basis of Choudwar copper plate view the above
opinion.

                 It was during the 11th century CE that
the temple town Puri might have assumed the
greatest prominence under the dynastic rule of
imperial Gangas of Odisha. The present
magnificent temple of Purusottama-Jagannath was
constructed during this period. Several copper
plate inscriptions of the period credit one
‘Gangesvara’ as the builder of the temple and
this Gangesvara has rightly been identified with
Anantavarman Chodaganga Deva (1078-1147
CE). But the exact date of construction is not
known. It is known from an inscription of the
Srikuramam Temple that at least towards 1135
CE the entire kingdom from Bhagirathi Ganga in
the east up to the Goutami (Godavari) in the south

came under the sway of Anantavarman
Chodaganga Deva. This could be accomplished
when he satisfied the gods (Devas), the hermits
(Risis) and the forefathers (Pitaras) by
performing  tarpana  and making charity. After
restoration of peace and tranquility in his kingdom
Chodaganga must have shifted his capital from
Kalinganagar (the present Mukhalingam) to
Varanasi-Kataka (modern Cuttack). The historical
narratives after 12th century CE is very well
researched and published in several monographs
by various erudite scholars. After 12th century CE
the heritage components were increased in many
fold which still stand in the form of temples,
monasteries (Mathas), sculptures and pillars.

We find here, for the first time in epigraph, a
description of Purusottama, the Lord of the three
worlds, regarding his universal nature, of course
we find before this in literature a description of
Jagannath as lord of the universe. (The first
mention of Jagannath is found in Jnanasiddhi of
Indrabhuti, the King of Uddiyana).

As it has been described earlier,
Anantavarmana Chodagangadeva acquired a
large amount of wealth after conquering the
country of Mahendra in Gouda and defeating the
kings of Utkal and Vengi. According to a popular
tradition, it is said that the wealth was carried on
the back of his war elephants and was poured in
to a well, which was dug in the premises of the
present temple of Jagannatha, is still called by the
name Suna Kua (the gold well). When the well
was filled to the brim, the temple work was started.
In a recent article K.C. Dash has conclusively
tried to prove that the work of construction of
Jagannath Temple was so rapid that within ten
years  1112-13CE to 1124-25CE, Chodaganga
was able to erect the gargantuan structure for
Visnu-Purusottam. It is felt that on examination
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of the architectural features and from pistha
portion to beki level the whole structure of the
Vimana must have been completed under the
supervision of a single patroness or King that may
be Anantavarman Chodaganga Deva.

It is also mentioned in an inscription in
the temple of Garttesvara (Siva) at Alagum, about
15 Km from Sakshigopal that Chodaganga seems
to have invited some selected Brahmana-
Pandits or Vaisnavas of Kanchi and settled them
near Sri Purusottama–Kshetra for propagation
of Dvaita-philosophy. The inscription was incised
when Chodaganga’s 62ndSarahi was current
corresponding to 1136  CE.  During the last part
of his reign i.e. 1135 CE several Pandits,
Brahmanas and Sadhus (Sages) did settle in
different parts of the empire and peace was
established which is known from a Telugu
inscription of the Srikurmam Temple.

             It is believed that King Chodaganga Dev
patronized Vaisnavism under the influence of the
great Vaisnava saint Ramanuja (C.1056-1136
CE). Ramanuja advocated for the
vishishtadvaita philosophy of Vedanta. He was
a pioneer of Sri-Sampradaya. Scholars believe
that Ramanuja might have visited Puri during the
time of Chodagangadeva and was closely
associated with the rituals of the temple.
Vaisnavism in India, particularly in Southern India
had witnessed development of different
philosophical trends and devotional practices with
Visnu or Krisna as the god of worship. Saints
like Nimbarka, Visnuswami and Madhava, who
were the pioneers of the movement, had also
visited Puri at different times. They had
established their mathas (monasteries) at Puri
which multiplied with coming of  different religious
preceptors to Puri in the later periods and each

one of them bear the testimony of  historical unsung
story connected to the sacred land.

After securing peace in all parts of  his
dominion, Chodaganga Deva in 1148 CE
organized the consecration ceremony of his son
Kamarnavadeva’s “Murdha-bhiseka at
Sarvalokaikanatha. Further, the coronation
ceremony (Abhiseka) of Kamarnavadeva had
taken before Lord Purusottama or Narasimha is
a question to be answered.  But, from an
inscription of Narasimha temple, it is clearly
known that a ‘Dipa-dana’ was made in the name
of Sri Purusottama during the 5th regnal year of
Kamarnavadeva i.e. 1150 CE.

During this period in India, there were
construction of new monumental temples hitherto
unknown height. They exceeded the previous
temples of the respective regions, some cases two
or three times and reached a height, which was
never achieved again. The gigantic temples sprang
up corresponding exactly with the rise of the great
regional kingdoms in India. Here, examples can
be given with Kandariya Mahadeva temple in
Khajuraho (1002 CE.), Brihadesvara temple in
Tanjore (1012 CE.), Udayesvara temple in
Udayapur (1059-1080 CE.), Lingaraj temple at
Bhubaneswar (1000 CE.) and Jagannath temple
at Puri (1138 CE.). This development was
culminated in the construction of Sun temple at
Konark about in 1250 CE.

Again the status of a tirth kshetra was
known when the flow of pilgrims continued to
assemble at Puri. Thus a sacred geography was
created along with Mahodadhi  having  several
layers of Saiva, Sakta and Vaisnava circles as
known from Astakosa circumference. Further, the
ritual programmes were continued to uphold the
gravity of the heritage city in the form of Kshetra
Parikrama,Temple Parikrama and Ashrama
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Parikrama with strong network of observations
of several pujas,utsavas and paddhatis that
everybody follow in the city of Puri which
contributed for its universal value and earned the
status of a heritage city.

Here, we may discuss about Tirtha which
could be attested very well from Puri particularly
after establishment of the stable kingdom and its
god-head at Puri. A place of pilgrimage is a Tirtha
or tirthasthana. A pilgrimage is a tirthayatra
and a pilgrim is a tirthayatri. The meaning of a
tirtha is a sacred place charged with the power of
Gods and Goddesses and resonant with purity.
A Tirtha possesses three elements that make it
so sacred -it is suchi or pure; it brings punya;
merit and goodness and it is shubha or auspicious.
This makes a tirtha a place where you can gain
Nirvana;enlightenment and achieve Moksha or
liberation. Pilgrims aspire to attain salvation by
visiting holy shrines to prepare for release from
the temporal world. Moksha cannot be attained
before fulfilling one’s duty towards one’s family
and society. Pilgrimage, thus, came to be
consciously promoted by traditions that have
grown up around a shrine and its local. They are
used to explain and sustain the shrine’s claim to
sanctity. Thus, arouse a large corpus of literature
called Sthalapuranas (ancient stories of a sacred
site) or Mahatmya (greatness of a shrine /site).A
sacred geography of Samkha Kshetra is created
by the process of bringing together cult centres
of a particular tradition through myths and
symbols. In India, this has happened at various
levels i.e. local, regional and pan-Indian. Cults
created their own religious topography through
links with other regional centres by means of myths
and legends evolving around a specific cult. Many
such cultic geographies emerged in India

particularly in South India between the 7th and
17thcentury. The cult of Balajee, as the famous
Venkateswara at Tirupati (a Vishnu temple) is
known, acquired a pan-Indian status being
elevated to it after the Vijayanagar rulers made
Venkateswar their tutelary deity. So also the cult
of Jagannath acquired a pan-Indian status after
the Gangas and later Gajapatis made Lord
Jagannath as their state deity. In fact, pilgrim
networks expanded in the Ganga and post-Ganga
periods when significant reorganization,
elaboration and changes in the temple rituals and
festivals, incorporating manifold Vedic and Agamic
practices, took place. Number of monasteries
(Mathas) as seat of ritual activities were
established for which we found almost 239
Mathas/temples/tanks encircling Sri Jagannath
Temple and created a heritage corridor. The living
grand event Ratha Yatra is an example by itself.
The Rathas could be termed as mobile architecture
which moves from Lion's Gate (simhadvara) of
Sri Jagannath temple  to Gundicha temple, a
distance of about three kms, and extending the
ritual and sacred sphere of the temple into major
parts of the town which transforms Puri (town)
into a veritable temple city. Jagannath stands as
the Great Lord of Nilachala, as the representative
of all the cults that originated and flourished in
India in different ages from the dawn of civilization
right up to the modern times. Such is Lord
Jagannath whom people from all parts of India
offer their heartfelt devotion, and annually
assemble in millions in this holy city of Puri to
witness the Ratha Yatra only to have a view of
Him.

Thus, the temple stands as cosmic
symbolism which gives an insight to the historical
chronology vividly with its elaborate rituals.
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O ! Lord of the creation !
Our ‘sixty pauti’ offering
turned, tasteless for you
you beg for yoghurt
from the milkmaid Manika
sweet coconut from Dasia
half eaten nut from the Sabari.

You abandon delicacies
of Anandabazaar
and keep begging
fried broken-rice from your
dear devotees

The Dearest Lord

Shyam Prakash Senapati
Translated by - Prof. Janmejaya Dwibedi

you move here and there
your servitors fail to trace.

O Lord of the creation
you are dear to the poor
you are my only anchorage
my dearest Lord.

Shyam Prakash Senapati, Translated by
Prof. Janmejaya Dwibedi, Grand Road, Puri-1.
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Salabega was one of the most remembered
devotional poets of Odisha who dedicated

his entire career and life to the glorification of Lord
Jagannath. The irony about Salabega is that he
was a Muhmmedan by birth, but he was one of
the greatest devotees of Shree Jagannath and his
devotional songs are sung by generations of Odia
devotees in praise of the Lord.

                  Despite such popularity, Salabega’s
date and year of birth remain shrouded in mystery.
But astonishingly,
nowhere Salabega has
mentioned the name of
his father and that of
his mother except his
origin as a Muslim. In
one of his Bhajans he
has given his identity in
an humble way I am a
Yavana (Muslim by
caste).My father is the
son of a Mughal Subedar and my
mother a Brahmin. I am born in such a family that
the Hindus do not even take water from me.”

                 It is known from Baharistan-i-Ghaibi
of Mirza Nathan that Salabega was the son of
the Mughal Subedar Jahangir Quli Khan,

nicknamed Lalbeg  who was briefly in charge of
Odisha at Cuttack during the reign of Emperor
Jahangir. While Lalbeg was going to Puri on his
horse-back, he happened to see the enchanting
beauty of a Brahmin widow called Lalita who was
returning from her bath at Dandamukundapur
Sasan(village)and forcibly abducted her and kept
her in his camp at Cuttack. He named her Fatima
Bibi and accepted her as his wife. In due course
of time, Fatima Bibi gave birth to a male child
who was  named  Salbeg,whose Odia

 Salabega :
A Celebrated Saint-Poet of Odisha

Balabhadra Ghadai
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pronounciation is Salabega. In the meantime the
tenure of Lalbeg administration was over. He had
to hand over the charge of administration to a
new Subedar. He requested and handed over the
responsibility of maintenance of Fatima Bibi and
Salabega to the new Subedar and went back to
Bengal.

When Salabega passed his childhood, he
showed his vigour, skill of war and courage and
subsequently joined the Mughal army as a warrior.
One of the stories narrates that once Salabega
sustained severe injuries in the battle which could
not be healed up in spite of best treatment. Unable
to endure the acute pain, the young Salabega wept
into tears before his mother, who not only narrated
before him the secret of his birth but prompted
him to surrender himself at the lotus feet of Lord
Krishna (Jagannath). Muslim Salabega was
reluctant to follow the Hindu ritual of prayer and
Bhajan in the temple. But his mother consoled
him and convinced him that if he prayed with all
sincerity and dedication, he would surely be cured
on the twelfth day of his dedicated prayer.
Mother’s words did create sign of hope in
Salabega. He began to pray earnestly with a view
to getting deliverance from pain. Miraculously on
the twelfth day of his prayer, he had a strange
dream. In the dream he saw that Lord Damodar
(Lord Krishna) was sitting beside his bed and was
offering His bibhuti (the sacred powder) to use
it on his wound. After the dream, Salabega had
sound sleep. Early in the morning when he got
up, he remembered the dream vividly and
discovered that the wound had vanished and he
was fully cured. Mad with joy, Salabega ran to
his sleeping mother. Waking her up, he narrated
before her the miraculous dream and subsequent
cure. This dream and this single episode
reaffirmed his living faith in the Lord of the Blue

Hill. He became a staunch devotee of Lord
Jagannath. Ignoring the prospects of this
materialistic world, Salabega decided to become
a Sanyasi and sing the glory of Lord Krishna-
Jagannath.

Salabega offered his obeisance to his
mother and walked towards Srikshetra Puri. He
reached Badadanda (Grand Road) and smeared
the dust of it on his head. He sang many songs of
devotion and flooded Srikshetra with sweet love
and devotion. He was very curious of a glimpse
of his Lord. Being a Muslim, he was not allowed
to enter into the temple of Lord Jagannath. He
was told that although he was denied to enter Lord
Jagannath’s temple at Puri, yet he can have
Darshan of the Lord during Ratha Yatra when
Lord Jagannath comes out to give Darshan to the
people like him.  Thereafter, Salabega   went on
foot to Brindaban wherein he lived the life of an
ascetic in the association of Sadhus reciting
Bhajans in honour of Lord Sri Krishna. He stayed
there for one year and then returned to Srikshetra
to  see the annual car festival of Lord Jagannath .
He had to cover seven hundred and fifty Krosha
(1500 miles).But to his  bad luck he  fell ill on the
way. He prayed to the Lord to slow down the
chariot so that he could join the holy procession.

"Jagabandhu he Gosain,
Tumbha Sricharana binu anya gati nahin,

Satasha panchasa kosa chali naparai,,
Mohajiba jae Nandighose thiba rahi.’"

           It is said that the chariot of Lord which
was rumbling fast stopped suddenly at Balagandi
on the Badadanda and made all surprised.
Salabeg reached Badadanda of Srikshetra after
some days of the Bahudayatra and joined the
procession. He prayed to Lord Jagannath to
resume His journey. Suddenly the chariot of Lord
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Jagannath started moving forward. Now, the
halting of the chariot has become a part of the
custom. To commemorate his devotion, every
year during the Ratha Yatra, the chariot of the
Lord   is temporarily stopped outside his Samadhi
at Balagandi. Another tribute to the great disciple’s
devotion is the fact that the Bhajans composed
by Bhakta Salabeg are an integral part of the
Ratha Yatra   celebrations.

            Salabega lived the rest of his life with
dignity of being His dear one and composed
numerous devotional songs in the form of Bhajans
and Jananas which to this day are as beautiful as
at the time of their composition. One of the most
popular songs coined by Salabeg is known as
‘‘Ahe Nila Saila Prabala Matta barana –Mo Arata
Nalini Banaku Kara Dalana.’’, still recited by
thousands of devotees while praying to Lord
Jagannath.

              Many of the historical events of the
period are recounted in his songs. The poet refers,
with great anguish, to the depredations of the
marauders   in their attacks on Puri and the
repeated attempts to loot and desecrate the
Shrimandira. These frequently necessitated

shifting the deities outside the main sanctum and
the poet captures the situation of one such
occasion with graphic details in the song,

‘Kene gheni jauchha Jagannathanku,
 Ame darshana karibu kahaku………’

         His deep attachment to Sri Krishna is quite
evident. He always expressed his eagerness to
see Him at Mathura and Brindaban. In one poem
he has penned.

'Jibanare thibi jebe jibi Brundabana,
Darshan karibi jai Srimadhusudana ……'

         Thus, the supreme devotion of Salabeg has
been remembered by all the Odias with great
honour. His   devotion has been the epitome of
grandness of Jagannath culture centering on
Bhaba (feeling), Bhakti (devotion)  and Prema
(love) that is beyond the narrow ambit of race,
colour, creed and religion.

Balabhadra Ghadai, Principal, M.K. College, Khiching,
Mayurbhanj.
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Lord Jagannatha has many a devotees from
the time immemorial. Balaram Das, Jagannath

Das, Yosavanta, Shisu Ananta and Achyuta are
the renowned devotees of the Lord of the
Panchasakha age. Other devotees of order are
Dasia Bauri, Bandhu Mohanty, Sri Chaitanya
Deva, Bhakta Salabega
and many others. They are
reputed savants and
dedicated souls who were
bestowed with divine
blessing by their devotion.
Bishara Mohanty is a
name to be noted. He
was an ardent devotee of
Lord Jagannatha. He not
only was bestowed with
the Divine Blessings, he
could turn the impossible
to possible. He could restore the Shree
Jagannatha Culture and Shree Jagannatha
consciousness in a united flow. He could enliven
the wooden images of Shree Jagannatha, Shree
Balabhadra and Goddess Subhadra. The Daru
images were converted to living Brahma by his
devotion and endeavor. The kings and rulers of
Odisha and the gallant Paikas failed to achieve
the great event of installing 'Brahma Particles' in

 Bishar Mohanty,  An Ardent Devotee

Gopinath Mohanty
Translated by Dr. Haripada Satpathy

the wooden images, where as Bishara Mohanty
could establish the process staking his life. By
installing the ‘Brahma Particles’ in the wooden
deity of Shree Jagannatha he has become an
adorable and all time great, for the entire human
community and especially in the heart of

innumerable  Odias. The
Odias are indebted to
him for such yeoman
contribution. The history
of the Nation will always
remember him as a
successful personality.

But, it is a matter of great
regret and astonishment
that the contemporary
historians, researchers,
litterateurs and socially

recognized important persons have remained silent
about his life and achievement. He has not been
paid adequate and deserving place in their works.
The Madala Panji of Srimandir states, “ No king
could survive due to the Mughal attack and their
oppression.” Parichha Debyasingh Pattnayak
took the deities in exile to Chhapali Hatipada.
Kalapahad came to know about this and chased,
crossed the river-mouth. The informer took him
in waist-deep water to the place of hide of the
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images. Kalapahada carried the images over an
elephant. He looted the treasury, broke the temple
construction up to the Amalak, damaged and
defiled all the images of gods and goddesses
enshrined in the temple. He dug black pits and
burnt the images with dried horse-shits. He carried
Shree Jagannatha up to the bank of the Ganges
and arranged the dry wood and burnt Him. As a
result, the body of the Muslim invader turned into
pieces and burst like crackers. The Kaji
commented that, it happened as you had burnt
the deities of Odisha. Hearing this, the son of
Kalapahad drifted   the remnants (Brahma) of
the images in the waters of the Ganges. When the
burnt images reached the shore adrift, Amura
recovered it and kept in his courtyard thinking it
to be a fuel.  Bishara Mohanty accompanied
Amura while collecting the burnt wooden images.
He followed as a Vaishnavite and stayed there
for eight months. At last, he could bring back the
burnt wooden images inside a Mrudanga, a
musical instrument. He entered into Kujanga-gada
and kept the deities over the Khandayats.”
(Madala Panji by Artaballava Mohanty, Prachi
Edition P-220).

Several questions spontaneously arise;
who was this Bishara Mohanty ? Where did he
live in ? The extact informations about him are
not available as yet. Some say, he belongs to
Kujang in Jagatsinghpur District. Others say, he
was a resident of Balasore district and the novelist,
Kanakalata Mohanty says, he was a Karana boy
from Jajpur; Karana by caste converted to a
Vaishnavite , a descendant of Bandhu Mohanty,
the great devotee of Lord Jagannatha. Bishara
Mohanty followed the great army of Kalapahada
when they were carrying the images of the deities
on the back of an elephant. According to
Kanakalata’s description, “While he was on

chase, if someone advises him to return to his
home and better look after his family, kith and
kin, rather than giving away his life in the hands of
the sharp-sword equipped soldiers, or to die
without food. This land is kingless. The great God
Himself is not able to save Himself. The Sevayats
are worried and planning to save the Lord. What
is your locus standi ?” Bishara Mohanty only
simpers a little without uttering any words.

If persistently pressed upon, he replies,
“Che sara Sara. The fate is pre-written. Whatever
there written in my fate, that must happen. If one
is destined to die on the route, the cosy bed in the
hidden place even cannot save him….”

The persons who advise him to restrict,
now abstain themselves, thinking him to be an
adamant. If you wish his betterment, he will take
it as a bitter one. But, the persons who are well –
acquaint with him, they certainly know that Bishara
is highly intelligent, he knows the policy of tit for
tat. He is intelligent in the true sense of the term,
cunning to the core.

The members of the Shree Jagannatha
Sanskruti Parishad along with the noted Art–
historian, Dr. Ekadashi Padhi of Jajpur were on a
visit to the adjacent areas of the town discovered
from the revenue records that in the settlement,
the name of the Bandhu Mahonaty has been
mentioned to notify an area as “Bandhu Mohanty
Nagar”. Some therefore conjecture, his resident
was in the Kapilapur Shasana nearby. It was rather
a history of 450 years old but cannot be proved
without a concrete historicity. But, taking into
consideration of the revenue record, along with
the local legends, it can be assumed that Bandhu
Mohanty once was a resident of Jajpur and
Bishara Mohanty may be his descendant.
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The history of Odisha during medieval
period was rather hazy and complicated.
Mukunda Deva was the king of Ganga dynasty
enthroned in Odisha. Suleman Karany, the
Nawab of Bengal was tempted to invade    Odisha
to plunder the treasures of Lord Jagannatha. He
was inspired by such invasions of Mahammad
Ghori of Gajni on Somanath Temple at Gujurat.
He carried a huge quantity of ornaments and
wealth to his country. Suleman planned
accordingly knowing that there were huge wealth
and ornament kept in the Ratna Bhandara of Lord
Jagannatha at Puri. He accordingly ordered his
General, Kalapahada to invade Srimandir and
plunder the wealth stored there.

Kalapahada was a Brahmin by birth.
Later on he was converted to a Brahma Rakshasa,
a heinous giant. Kanakalata Mohanty in her novel
describes that Kalidas Gajadani Bhata Mishra
was a resident of Jajpur. He went to Nabadwipa
of Gouda (Bengal State) seeking for knowledge
but later on he returned to his birth place being
distracted from study. He used to go to the
religious places rarely under the compulsion of
his widow mother. He had no faith in worship
and rituals.

He was used to intoxications. His passion
was to swim in the banks of the river Baitarani
and to catch fishes. He used to sell the fishes to
the fishermen and resorted to stake his money in
gambling, earned from sale proceeds of the fishes.
He convinced himself that money is the main
requirement of life.

He was never a believer of God. It was
his habit to commit thefts of mangoes and
coconuts from the endowment lands and sell those
to others. Even when he was entering to the local
shrines , it was his habit to steal the money offered

to the gods & goddesses by devotees. Kalidas
Gajdani, the son of the widow was loitering like a
bull hither and thither enjoying the free gifts. He
had no children.

One night, when his wife whispered to
him about her pregnancy, he could realise that he
is to mind his family now onwards. He can no
more resort to petty thefts and selling of fishes,
he needs to earn for sustenance.

Somebody invited him to the wrestling
arena. He concentrated himself in learning martial
arts like Wrestling, Fencing, Archery etc. At a
point of time he met a sepoy working in the court
of Nawab of Murshidabad. The sepoy explained
him about his salary and extra income during war-
time as a booty. The sepoy was on his annual
leave during his cultivation time by requesting the
court officers.

Suddenly, one cloudy mid-night, the wife
of Kalidas Gajdani got the delivery pain. Kalidas
daringly proceeded to the house of mid-wife in
that stormy night. The mid-wife blatantly refused
to come without her claim money. He requested
all with modesty. Nobody listened to help him.
Others, shut their doors on seeing his face.

Kalidas was aware of his pennilessness.
He had never been witnessed the severe side of
poverty before hand. The night ended. When the
sun rose in the east, his young, beautiful wife
breathed her last without delivering the  child from
her womb. She succumbed to her pain.

After that Kalidas accompanied the sepoy
and joined in the army of the Murshidabad,
Nawab. After a few days, he was shocked to
hear the tragic death of his widow mother too.
His kindred thought Kalidas was absconded. With
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an eye on his heirless property, they burnt his
mother alive by setting fire in the closed house
from outside. Now it became easier to grab the
heirless property.

“Some scholars speak that Kalachand
was the former name of Kalapahada. He was in
the army of Suleman Karany, the Nawab of
Murshidabad. Consequently Dulari, the daughter
of the Nawab fell in love with Kalidas. Initially he
was reluctant to marry her but later on he married
her and converted to Islam. His name after
conversion was Raju Khan. Afterwards he
repented for this and wanted to reconvert to
Hinduism. The Pundits of Mukti Mandapa abused
him as fanatic and blasphemer. The Gajapati King,
Mukunda Deva also gave his decision negatively
– the religion is not like an ornament which can
be changed time and again.

Raju Khan became fierce. He could not
control himself in anger. He proclaimed that he
was an atheist from the beginning and had no faith
in any religion. He decided war against
God……..”

That imprudent Raju Khan was
transformed to Kalapahada. He took vow to defile
Hinduism and to finish the deities of Puri.

This is the heresay and folk tale  of
Kalapahada. But, the real historic evidence was
different. The noted historians in the light of Persian
texts, Akbar nama and Tarik-e-Daudi indicated
that Kalapahada never born as a Hindu Brahmin.
On the other hand he was an Afghan Muslim by
birth. He married the daughter of Murshidabad
Nawab, he decided to invade Odisha and plunder
the Srimandir to placate the Nawab. Being a Hindu
antagonist he engaged himself in damaging the
temples and raised Masjids in their place. He

marched to plunder the Srimandir. There was a
bloody battle in 1568 AD at Gohiri Tikiri of Jajpur
between Gajapati King Mukunda Deva and
Kalapahada. The traitors conspired and Mukunda
Deva was defeated and slain. Odisha came under
Muslim rule. A rule of 300 years right from Ananga
Bhim Deva (1211-1238) upto 1568 of the Hindus
came to an end. Barabati Katak turned to be the
Capital of the Muslim instead. At least for 19years,
the Muslim rule continued there as such.

After the victory at Gohiri Tikiri, the
Muslim forces devastated the Hindu temples and
shrines and built Masjids over night. Kalapahada
occupied the Barabati Fort and created panicky
of torture everywhere and proceeded to plunder
the temple at Puri. Thus goes the saying.

“ Kalapahada came and broke the iron gets,
drank the water of Mahanadi, the queen of
Mukunda Deva presented him the diamond
jewelries in golden plates.”

Surendra Mohanty in his famous novel,
“Nila Saila” wrote that after subjugation of capital
at Katak, Kalapahada surrounded Srikshetra Puri
with his troops. Parichha Debyasingh Pattnaik
realizing the immanent defeat and humiliation, took
the deities in exile to Chhapali Hatipada through
the rivulet Kanchi at its mouth in Chilika and hid
the images in the island. But, Kalapahada was
informed about the matter by Dana Pahanta Singh,
a local and proceeded to the place and found out
the wooden images and carried them on the
elephants to burn the Hindu supreme Deities to
ashes.

At that crux of time, there was no
existence of independent royal rule in Odisha nor
any concerted effort of the general public. In order
to prevent Kalapahada, there was no strong
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personality in Odisha either. Each household in
Odisha had nothing but only to mourn silently for
the situation. Raju Khan, the invincible
Kalapahada tied Shree Jagannatha in the leather
chords and carried the images in the Highway in
broad daylight. Only the wails of widows were
heard in each household.”

In the beginning of the 16th century AD,
the British constructed Port at Khidirpur, Kolkata
for their Naval trade. The Navigators of Kujang,
Kanika , Balasore and Khurda were established.
At that time they were trading in the distant islands
of Java, Sumatra and other places by their sailing
ships. When the Khidirpur Port became functional
the sailors from the above mentioned districts
established themselves there and many a persons
got employment. Mr. Damodar Rout, a former
Minister and a Senior Social activisit opines that
Bishara Mohanty was one of such employees at
Khidirpur.

Sri Chaitanya Deva came to Odisha in
1510 AD. He could influence the then king Pratap
Rudra Deva as well as his subjects. At that time ,
there was a trend of devotion tinged with
knowledge in Odisha by the influences of
Panchasakha’s devotional writings. Ray
Ramachandra the Principal Minister influenced
Pratap Rudra Deva to a greater extent in this line.
After all, the arrival of Chaitanya Deva drastically
changed the Odian social and religious life. The
Vaishnavism became the trend of the day. Taking
the advantage of the situation, Bishara Mohanty
under the guise of a Vaishnavite chased the army
of Kalapahada who were carrying the deities on
the back of an elephant and loitered in
Murshidabad to get proper information.

Noted novelist Surendra Mohanty in his
‘NilaSaila’ has said “ Bishara Mohanty, the little

known, unidentified was running after the images
of the deities like a hungry beggar wearing a
maroon gown and a Pakhauj hanging from his
neck to the chest. On his head, a long napkin
printed with the divine names was surrounded
telling his commitment to the Vaishnavism. A thin
skeletal man, running after, singing the devotional
songs with ecstasy…….

“ Behold, the Bodyless God is in the space
The temple is empty, door is closed

His Charisma is spread,
Behold his stand. “

The Muslim army of the Nawab paid no
heed to Bishara Mohanty, assuming him to be
Vaishnavite Baul singer going back to his home
in Nadia.

They took no interest in him.

Those who knew Bishara Mohanty were
looking at each other thinking Bishara had gone
mad.

While Bishara was not singing the
devotional Bhajan and taking pause in between,
he was behaving like a deranged person uttering
linkless words, “Whenever, the Alpervadable will
wish, He will return home.”  After the pause, he
was continuing the Bhajan beating his drum….

 “ Listen the voice
From the empty space
The voice of the soul,
Listen carefully….”

The altitude of Bishara and the way he
was beating the drum and singing in a queer
manner, led the people to laugh at his behavior
and they thought him to be gone mad totally. But,
when they looked at images of the deities tied in
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leather ropes and hang from the back of the
elephant in an insulting and unpleasant way, It hurt
them. It was done to demonstrate the power of
the Afghan. Again, the soldiers in front and back
of the elephant were uttering loudly the praise of
Akbar equating him to be the Allah, their God.

The crowds on road were only silent
observers to that heart – throbbing scenario,
keeping themselves at a safe distance. Nobody
had the guts to protest. No tears even in their
eyes. Only long sighs could be heard intermittently
from the crowd, like a silent storm of a dying
nation. Only a shocking, silent note was heard at
the pitiable sight from their presence. Their hearts
were hammered with a heavy blow inside. They
were eagerly looking at Lord Jagannatha, their
beloved God for the last time before the elephant
disappeared from their sight.

Bishara Mohanty was running after and
he was deliriously telling the crowd, "Don’t you
know, once Krushna was dragged to Mathura
by Akrura and Rama went to forest in exile ?"

The onlookers were disappearing like a
patch of dark cloud after pouring down a shower
and consequently becoming lighter. Bishara
Mohanty could not but follow the Lord  “With
the drum hung from his neck in an unusual fashion,
sandal smear on his forehead,  a dhoti just below
his knees and wearing a printed shirt. The wheat
complexioned, dwarf and slim person is leading
ahead. Dressed in a queer way. Peculiar hairdo,
a pair of ear-rolls, basil beads round his neck
along with a seasoned napkin and a white scarf.
“Bishara Mohanty has been delineated by many
a scholars but his source is from the Madala Panji
only.

The writers have presented Bishara
Mohanty, following the army. He ignored heat,

rain and cold and their slipped searching sight.
He only concentrated his sight on the images tied
on the back of the elephant. According to Madala
Panji, Bishara decided to follow the deities in the
guise of a Vaishnavite. For a long period of eight
months he chased the enemy army forgetting his
hunger and thirst and avoiding their suspicious
sight in fact sounds like a fairy tale. But, it is a
fact. For such a sacrifice  and bold step, Bishara
Mohanty is no doubt a venerable character for
the Odias.

Dr. Surendra Nath Mishra, a research
scholar conjectures that on his way back,
Kalapahada and his army lost their way and
proceeded to their kingdom through Sambalpur.
To substantiate his hypothesis he has mentioned
about a grave yard of his army at Shankarabandh.
It is still in existence. This may be true. But, one
thing is more true when Kalapahada reached
Bengal, he ordered his people to burn the images
keeping over wooden logs. The images of the
trinity were set fire to. The bodies of the images
started burning but the heat of the fire spread to
Kalapahad. His body started to burst. He
shrieked with unbearable pain. The Kaji (Muslim
Priest) told, “This is result of burning the Hindu
deities.” The son of Kalapahada was panicky and
ordered to throw the half-burnt images in the
Ganges at Huguli. The images reached the shore
adrift at the bank of Huguli river. That place is
known as the ‘Jagannatha Ghat’ till date.

Bishara Mohanty was the direct witness
of all such happenings. He put on his napkin
making his eyes blind folded and carefully
collected the ‘Brahma’ material from the nAvels
of the half-burnt images. He kept secretly within
his Pakhauj(drum).
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He decided to return back to Odisha with
the ‘Brahma’ particles. The land posts were
guarded by the Muslim army  and search
operations were in vogue in every household to
find him by the orders of the Nawab. They are
searching for a person with a pakhauj with him. It
was rather easy to travel by water to avoid
capture. At that time the sailing ships were on trips
from Khidirpur port to Chandbali. The Muslim
army were scrutinizing the ships before those left
the port. Somehow, by the help of somebody,
Bishara Mohanty was able to reach the Chandbali
port. During night fall he settled in a small country-
boat  and sailed through the Shankha river by
Gadakujanga and he got down at a place full of
dense forest nearby.

Some opine that thereafter he went to the
court of the Kujang king. Bishara was also
reputed as a local doctor at Jajpur. He had come
before hand to the palace of Gadakujanga and
treated the queen. She was healed. He had
familiarity in the court. The king took over the
‘Brahma’ particles from Bishara and concealed
beneath the scattered tit-bits of his store. Others
opine differently on the episode. They say that in
the dense forest, there was a temple of
‘Hanuman’, worshipped by a saint. Bishara sought
his help and could live in disguise in the house of
a devotee as a doctor and concealed his
Mrudanga (Pakhauj) amid the sacks of preserved
food-grain of the person. Bishara became much
sought for person being popular for treatment of
people during Rainy season. Apprehended by the
frequent appearance of the Muslim army, Bishara
finally transferred the Pakhauj to the Durga temple
of the king’s complex.

Time rolled on. The Khandayat Paikas
of the Bhoi dynasty supported the heir-apparent

of the dynasty Ramai Ront as Rama Chandras
Deva and settled him in the empty throne of the
Gajapati. He was young but stayed near the
Barunei hill at Jagannathpur, Khurda. He avoided
to settle neither at Barabati, Katak nor at Sri
Kshetra, Puri. He constructed a new palace there.

The son of Mukunda Deva was absent
by that time, however, he had gone to approach
before the emperor at Delhi for justice.

Kedarnath Mohapatra, a noted historian
threw light on the then situation of Odisha, “after
the fall of empire of Odisha, the coastal areas were
divided into three regions. The region from the
river Godabari to Ichhapur was under the Sultan
of Golkunda, from Koshadesha of Puri along with
areas from Kathajodi to Huguli rivers, a vast tract
of areas remained under Afghans, subsequently
under the direct  supervision of the Mughals and
the rest territory came under the king of Khurda.”

The year 1571 AD was the 4th regnal year
of Rama Chandra Deva’s reign, Todar Mall
visited Odisha to study the administration of
Mughal occupied territories by the order of Akbar.

According to the novelist Surendra
Mohanty “Misrule prevailed for a long time in
Odisha. The nobles of Odisha enthroned Rama
Chandra Deva as the leader. By the assurance of
Mansingh, peace was restored.”

Rama Chandra  Deva was installed as
the leader and the king but the real Lord of Odisha
was not there in His throne. That was in fact lying
vacant. The real rule was not possible without
Him. Not only the Shrine of His abode was
vacant, the whole of the state was empty and was
reverberating with the imploration, “Lord
Jagannatha, where are You ?"
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The description of return of Lord
Jagannatha to Puri has been described in Madala
Panji as “ Rama Chandra Deva of Bhoi dynasty
recovered the ‘Brahma’ from Gadakujanga and
established Them in Purusottam Kshetra in the
9th day of bright fornight of July-August of his
11th regnal year. Deities were installed in the
throne. Bishara Mohanty was honoured as the
hero. The traditional Bhogas being discontinued
for a long period, the king could not venture to
offer the same in the beginning etc….” (Madala
Panji, P-62-63 by A.B. Mohanty)

The Chakada Scripture which was
written later speaks, “ When the Kingdom was
inaugurated at Khordha-gada, the king Rama
Chandra Deva discussed with his entourage
about installation of a Deity in absence of Lord
Jagannatha. The entourage were shocked and
surprised to hear this. However the king dreamt
in the night time. The Lord told him about His
presence in Kujangagada and ordered to make
new images for the ‘Brahma’ particles to be
inserted and the Deities to be installed in the Ratna
Singhasana following detail procedure.

Very next day, the king bathed and purified
himself and called for the entourage, the noble
Bhatta Mishra. He explained his dream to all of
them. They were astonished and delighted to
know about the Lord. He ordered his eldest son
Padmanava Pattnaik to bring the deities. The
Deities were established with proper rituals
mentioned in the Skanda Puran etc. (Chakada
Pothi P-6-7)

Some say that in 1571AD Todar Malla
came to Khorda-Katak and empowered the
Gajapati Rama Chandra Deva to bring the Deities
from Kujangagada. Accordingly the king
proceeded to KujangaGada after discussion with

the main priest. The ‘Brahma’ which was hidden
by Bishara Mohanty in the cow-sheds of king
Ananta Narendra Samanta were finally  restored.

Sri Surendra Mishra, a research scholar
narrates the episode in a different way. According
to him king Rama Chandra Deva after his dream
sent his son Padmanava Pattnaik to Kujanga. His
son returned from Kujanga Gada bringing back
the ‘Brahma’ particles with Bishara Mohanty to
Barunei fort. The fort was extended westward
up to an area of 4Kms. There were 9 nos. of
temples in the premises. One of those was the
Gopala temple. The Deity was brought from
Kanchi and installed in Barabati-Katak. During
the invasion of Kalapahada the deity was shifted
to this lonely forest area and images were installed
in this temple. The deity afterward was shifted to
Sakhigopal. But, the temple at Khordhagada is
still known by Gopala temple. The temple is still
in existence facing towards west with a lot of past
glory. There is no image in it. It is built in two
steps like that at Marda and there is no seat of
throne within. The temple opens with only one
door; entrance-cum-exit. There is another door
in the entrance hall leading to Barunei hill in a
secret route. Upon a time, the evening lamp
offering  rituals of those nine temples along with
four Mathas were greatly reverberating the fort
hills of Barunei. There were as many as 19 ponds
in the fort-complex. 1182 meters a side square
type magnificent palace was built at the foot hills.
Adjacent to it was a conference Hall. All these
information are recorded in the Madala Panji.

After the arrival of the ‘Brahma’ from
Kujanga, the Gajapati king announced the
‘Navakalebara’ arrangement. The journey to
forest rituals (Banajaga) were carried out at
Srikshetra untimely, the Daitapatis (Divine
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Servants) set out in search of the befitting trees
for the wooden image of the Deities. The proper
trees were identified. Then after the logs were
carried by carts to the Gopal Temple. In 1576
AD about 444 year from now, Navakalebara
was carried out in Maha Ana Sara rituals in the
Gopala Temple. After the Navakalebara
ceremony was conducted, the images were taken
to Srikshetra by carts through the dense jungles
from Khordha to Puri via Pattnaikia. This was
pre-ordained by the Lord Himself. After arrival
of the images at Nilakandara Puri, the place
became flooded with festivals.

The ‘Brahma’ was kept at Gada-Kujanga
for about 7 years. After the Gajapati Rama
Chandra Deva was dawned with dream, sent his
eldest son Padmanav Pattnaik to Kujanga-Gada
to bring back the ‘Brahma’ ( Ganesh Prasad Parija
reffered this matter in his research work ). They
were vouch-safed and the Navakalebar ceremony
was conducted at Khordha Gada, apprehending
the Muslim attack at Puri. All the rituals right from
untimely collection of logs etc. were conducted
with top secret. The four images including that of
Sudarshan were installed in the great thrones on
Sri Mandir on the 9th day of bright fortnight of
Shravana (July-August) month as per the rites.
The date was 17th, the month was July and the
year of this installation was 1575 AD. The Scholar
Arta Ballava Mohanty who edited the Madala
Panji and Sudhakar Pattnaik, the editor of the
‘Chaini Chakada’ however do differ regarding the
episodes at Khordha and Puri.

The Sankhudi Bhoga with the Khechudi
was served in regular basis after 4months of
installation of the Deities in Srimandir. The
Banajaga was conducted for ten days also in the
Khordha to install the ‘Brahma’ in the images.

For that, the fort was renamed as ‘Jagannathpur-
Katak’. The devastation caused by Kalapahada
in the temple was severe. The repair works were
carried on by Rama Chandra Deva rapidly. He
also installed the Deities in Srimandir for which
he was considered as the Indradyumna, the
second and was honoured. He reinforced the
great Car Festival which was stopped for the last
eight years. On the day of restarting of the Anna
Mahaprasad, the king Rama Chandra Deva
himself carried the Kudua in a procession and
took the Mahaprasad with all indiscriminate of
Brahmins, Sevayats and common people. The
Sudras (lower caste) served the Mahaprasad
which was applauded far and wide. By adoption
of such a great tradition the Hindus of the country
honoured him as the ‘Thakura Raja’ (The godly
king) or otherwise was known as “Chalanti
Pratima” (The living image).

According to Madala Panji, Bishara
Mohanty was honoured as the first citizen (Por
nayak) for his commendable activities and was
provided with Sirpa and saree during Anasara
time of the Lord, in the complex.

The Deities were also established at the
place where Bishara Mohanty conceiled the
‘Brahma’. There is legend as to the local heresay
that Bishara getting the permission from Devi
Subhadra carried the ‘Brahma’ of Lord
Jagannatha and Balabhadra to Khordha. The
‘Brahma’ of Devi Subhadra was kept there and
later on a Kshetra was established in Her name.
This is unsustainable heresay. The temple here is
famous as the Kunja Bihari.

After all is said and done, one thing is
taken for granted that Bishara Mohanty  was no
doubt a rare person, appears in earth once in a
while. He was a great devotee of the Lord
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Jagannatha. He had endangered his life amid
manifold hurdles and became successful to bring
back and install the Lord at Puri. Srikshetra
restored its past glory. Without him, the seat of
the Lord should have been empty till date. He
could sustain the Jagannatha consciousness as a
continual flow in the social stream by his dedication
and devotion. In the hard and difficult time of the
state, he could guise himself to retrieve the
priceless ‘Brahma’ as a General of Odisha.

Despite all this, it is a matter of great
regret and remorse that the Odias have not given
proper importance to remember his precious
contribution. His previous position prior to
retrieval of the ‘Brahma’ and after the installation
of Deities at Srikshetra no body remembered him
nor his existence was assessed. However, some
novelists and historians like Kanaklata Mohanty
delineated the characters like his wife Binodini
and his son Brahmananda in the pages of her novel.

She expressed in the words, “after the
installation of the images, Rama Chandra Deva
summoned the court and sought for Bishara
Mohanty. But, Bishara was not there to find. The
king sent a palanquin for him to bring to the court.
But, he was not there too. His son proceeded to
the kingdom in the palanquin instead. The king
sent his army to locate Bishara but in vain.

The king digested his anger and declared
publicly that “Bishara, the kabiraj(doctor) is not
convicted with any crime to be brought back by
the army. He is a respectable person after all.”

The king said to himself, I was aware of
this plight my friend. Even then, I planned to award
you suitably. The honour, wealth and to crave for
the material ends are not the symptoms of a true
devotee. All these are desired by the nobles of
the court.

"One who is capable of capturing the
Lord of Universe, who so ever could capture
him ? It is simply impossible. Nothing in this mortal
world can attract him ? No gift, royal honour can
ever allure such a personality.  Please excuse me
noble friend."

In absence of Bishara, his son
Brahmananda was honoured by the king and
blessed. The King told him, “ You will be
designated as Brahmananda Gadanayak from
today. You will be assigned with the title of
Dadhivamana Sevayat. I bless you. It will continue
for ages to come too.”

The novelist Mohanty describes again,
“Bishara Mohanty, no doubt a boney, slim man
but he found out his own place behind the Garuda
Stamba, adjacent to the finger print of Sri
Chaitanya Dev.

There he stands elevating both his hands
upward in the pose of sacrificing everything and
sheds tears drenching his whole body.

He stands veiled to avoid the sight of
others around.

When the arena becomes thinner,
everything lonely and desolate he looks at the
attractive vision of the Lord bestowing piety on
his smiling lips, he becomes overwhelmed and
obliged.

He was not residing within any house. He
was only witnessing the Blue wheel of the temple
from the distant sand dune.

The month of Kartik (Oct-Nov) was a
religious one. One morning, Bishara prostrated
down in the Bada Danda to offer his ovation to
the Lord. He was dust laid, body could not be
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raised up. He felt temperature in his body and
breathed his last there.

The Vaisnavagni was brought from the
Roshaghar (Kitchen) of the temple and he was
cremated. His son, Brahmananda set funeral pyre
to his mortal body. During sunset it was seen a
patch of white cloud has shrouded the pyre as if
covering the sun.

It appeared as if diamond pieces or the
Parijat petals are dropping down as ovation over
his funeral pyre.

The corpse bearers while taking the
Prasad were discussing, “ this is in fact the real
life, accomplished life attaining salvation.”

King Rama Chandra was agony-stricken
and while loitering, planned in his mind to construct
a beautiful gate at the entrance of the Purusottam
Kshetra to commemorate.

This was the way, the novelist Kanakalata
delineated Bishara Mohanty in her book in her
own imagination. Can we think more than that to
remember such a great son ?
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The structure of Shree Mandira and Shohala
Shasana of Puri were built up under the

principles of Vedic culture and Varnashram
Dharm. Muktimandapa is the most sacred
Mandapa among sixteen Mandaps of Shree
Jagannath inside the temple premises of Puri.
Muktimandapa Panditsava, an advisory body to
Shree Mandira and Shohal Shasan, is functioning
since long.

Muktimandapa

The Mandapa which provides Mukti is
called Muktimandapa. In ‘Sabda Kalpadrum’, it
is mentioned that “Muktidayak Mandapah
yadaba Mukte Mandapah” is Muktimandapa.
This Mandap is known and famous as Brahmasan,
Jagnya Mandap, Mokhya Bedi, Brahma Bedi etc.
The Mandap which gives various advices for
mukti or to be freed from worldly hindrances and
shows the path of Moksha or salvation is
Muktimandapa.

This high pavilion is located just in front
of the southern entrance of Mukhasala of the main
temple. According to Record of Rights,
Muktimandapa is situated in the inner Bedha
(Kurmabedha) in front of  Beharandwar
Southgate, of Jagamohan between Surya Puja
Mandap and Narsimha temple in Sl. No.132, plot

no.82 and Panditsava is functioning on plot no.76
where in the library hall of Muktimadap is also
situated.1 Pandita Harihar Mohapatra, a
researcher of Shree Jagannath culture and Deula
Purohit opined that the length and breadth of
Muktimandapa was 18 cubits and 4 fingers. It
contained 16 pillars, out of which middle four
pillars are main pillars and middle of the pillars
are “Shalamandap.”It is situated in front of
Nrushima temple. The east and north corner
(Aisanya corner) is little extended which
symbolizes as Yajna Mandap.2 Pandita Padmanav
Mohapatra described that the Mandap is square
in size 38X38 feet and made by black granite
stone. The Pidha of the Mandap is based on 16
pillars, 4 in the middle and 12 in four sides and
each pillar is orbicular (2 feet) and 12 feet in
height.3

Muktimandapa in Mukti Kshetra

Shree Kshetra is famous as Mukti
Kshetra. In Brahmapuran, it is mentioned that, if
any one dies in the river Ganga and in Varanasi
both in river water and on the ground, he will get
salvation. But in case of Shree Kshetra, its water,
the ground and the sky is so sacred if a man dies
anywhere in this Kshetra he will get salvation.4

“gangayanch jalemukti,varanashyam
jalesthale, jalasthale chantrikhe mukti shree

purussotame.”

 Muktimandapa :
A High Pavilion in Shree Mandira

Jatadhari Mishra
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Seven places in India are bestower of
Moksha or salvation. They are Ajodhya, Mathura,
Maya, Kasi(Banaras), Kanchi (Kanchi Kamokati
Peeth), Abanti, Dwarabati Puri are seven
Moksha Peethas found in India.5

“ajodhya mathura maya kasi kanchi
abantika, puri dwarabati chaiba sapteita

mokhyadayaka”.

From the above quotation, it is
understood that the entire seven Kshetras are
sacred and provides Mukti. But in case of
Muktimandapa which is situated inside the Temple
of Lord Shree Jagannath is quiet special and so
sacred that it provides liberation on touch. There
were many miracles found on this place in ancient
days. There are three important Mukti Kshetras
found in Puri, Shree Kshetra as Mukti Kshetra,
Muktisila near Gangamata Math, Muktimandapa
in the temple of Lord Jagannath. Similarly there
are three important Vedis found in Shreesketra.
Yajnavedi, the Singhasan in Gundicha Mandap,
Antervedi, the Singhasan on which
Chaturdhamurti is worshipped, Brahmavedi,
where Brahma organized the Pratistha Yajna of
the temple of Lord Shree Jagannath that is also
known as  Brahmavedi or Brahmasan or
Muktimandapa.6

In Indranilamani Puran, it is mentioned
that, tatra snatwa namascrutya

muktisilapadadwayam parma gopyatama
sthanamswetatirthshya dakhine.

Muktisila

It is believed that in the south side of
Sweta Ganga, the feet of Lord Visnu resembled
on a stone in the middle of Batasagar known as
Muktisila, which provides salvation to the
devotees of the lord those who pray with heart
and soul.7

Muktimandapa:

The past history of the place was
(according to Skanda Purana), Lord Brahma
came to Blue Mountain (the existing temple of
Lord Jagannath) to obtain practical information
about the place where Lord Narayan intended to
play his Divine Lila. According to Muni Jaimini
Lord Brahma silently went to the abode of the
Lord and prayed Lord Narayan there.8

Sri jaiminiruvaca Tato brahmagamat
turnam yatraste bhagavan svayam,

Stavante sau yatha drstastathadraksit
prabhum tada.

(Skanda Purana 2:1)

Sri Jaimini said, “Thereafter, Lord
Brahma silently went to the abode of the Lord.
Reaching there, continued to pray and he saw
the same form of the Lord that he had seen
earlier.”Meanwhile Lord Brahma found; a thirsty
crow came flying went to a pond named Rohini
Kunda, took bath and received the vision of the
Lord. Suddenly the crow left his body and turned
to a form resembling the Lord with four hands,
holding a conch, discus, mace and lotus, and then
it stood beside the Lord. After witnessing this
amazing scene, Brahma was extremely
bewildered, thinking that such type of attainment
is very rare even for great yogis. Even the Vedanta
is skeptical about the liberation of human beings.
It is mentioned again in Skanda Purana 2:12“aho
sudurlabham ksetramajnananam vimocakam”: it
was nothing but the only cause for this was the
significance and speciality of the holy place. This
place can grant liberation even to the ignorant
ones. This place was found inside Shree Mandira
premises in ancient days. Rohini Kunda was
known as Rohini Tirtha or Mukti Tirtha. It is said
that the wish fulfilling banyan tree is still alive on
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which Rushi Markandeya took shelter at the time
of devastation. So the entire area of banyan tree,
Rohini Kunda of Blue Mountain is sacred and is
a holy place for all Hindus.9

Sri jaiminiruvaca Pratyagate tato vipra
sayahne surasamkule,

Madhavarcanavelayam
vatascandagatirvavau.

(Skanda Purana 9:1)

Shri Jaimini said:” No sooner did
Bidyapati leave for his place, then in the same
evening, when Devatas came from Swargalok and
gathered for the worship of Lord Nilamadhav,
there was a strong wind blowing from the sea,
bringing forth a mass of sand from every side, so
intense no one could see what was happening.”
The Devas, unable to have the Darshan of
Purusottom (Nilamadhav), sat down to meditate.
In meditation, they could only see the mound of
sand. They could not see Madhav or Rohini
Kunda. It indicates that by the wind, Lord
Madhav and Rohini Kunda were under the sand
mound. It was nothing but only the divine play of
the Lord Jagannath.10 It was a place of salvation
or Mukti Pitha. Mukti word came after the crow
got Mukti but no Mukti Tirth is seen now-a-days.
In the same area or in same place as described, a
Mandapa was perhaps constructed long after,
which is subsequently known as Muktimandapa.
So many rituals of the Lord were performed on
this place and became more sacred. It may be
possible after disappearance of Nilamadhab, a
radical change was made and Rohini Kunda which
provided Mukti to the devotees of the Lord was
covered with golden sand. Lord Brahma selected
this place, performed yajna and made it more
sacred. Muktimandapa is famous as Brahmasan,
Yajna Vedi, and Moksha Vedi.

It is mentioned in the Skanda Puran
“Utkal Khanda” that Lord Brahma came from
Brahmalok to Purusottam Kshetra on the request
of king Indradyumna for the Pratistha ceremony
of the temple of Lord Shree Jagannath. Perhaps
Pitamaha Brahma Selected the same auspicious
place where he saw the crow got liberation
because the Pratistha ceremony (rituals) was held
in the same area. Seating arrangements were made
for Devas, Brahmans, Vaishnavas and Munies.
In the south side of the temple; a special
arrangement was made for God Brahma and
Devatas. According to the advice of Pitamaha
Brahma  Pratistha ceremony was conducted with
Homa and Jajna (fire sacrifice). God Brahma was
sitting on the place where present Muktimandapa
is constructed. According to the advice of God
Brahma sage Bharadwaja consecrated the idol
of Lord Shree Jagannath on the Ratnasinghasan
and placed the great temple flag on the top of the
temple. God Brahma was requested to give
Jivanyasa of Lord Jagannath but he refused and
said; as Lord Narayan descended to His Lila as
the king of the trees, with visible marks on it like
conch and discus, for doing good to the creation;
thus the deities made of wood are already divinity
manifested and filled with life and life energy; no
formalities of Jivanyasa (Pranapratishtha) for this
effulgent Daru is necessary. (Which already
contained life and life energy).11

Vyajnapayat pratisthartham jivasyatha
pitamaham, Samuttasthau tato brahma

krtasvastyayanah svayam.

(Skanda puran 27:79)

“Pitamaha Brahma instead of giving his
consent for Jivanyasa (installation of the life
principles), did the Svastyayana (ceremony of
peace)”. The swhrotriya Brahmins of
Muktimandapa followed the same principles at
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the time of every Navakalebar of Lord Shree
Jagannath in Shreekshetra. As God Brahma was
sitting on this place at the time of Pratistha
ceremony so the place is known as Brahmasana.

Muktimandapa as Yajna Vedi:

At the time of sacred consecration
ceremony in Shree Mandira, Yajna was
performed by Pitamaha Brahma in front of the
temple of Lord Narasimha. It is mentioned in
Matsya Purana that Yajna Mandapa which was
used for the Pratistha of the temple of Lord Shree
Jagannath in ShriKshetra contained 16 pillars.12

It is said that Brahmins of sixteen Shasanas were
engaged in the Pratistha ceremony of Lord Shree
Jagannath. It is also said that the present
Muktimandapa is constructed on the said Yajna
Kunda; therefore Muktimandapa is known and
famous as Yajna Mandapa or Yajna Vedi. It is
already discussed that the Mandapa is little
extended towards Aisanya corner which
symbolizes as Yajna Vedi or Yajna Mandapa.

This Yajna Mandapa would have been
made for Purusottam Deity in the beginning. The
deity may be Laxmi Nrushimha. A seven hooded
snake is raised over the head of the Lord which
is the indication of Maha Vinshnu. So this
mandapa would have been constructed prior to
the present temple. Till now Nrushimha  Upasana
and use of Nrushimha Mantra is continued in the
temple of Lord Shree Jagannath.13

Muktimandapa as Moksha Vedi:

Almost all Sanatani Hindus have faith on
God. The entire creation is the Lila of Almighty.
Lord Shree Purusottam Narayan is no one but
he is Lord Jagannath. Lord Jagannath is the Lord
of Kali Yuga. Lila of Shree Jagannath came to
limelight when Parambrahma appeared in the form
of Daru in Purusottam Kshetra. Prior to that Lord

Brahma was aware about the arrival of the
supreme power in Purusottam Dham which is
clearly mentioned, in Skanda Purana. It may be
possible after disappearance of Nilamadhab, a
radical change was made and Rohini Kunda
(Mukti Tirtha or Mukti Kunda) which provided
Mukti to the crow was covered with golden sand.
In the same place perhaps a Mandapa was
constructed on which Lord Brahma consecrated
Lord Shree Jagannath in Shree Purusottom
Kshetra, performing Yajna on the Mandapa which
is known as Muktimandapa or Moksha Vedi.
People believed that if they will touch this
Mandapa or Vedi they will be free from sin. It is
already established about the importance of the
place that the crow, a living being of the earth
assumed the form of Narayan Vishnu just taking
a bath in the water of Rohini Tirtha. From this
fact it can be well imagined how important the
sanctity of the Kshetra, which bestows godhood
was. Almost all who visit the temple they pay
homage to this Mandapa as Moksha Vedi.

Views of Researchers:

Dr. Bhaskar Mishra has given lot of
examples in his book (Muktimandapa
O Panditsava) to find out the exact year of
establishment of Muktimandapa. He has given a
reference of ‘Khurdha Itihas’ written by
Dr. Kedarnath Mohapatra basing on a Sanskrit
literature Kasikhanda” that Puri Muktimandapa
was established after 13th or 14th century after
establishment of Muktimandapa at Kasi.
(Banaras). He also cited “Vedant sara  gupta gita”
written by Bhaktakabi Balaram Das ( period of
publication 16.8.1510 to 4.9.1511) where it was
mentioned that Muktimandapa was functioning in
that time and  Balavadra Rajguru had participated
in Vedant discussion sitting on Muktimandapa. He
also mentioned that the use and function of
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Muktimandapa was seen in “Rahashya
Manjari”written by Debdullav Das. In old scripture
“Sabda Kalpadrum” it is mentioned that
“Muktidayakmandapah jadba Muktimandapah”.
It is also mentioned in “Ain-i-Akbari”that
Mansingh visited the temple of Lord Shree
Jagannath at the time of Moghul rule in Odisha,
at the time of his visit Muktimandapa was
reconstructed. Many historians admitted that
Muktimandapa was reconstructed by Queen
Gaura Devi, the wife of Mansingh. In the 14th
anka of Gajapati Ramachandra Deva,
Muktimandapa was reconstructed by Gaura Devi
the wife of Mansingh.14 In Gangabansanucharit
one  Pratihari Sebak of temple came to
Muktimandapa along with two visitors Bidyarnab
and Lilabati and advised to bow down their head
on the Mandapa because it was the center of
intellectuals Brahmin Pundits. Dr Sidheswar
Mohapatra opined that as it is mentioned in
Karmangi that “ Muktimandapa Brahmana nku
Tagid Akat Karibe” that means Muktimandap was
under the control of the King.15 Karmangi was
written in about sixteenth century. Dr. Satyanarayn
Rajguru mentioned that Nrusimha temple was the
oldest temple in Shree Mandira.16 Before
construction of the present temple by
Chodaganga Deva, Chaturddhamurtti was
worshipped in the present Nrusimha temple.
Muktimandapa was perhaps used as Yajna
Mandapa and the construction of Muktimandapa
was made after Chaturddhamurtti shifted to the
present temple. Researcher Sarat Chandra
Mahapatra confirms this statement basing on stone
plate available in Shree Mandira.17 In Matsya
Purana it is mentioned that the Mandapa which is
in front of Nrusimha temple contained sixteen
pillars. It means Muktimandapa was constructed
before composition of Matsya Purana even before

the construction of the main and exiting temple of
Lord Shree Jagannath.

Padmanava Mohapatra, one of the
researchers quoted some information from
different texts about the initial construction of
Muktimandapa that “Some prominent researchers
state that it mostly have been constructed in or
around 8th century AD for consecration of Shree
Purusottom Bigraha and Shree Sankaracharya
Padmapad must have been its innovator.18 The
other popular opinion according to Skanda Purana
(Utkal Khanda) is –“This is the Pratistha
Mandap”. Consequent on the request of
Maharaja Indradyumna at Brahmaloka, Brahma
along with many demigods came to Purusottom
Kshetra, conducted  Homa and Yajna (fire
sacrifice and other ancillary rituals) on the Yajna
Mandapa and consecrated Chaturddhamurtti by
its side. Thereafter this Mandapa was repaired at
frequent intervals and during the reign of Gajapati
Prataprudra Deva in 16th century it was
designated as Muktimandapa. However the
present structure was rebuilt and remodelled
during the period of Ramchandra Deva, King of
Bhoi Dynasty (1568-1807).

Pandita Durga Prasad Mohapatra
mentioned in his book “Utkal ra Gaurab
Muktimandapa” in page 5 that Gajapati
Purusottom Deva prayed to Muktimandapa while
he made Parikrama of the temple. (Quoted from
his Bedhabula).  Brahmasanma namastesu
sarbakalusanasanam, yagyangbhusuram
vande vedangaya namonamaha.

The above Sloka established the
importance of Muktimandapa and  its existence.
Again Sri Mohapatra mentioned that
Muktimandapa was constructed by wood and it
was reconstructed at the time of Prataprudra
Deva.19
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 Nrushim chhamure vedi brahmasana,
Kasthamandap ku bhangi prataprajan,

Gadabara adi shasaninka katha,
pratapur danante bhuswar nka ichha.

In ancient days the entire universe was
controlled by Lord Shree Jagannath. The annual
forecast was made for one year by Graharaj
Bruhaspati and placed before the Lord in the
presence of all deities (Thirty three crores) in shape
of a book known as Panjika. This Panjika was
released at Muktimandapa, every year on the full
moon day of Phalguna (on Dola Purnima day).
The Panjika is known as Nabin Palak Panjika or
Ganjam Panjika as it is collected by Dr. Artaballav
Mohanty from Ganjam.20 The practice for
releasing Panjika on Dolapurnima day is perhaps
followed from those days.

Management:

It is the hereditary right of all sixteen
Shasan Brahmins under Lord Shree Jagannath to
sit on Muktimandapa. Records of Rights prepared
by Govt of Odisha, Act of 1952 indicates that
ten Shasanas from Pragana Rahang, seven
Shasanas from Sirei, six shasanas from Nimei in
total 23 shasans are only authorized   to sit on
Muktimandapa but the list appended is counted
to 24 numbers.21 This is a gross mistake either
due to miscalculation or it may be further addition.
The list has not been corrected yet or any
explanation is given how and under which
circumstances 16 Shasana villages raised to 23/
24 villages. However some specific Brahmins of
Puri are only participating in different rituals of
Lord Shree Jagannath since Lord manifested as
Chaturddhamurtti in Shree Purusottam Kshetra.
In the later stage these Brahmins were granted
land, established in Shasana villages by different
kings. It is ascertained by the Odisha Gazette
Notification dt. 7th May 1955, village Lalita

Patpur was included in the Record of Rights of
the temple and vide Misc case no 19/77, the
Temple administrator allowed the Brahmins of
Kapileswarpur to sit on Muktimandap. In 1992
some of the Brahmins, sitting on Muktimandap
filed an appeal against the order of the
Administrator in the Munsif Court, Puri. The case
is still pending in the Court. On 5.11.1962
Muktimandap Panditsabha meeting vide
resolution no 4, village Brahmins of Kapileswarpur
and Ubhayamukhi Ramachandrapur, on
23.1.1986  vide resolution no 3, village Brahmins
of Bijoy Ramachandrapur and Pratap
Ramachandrapur were recommended to
Gajapati, to allow these four Sasanas, to   sit on
Muktimandap. On 7.1.1987 vide letter no GM/
MMGB/174/87 Gajapati Maharaja allowed the
Brahmins of Ubhayamukhi Ramchandrapur, Bijoy
Ramachandrapur, Pratap Ramachandrapur to sit
on Muktimandapa. This decision was
communicated to all concern. Muktimandapa
Panditsabha vide his letter dated 10.1.87 informed
the concerned villages. But till today the dispute
is pending and the villagers are not allowed to sit
on Muktimandapa. These village Brahmins are
accepted as the member of Muktimandapa
Panditsabha. Perhaps by this way sixteen sasanas
changed to the different number in different times.
Dr. Bhaskar Mishra mentioned in his book that
Sasanas established by Gajapatis have become
30 in number at present.

Different categories of Brahmins:

There are different categories of Brahmins
found in Odisha. The Brahmins following Veda
are treated as Vedic or Shrotriya Brahmins. Those
who did not follow Veda are treated as Aveidiya
or Ashrotriya. Those who became the permanent
inhabitant of Jajpur are known as Purotriya. Those
who stayed in south are treated as Dakhinetroya.
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Again the Shrotriya Brahmins became the Saseni
Brahmins and they availed land gifts from different
kings and stayed in different places of Odisha.
Non Vedic Brahmins are divided into three
categories Sarua (Paniary), Suar and Madhia.
The Paniary categories are involved in agriculture,
Suar category served the day to day worship of
different temples, prepared Prasad in temple etc,
Madhias are deployed in different Sasana  villages
to assist the Brahmins.

Brahmins of Shree Purusottam:

Brahmins of Shree Purusottam differs
from other Brahmins of Utkal. In ancient days
Brahmins performed Ashvamedha Yajna
organized by king Indradyumna according to the
advice of Devarshi Narada in Shree Purusottam
Kshetra,” the only desire is that God, the Lord of
Yajna, be pleased and Nilamadhav, who
disappeared to manifest again.” The qualified and
pure Brahmins initiated the royal couple for the
Yajnas and escorted them to altar. After that, they
invoked the fire called Ahavaniya, and with prayer,
they sprinkled holy water on the special horse
endowed with good and distinctive characteristics
and after getting permission from the presiding
deities of the directions (Digpala), they then freed
it. The king completed 999 ashvamedha yajnas
one after another.22 This fact is supported by
Niladri Mahoday.” After completion of Yajnas
King Indradyumna gifted gold, cloth, food and
cow etc, to the Brahmins participated.”23

In Skanda Purana it is well mentioned
about the details of the arrival of Daru, after the
completion of Yajna by king Indradyumna,
Brahma Daru converted to deities, arrival of
Pitamaha Brahma in Nilakandara hill, celebration
of the Pratistha Utsav of the new temple, Brahmins
proficient in Vedas performed Yajna and Sage
Bharadwaja placed the idols of Lord Shree
Jagannath in the great temple with its flag on the

top and Lord Brahma made Swastayan to
Parambrahma etc. The linage of the Brahmins
associated in this ritual may have continued till
Chaturddhamurtti placed on Ratnasinghasan.

Pravat Kumar Nanda opined that “After
commissioning of the temple King Indradyumna
requested Brahmin scholars to stay at Puri for
organizing day to day rituals of the temple. Some
of them agreed to it and the king made the
arrangements of their stay and livelihood at the
cost of the kingdom.24

Categories of Brahmins in Shree Purusottam
Kshetra:

For the worship of Lord Vishnu, Lord
Brahma created two categories of Brahmins from
his own source, out of which importance was given
to Acharya (Brahmins),25  Maharshi Suta  opined
that all Sevakas will work according to the
Acharya’s directions. Brahmins should be treated
as Lord Vishnu. If anybody dies in temple
premises, the matter will be referred to Acharya
and according to his advice ritualistic purification
will be made.26  Similar practices and still followed
that for any special occasion so far as rituals are
concerned, the matter was referred to the
Brahmins (Acharyas) of Muktimandapa in ancient
days and at present matter is also referred to
Muktimandapa Panditsabha for their suggestion.

At the time of Gajapati Purusottam Deva,
similar classification of Brahmins were seen. In
the morning Gajapati completed his routine work
i.e. Astasambhu Darsan, Bhagabat Pathan etc, at
Puri palace and went to get blessings from the
Brahmins present there.

Brahmins of Muktimandapa

The Brahmins sitting on Muktimandapa
calm themselves as the successor of Lord
Brahma. Niladri Mahodaya indicates that Brahma
created a group of Brahmins competent to be the
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Acharya of the temple of Lord Shree Jagannath.
It is felt that the same Brahmins and their
successors may be entitled to sit on
Muktimandapa.

Pravat Ku Nanda states that: Brahmins
having deep knowledge in Veda, Vedanta and
other religious scriptures were considered to be
the members of Muktimandap Sabha. It is also
stated that God Brahma is the author of Vedas i.e
the first religious scripture of the world; hence the
scholars who have been permitted to sit on
Muktimandapa were considered as the
representatives of God Brahma having vast
knowledge on Veda, Vedanta and all other
religious scriptures.27

The Muktimandapa discharges the duty
of judiciary in the temple of Lord Shree Jagannath.
The decision of Muktimandapa stands final on
the disputes arising in the rituals management the
temple.

G.Pfeffer in Cult of Shree Jagannath and
regional traditions of Odisha said that
"Muktimandapa :the assembly of learned
Brahmins represent Lord Brahma in the Temple.28

Brahmins should be well conversant in reciting
Vedas and were not subservient to anybody.  A
Brahmin should follow  duties 6 and strictly adhere
to it. Six duties are (1) Adoration, (Offering
Sacrifice–Yajna) 2.Performing Sacrifice (Yajna),
3.Study (Adhyayana), 4.Teaching the scriptures
(Adhyapana), 5.Alms giving (Dana) and
6.accepting suitable gift (Pratigraha).29 Pandita
Padmanav Mohapatra, Deula Purohit and a
researcher of Shree Jagannath culture opined that
the Brahmins of Muktimandapa accorded high
position and endeavour to build a good ethical
society through their good qualities and
knowledge. Brahmins are the mouth of Lord
Brahma. He quoted that “Brahmananoasya
mukhamasit.” 30

Shola Shasana and Muktimandapa

It is already discussed about the origin of
Brahmins and the concept of sixteen, auspicious
numbers of Lord Shree Jagannath basing on 16
kalas or sixteen important powers. In the same
way sixteen Shasanas might have been established
by the different kings. In this case it may be
referred to Madala Panji edited by Artaballav
Mohanty p.23 that after construction of the temple
of Lord Shree Jagannath by Anangabhima Deva,
16 Samant (Brahmins) and 36 Nijogs were
formed for different Sevas in the temple. At the
time of Gajapati Purusottam Deva 16 Senapaties
were appointed in his kingdom, who were killed
by Kalyan Malla in the 17th Anka of the King.31

Similarly sixteen pillars in Muktimandapa
symbolize Shohala Shasana connected with the
temple of Lord Shree Jagannath of Puri.
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You, the Feeling much
Thrilling of happiness
Whenever, Putting foot on the stair
everlasting, faith
Catch my mind
Feet became stronger
Breath became deeper
You, an unknown thinking of mine
Who knows my bellly’s width
You can draw, so many
Parallel lines
On my forehead,
You can grow the light
in the eyes of blind,
draw the cross lines
on the sins.

Oh ! Seer
Dr. Rajalaxmi Jena

You can change the scenario of
stone into a lovely lady,
With Your touch, stones float
laugh makes whistle
with the air,
Hope of joy
Comes with hour to hour
nothing to give
but everything
I desire, because as you my
endless seer.

Dr. Rajalaxmi Jena, JhunJhunuwala Bidyapitha, Barang,
Cuttack.
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Besha is a Sanskrit word, which means dress,
costume or attire. Everyday from the

‘Mangala Alati’ till ‘Ratri Pahuda’, the deities on
the ‘Ratnavedi’ of Shree Jagannath Temple, Puri
are adorned with cotton and silken fabrics, gold
ornaments studded with precious stones, flowers
of several kinds and other leaves and herbs like
Tulasi, Dayana, Marua etc., Sandal paste,
camphor and at times precious musk are used in
the daily and periodical rituals.

DAILY BESHAS

1. Abakasha or Tadapa Uttari Besha :

Abakasha means the brushing of teeth and
bathing rituals of the deities. This Besha is done
everyday immediately after Mangala Alati. The
clothes, which are worn by the Deities for this
purpose are known as ‘Tadapa’ and ‘Uttariya’.

2. Sadha Besha :

Everyday the three deities are dressed
with following types of coloured Baralagi pata
(silken cloths) from Sunday to Saturday. The
colour represents the colour of the planets.

Sunday - Red cloth

Monday - Whitish cloth decorated
with black spots

Tuesday - Cloths mixed with five
colours (Pancharangi)

Wednesday - Sky blue colour cloth

Thursday - Yellow cloths

Friday - White cloths

Saturday - Violet colour cloth

3. Bada Singhara Besha :

The most important decoration of the day
is the Bada Singhara Besha. It is done every night

  Beshas of Shree Jagannatha

Susanta Kumar Dash
Dr. Bhaskar Mishra
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before the Ratri Pahuda (last ritual). Bada
Singhara Besha is usually made up of different
types of floral ornaments and Gita Govinda
Khandua Pata (silken clothes set). Deities are
decorated with floral ornaments like Adhara,
Jhumpa, Chandrika, Tilaka, Hruda Padaka,
Kara Pallav, Guna, Gava and a number of
garlands; some of these are inter-mixed with tulsi
leaves. The deities wear silken clothes called
‘Khandua’. An extract from the famous sanskrit
verses of ‘Gita Govinda’ composed by the
renowned sanskrit poet Jayadeva is woven in the
‘khandua’ clothes.

The head is covered with a cloth called
Srikapada (cloth for the head). They are adorned
with Karapallava (hands) and Padaka (circular
lotus like decoration with flowers). This is  a very
attractive Besha and till the Mangal Alati is offered
in the following morning (the deities remain attired
in this Besha). Seeing the deities in this beautiful
decoration is believed to be very auspicious.

Since ‘Bada Singhara-costume’ is
associated with the bed time and relates to sleep
and slumber the deities are served with all cool
ingredients. Sleep does not come easily without
coolness of the body. That is why sandal wood
paste is smeared on the holy bodies of the deities.

Palia Puspalak Sevak ties on to the heads
the clothes called ‘Srikapada’, puts flower
ornaments like ‘Alaka’ on the face with ‘Kundal’
and ‘Chandrika’ etc. In their particular costume
a laterally multifolded saree is stuck on to each.
The floral ornaments like ‘Nakuasi’ and
‘Nakachana’ are put on the holy noses and
‘Adharmala’ are made to be hung around the
arms. Below this, another garland hangs which is
called ‘Chausaramala’. Three huge attractive
lockets called as ‘Hruda Padaka’ are stuck to

the middle of the chest of three deities. The
Puspalaka having completed the embellishment,
through flowers, sprays camphor powder on
them. In the navels ‘Nakha Tulasi’ (a mixture of
crusted tulasi leaves and camphor) is pasted.

The devotees wait eagerly late in the night
to watch this costume-based institution.

Costumes on various festive occasions :

During the celebration of different
festivals, the deities change their dresses and put
on different categories of ceremonial costumes
or dresses according to the nature of the festival.
The Beshas are indeed, an important aspect of
the festival, which draws large crowd.

Some important festive Beshas of the
Deities are mentioned below.

Chandana Besha :

The word ‘Chandana’ means sandal
wood, the sweet-scented paste of which is
smeared on the divine body of the deities in the
month of Baishakha and Jyeshtha, spreading over
42 days during Chandana Yatra beginning from
Akshaya Trutiya tithi (third day of bright fortnight
of Baishakha).

Gajanana or Hati Besha :

The annual cycle of festivals of the Shree
Jagannath Temple begins with the Snana Yatra
(the bathing ceremony) which takes place on the
full-moon day of Jyestha (May-June). Gajanana
or Hati Besha is done on the occasion of Snana
Yatra.

On the Snana Purnima day, the deities
are taken out to the Snana Vedi (the bathing
platform). After the ceremonial bath, the deities
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are dressed like Gajanana which is locally known
as Hati Besha. Since it is a general practice among
the Hindus that Lord Ganesh is worshipped at
the beginning of every religious rite, Lord Shree
Jagannatha is decorated as Ganesh during His first
annual yatra. It is also stated that He is dressed
as Ganesh to satisfy the followers of the
Ganapatya sect.

According to Dardhyata Bhakti, one
Ganapati Bhatta, a devotee of Ganesh, who had
come from Karnataka, was disappointed not to
see the Ganapati image on the bathing platform.
To satisfy the religious sentiment of this devotee,
to the surprise of all the assembled, the Lord
appeared with the mask of pachyderm. Since that
day, the Gajanana or Hati Besha of the deities is
being held on the day of Jyestha Purnima. This
Besha is chiefly conducted by the Palia Puspalak,
Khuntia, Mekap and Daitapatis on this day. Lord
Shree Jagannath and Balabhadra assume
Gajanana Besha. The Raghav Das Matha and
Gopaltirtha Matha respectively supply the above
Besha materials as per prolonged tradition.

Pilgrims and general public are allowed
to go upto the limits of Snana Mandap to have a
Darshan of attractive Gajanana Besha of the
deities without paying any fee during ‘Sahana
mela’ period.

Padma Besha :

Any Saturday or Wednesday between the
new moon day of the month of Magha and Basanta
Panchami is chosen for the Padma Besha. It is
made during the ‘Bada Singhara’ ritual at night
and the deities remain with the Besha throughout
the night. This Besha takes place to perpetuate
the legendary memory of a devotee, who had
brought the lotus flowers from a very long
distance to decorate the God.

The big petals of lotus adorn the faces of
the deities in the shape of a disc. Shree Balabhadra
and Shree Jagannatha hold lotus buds in their
hands. Three triangular crowns made up of lace
(crepe) and cloth are decorated with innumerable
lotus flowers. Now-a-days flowers made of lace
are used instead  of natural flowers. It is interesting
to note that four swans are projected in this Besha
and are seen with the lotus stalks. Perhaps the
addition of the swans with the lotus stalks has
been made, so that the Besha would appear more
lively.

As per tradition the Besha materials are
being provided by the Bada Chhata Matha. The
Matha also offers Khiri (porridge) which is called
Padma Besha Khiri and is being distributed
among the Sevakas, employees of the Temple and
disciples of the Matha on the following day.

Suna (Gold) Besha :

The famous Suna (gold) Besha takes
place on Asadha Sukla Ekadasi tithi (the 11th
day of the bright fortnight in Asadha) when the
deities are in Their respective chariots in front of
the lions gate of Shri Jagannatha Temple on their
return journey from Car Festival. This Besha is
also known as ‘Bada Tadhau Besha’. The deities
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are adorned with various types of gold ornaments
like gold diadems, hands and feet made of gold.
Lord Shree Jagannath holds a gold Chakra (disc)
in His right hand and a silver conch in the left hand.
Lord Shree Balabhadra wields a golden plough
in His left hand, a gold mace in His right hand.

This Besha is also done on the tithis like
Vijaya Dasami (Dasahara), Kartika Purnima, Dola
Purnima and Pousa Purnima (Pushyabhiseka).
The Palia Puspalak, Bhitarchha Mohapatra,
Talichha Mohapatra, Daitapatis, Khuntia and
Mekap Sevaks are involved to perform this
Besha on the chariots. Lakhs of devotees
irrespective of caste, creed and religion have a
chance for darshan of the above Besha on the
chariots during evening hours.

Banabhoji Besha :

Since Lord Shree Jagannatha has been
identified with Krushna, incidents connected with
the life of the latter have been inseparably
associated with Shree Jagannatha. The birthday
of Lord Krushna is celebrated on the 8th day of
the dark fortnight of Bhadraba. Nandostsav is
observed from the day following onwards and
certain rituals relating to Krushna Lila, like
Banabhoji, Kolibika, Bakasura and Aghasura
Badha, Kaliyadalan, Dhenuka and Pralambasura
Badha are also celebrated for some days.

Banabhoji Besha is done on the 10th day
of the dark fortnight of Bhadrab. The deities are
dressed like cowherd boys, as if they are going
to attend a picnic.

Kaliyadalana Besha :

As per the Puranic lores, Kaliya, the
venomous serpent (Viper) living on the banks of
the Yamuna was a source of great danger to the
populace and Krushna had protected the people
from this danger. To remind this incident this
Besha takes place on Bhadraba Krushna Ekadasi
tithi (the 11th day of the dark fortnight in
Bhadraba). Lord Shree Jagannath is dressed like
Krushna restraining the Kaliya serpent. The actual
scene of curbing the demonlike snake is also
dramatised in the sacred tank of Markanda
alongwith characters enacting the scene.

Pralambasura Badha Besha :

It is done on Bhadraba Krushna
Dwadasi tithi (the 12th day of the dark fortnight
in Bhadraba).

A demon, Pralamba by name, was killed
by Balaram, the elder brother of Krushna. So
Balabhadra wears this Besha in the month of
Bhadraba.

Krusna Balaram Besha :

This Besha is done on Bhadraba Krushna
Trayodasi tithi (the 13th day of the dark fortnight
in Bhadraba). In this besha Shree Jagannatha and
Shree Balabhadra  are dressed like Lord Krushna
and Lord Balaram. This Besha attests the deep
impact of Krushna cult in the Shree Jagannath
Temple. Previously a Besha known as ‘Giri
Gobarddhana’ was done in the Temple by the
famous Bada Odia Matha.
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Baman Besha :

On Bhadraba Sukla Dwadasi tithi (the
12th day of the bright fortnight in Bhadraba),
Shree Jagannatha is dressed like Bamana the
incarnation of Bishnu.  According to the Puranic
story, Bishnu had appeared in the form of a
Bamana (dwarf) and through his ingenuity,
outwitted the famous demon king Bali and pushed
him down to the subterranean with his foot.

Raja Besha :

This Besha takes place on Vijaya Dasami
tithi (Dasahara) in the month of Aswina.

The word Raja means the ‘king’. Hence,
this besha denotes the dress of a sovereign. Shree
Jagannatha is regarded as the King of Odisha
since the rule of Ganga dynasty and this Besha of
Shree Jagannatha continues from those days.

Radha-Damodar Besha :

The auspicious Radha Damodar Besha
of the deities in Shree Jagannath Temple is being
held every year from the 11th day of bright fortnight
of Aswina to the 10th day of bright fortnight of
Kartika. It is ascertained from the mythology that
Akrura, on his way to Mathura, has witnessed
this Radhadamodar Besha while taking bath in
the river Yamuna. It is noteworthy that this
attractive Besha is being performed during the
entire period in the month of Kartika. Late
Sadasiba Rathasharma, an eminent research-
scholar of Shreemandir has mentioned in his book
“Sri Jagannath Besha Rahasya” that this Besha
has been introduced since 12th century. During
the 12th century and after that “Radha” became
famous throughout India after being made a female
protagonist in Gitagovinda written by Jayadev.
The depiction of Radha was widely published and

circulated through the literary works of poet
Jayadeva of Odisha, Chandi Das of Bengal and
Vidyapati of Mithila. Radha was worshipped as
“Devi” by Bishnuswami, Nimbarka and Sri
Chaitanya.

Others point out that this Besha has been
introduced in Shreemandir since 16th century, i.e.
during the arrival of Sri Chaitanya in Puri.
According to Sri Chaitanya, Shree Jagannath is a
composite figure of Shree Radha and Shree
Krishna. This spirit has been revealed in
Radhadamodar Besha. In the opinion of many
research scholars, the nitis  and beshas based on
the performance of Srikrishna were introduced
in Shreemandir by Gajapati Purusottam Dev. But
it is presumed that the Lakshminarayan Besha of
Lord Jagannath has started from the ancient time
i.e. by the end of 12th century or at the beginning
of 13th century. Particularly it is ascertained that
Thiakia Besha, Bankachuda Besha, Dalikia
Besha, Adikia Besha and Raja Beshas of the
deities were introduced during the sojourn of Shri
Nimbarkacharya at Srikshetra, Puri, i.e. during
the period from the 11th day of the bright fortnight
of Kartika till the fullmoon day.

It is described in the Record of Rights
and at Sl.No. 22(a) of the list of other festivals of
Shreemandir that all Nitis, Beshas, Bhogas as
well as Vrata for the month of Kartik starts from
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the 11th day of bright fortnight of Aswina. The
offering of lamp (dipa) and Avakasha rituals are
held at the dawn and then Gopalballav bhoga is
offered to the deities just after the Radha
Damodar Besha. Then the Sakal Dhupa (morning
bhoga) is offered to the deities and after that
sprinkling of water is done. The items for
Baladhupa are arranged by the Sevakas
concerned and are offered to the Deities. Lamp
offering is also made after the Bala Dhupa.

The Radha-Damodar Besha of the deities
which starts from 11th day of bright fortnight of
Aswina continues upto the 10th day of bright
fortnight of Kartika.

In Radhadamodar Besha, Lord Shree
Jagannath and Lord Shree Balabhadra put on
“Trikachha”. They also hold a pair of golden
“Nalibhuja” in their hands. The “Chula” made out
of bamboo and cloths is placed on the “Trimundi”
and the Chandrika placed in the Chula looks very
descent. The Deities also put on different types
of golden ornaments such as Ear-Rings on the
ears, Odiani on their waist and Tadaki, Chandra,
Surya, Chita etc. on their heads. They also put
on ornaments made up of flowers and different
types of clothes such as ‘Pata’, ‘Phuta’,
‘Srikapada’, ‘Paharana’, ‘Adharabala’, and
‘Uttaria’ etc.

This auspicious Radha-Damodar Besha
of the Jews on the Ratnasimhasana looks really
splendid, for the deities put on different types of
‘Pata’ (silken clothes) and Golden ornaments.
Previously only ‘Ballav’, ‘Sakala Dhupa’ was
held during this Besha. In subsequent period
another Bhoga namely ‘Baladhupa’ was added
to this Besha.

Pilgrims as well as devotees in thousand
who observe the Kartika Vrata remain present in

Shreemandir to witness this blissful Radha-
Damodar Besha of the deities.

Harihara Besha :

During the time span of the Radha-
Damodar Besha of Shree Jagannatha on each
Monday, Harihara Besha of Lord Shree
Balabhadra is done for a fortnight, i.e. from the
darkmoon day till the fullmoon day. In this Besha,
half of the body of Balabhadra looks blackish
while the other half looks whitish, which connotes
that one half of His body is Bishnu and the other
half is Siba (Hara).

Lakshmi-Narayana Besha :

This Besha is also known as ‘Thiakia
Besha’. It is done on the 11th day of the bright
fortnight of Kartika. It is stated that the worship
of Lakshmi and Narayana has gained popularity
in Jagannatha consciousness, since the visit of
Ramanuja, the great religious preacher to this holy
land of Shrikshetra Puri.

Bankachuda Besha :

It is done on Kartika Sukla Dwadasi tithi
(the 12th day of the bright fortnight in Kartika).
This is similar to that of Lakshmi-Narayan Besha
with addition of golden headgear.

Adakia Besha :

This Besha is also known as ‘Tribikram
Besha’. It is done on Kartika Sukla Trayodasi
(the 13th day of the bright fortnight in Kartika).

Dalikia Besha :

This Besha is done on Kartika Sukla
Chaturdasi tithi (the 14th day of the bright fortnight
of Kartika). This is also known as Lakshmi-
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Nrushingha Besha. The very name of the
decoration indicates that the powerful cult of
Nrusimha was given due recognition and
importance in Shree Jagannatha Temple, Puri.

Nagarjuna Besha :

This Besha takes place in such years in
which there are six days of ‘Panchaka’ in lieu of
5 in the month of Kartika. On that occasion Shree
Jagannath and Shree Balabhadra are dressed like
Nagarjuna (a military general) on this extra day.

Raja Rajeswar Besha :

This Besha takes place on Kartika
Purnima tithi (fullmoon day of Kartika). Large
numbers of devotees are allowed to go up to
Ratnasinghasan and have a darshan of the above
gorgeous Besha of the Lords and be blessed
themselves.

Ghodalagi Besha :

Ghodalagi  means specially designed
winter dresses for the deities installed at
“Ratnasinghasan”. During the period from the 6th
day of the bright fortnight of Margasira to the 5th
day of the bright fortnight of Magha (Basanta
Panchami tithi), the deities wear winter clothes.

Jamalagi Besha :

From Basanta Panchami to Dola Purnima
(fullmoon day of Chaitra), the Deities wear
modified winter dress known as ‘Jamalagi Besha’.

Sraddha Besha :

Shree Jagannatha puts on this Besha in
the month of Margasira for three days during
‘Deva Dipabali’ occasion. Sraddha means the
offerings made out of love to expired forefathers.
Such rites observed for the departed souls
(parents and forefathers) are called Sraddha. In
the month of Margasira, Shree Jagannath performs
the Sraddha in favour of Nanda, Basudeva and
Dasaratha. We know that Bishnu was born as
the eldest son of Dasharatha, the king of Ayodhya
and was named Ramachandra. Again in the
Dwapara Yuga, His birth took place as the son of
Basudeva in a prison in Mathura, whence he was
mysteriously taken out and delivered to Nanda,
the king of Braja, who nourished Him like his own
son and came to be known as the second father
of Krushna. In this Sraddha Besha, special rites
are observed in the temple for three days. Bada
Odia Matha is supplying the Sraddha materials
to the Temple as per tradition. The deities wear
white clothes on this occasion.

Chacheri Besha :

From the 10th day of the bright fortnight
of Phalguna to the fullmoon day except the 14th
day, this Besha takes place. According to the age-
old tradition prevailing all over India, people play
with coloured powder (Phagu) and color-smear
friends and relatives. Shree Jagannath is the best
representative of the people and he is also shown
as sharing the experiences of the people by playing
with rosy red powder (known as Phagu/Abira).

Gaja Uddharana Besha :

The famous Gaja Uddharana Besha is
done on Magha Purnima tithi (the fullmoon day
of Magha). This Besha depicts an epic story as
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to how Lord Bishnu saved a helpless elephant
from the clutches of a crocodile. In the time of
yore an elephant was attacked by a ferocious
crocodile. Finding no other way to save his life,
this animal implored the mercy of Bishnu. Its
sincere prayers immediately moved Bishnu to
compassion and He hurled His disc to cut the
attacking alligator into pieces.

Shree Jagannatha, Who is identified with
Bishnu, wears this Besha to inspire a sense of
devotion to the grace of god.

Raghunatha Besha :

This Besha is observed in the month of
Chaitra (March-April). In this Besha, Lord Shree

Jagannatha is dressed like SriRama and holds a
bow and an arrow. Lakshman, Bharat, Satrughna,
Hanuman and other figures made out of solapith
and wooden twigs are displayed on the
Ratnasinghasan. It is observed in remembrance
of SriRama, Who is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
This Besha has been discontinued since last
hundred years. The eventual Raghunath besha of
the deities was held in 19th century in the year
1805.

Besides these Beshas, there are also a
number of other Beshas observed in the Srimandir.
While all Beshas are solemnized inside the Temple,
only four Beshas i.e. Suna (Gold) Besha, Abakash
Besha, Badasinghara Besha and Gajanana Besha
take place outside the Temple during Ratha Yatra
and Snana Yatra period.

Susanta Kumar Dash,  Addl. Secretary, G.A. & P.G.
Department, Govt. of Odisha, Bhubaneswar.

Dr. Bhaskar Mishra, OSD (JTA), Law Department, Govt.
of Odisha, Bhubaneswar.
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Shree Jagannath, the God of Gods is
worshipped in Shree Mandir, Puri. He is the

emperor of Kambu Kataka (Samkha Kshetra).
This place is also popularly known as Niladri
Dham, Purusottam Kshetra and Shree Kshetra.
The land of Odisha is regarded the holiest place
for Jagannath not only in India but also in the whole
world. The national, socio-cultural and religio-
literary life of Odisha revolve around the
Jagannath cult. There are many Gods in India and
some are known as Nath (a Lord). Among them
Biswanath in North-India, Ramanath in South-
India and Somanath in Western part of India are
famous. But Jagannath is the Lord of the Universe.
He is intimately associated with the culture and
religion of Odisha. So Odishan culture is Jagannath
Culture and religion is Jagannath religion. Other
Gods like Sri Ram, Sri Krishna have occupied
the heart and soul of the devotees. But Jagannath
has become the centre of belief and faith of the
Odias. He is the Brahma (the mystic syllable of
Om),  Adi (origin),  Anadi (birthless), Sakar
(having a shape) and Nirakar (without a shape).
He is always mysterious. Even yogis and saints
tried their best but are not able to understand
Jagannath, the Supreme Soul. In the beginning
He was the worshipping God of the Sabara
tribals. In course of time, the Jains, the Buddists,
the Tantriks (the followers of the doctrines taught

by the Tantras), the Shaiva (a worshipper of
Shiva), the Vaishnab (devoted to Vishnu), the
Shakta (a worshipper of Shakti) and the
Ganapatya (worshipper of Ganesh) accepted
Lord Jagannath as their Almighty. Sri Jagannath
is the father of ten incarnations – Matsya (fish),
Kurma (tortoise), Varaha (boar), Narasimha (half
human, half lion), Vamana (a dwarf brahmin),
Parsuram (the warrior), Rama (the prince),
Krishna (the cowherd), Buddha (the enlightened
one) and Kalki (the horse rider). The great Odia
poet Jayadev narrated Buddha as an incarnation
of Jagannath –

“Nindasi Yajna Vidhe Rahaha shrutijatam
Sadaya Hrudaya Darshita Pasughatam

Keshavadhruta Buddha sharira
Jaya Jagadisha hare.”

The cult of Jagannath is the confluence of
poly-religio theists. He is the symbolic Almighty
of the Aryans and the Non-Aryans, a cult of all
cults. He is an epitome of perfection, forms of
creation and supreme soul. Srimad Bhagabat Gita
upholds Sri Krishna’s voice:

“Aksharanam a Karosmi”

Omkar is the source of creations. What
is the universe ? The mind is the universe or the
human life. It is impossible to think of the material

  Buddhist Concept in
Jagannath Cult

 Dr. Sarbeswar Sena
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world without the mental world. Omkar is the
foundation of all lives. Sri Jagannath is the
manifestation of that Omkar, that All-Perfection,
that Straight-Brahma and that the Monitor of the
Universe. The literature in lively forms takes its
cues from Him. Every form of literature – be it
mythology, literature, historical research – pays a
tribute to Him. Writers and artists have tried to
draw a form of that unseen force. But all attempts
have gone in vain. He is formless and spaceless.
Not only do the writers and artists, but also the
hermits and Rishis have taken a form of Him for
their invocation. The more they have tried to
locate Him, the more they have been far from
Him. He is a God of devotion. He does not mind
your faults. He only minds your indifference. He
is nearer to him who have thoughts for Him. Any
religious sect can worship Him and can draw Him
unto him through devotion, but not by argument.
The human soul and the Supreme Soul merge into
one. The mundane life gets freed from the
bondage of birth and death. It attains expiation
(Mokshya) which constitutes the quintessence of
every life on the Earth. Sri Jagannath only can
give this Mokshya (salvation).

Sri Jagannath is mysterious, a riddle. His
existence only leads to a series of unsolved
questions. The entire Odia literary epoch of the
Middle-Age is replete with this Jagannath
consciousness. Sri Chaitanya has drawn Him to
Sri Krishna consciousness and at last develops
towards Maha Vaishnab trend. Prior to this, he
was Mahatma Buddha. He was invoked with
knowledge or with Yogic invocation. Jagannath
never belonged to any community. He was for
everyone. He was mono-God or Universal soul
or an Idol, still a riddle. Jagannath was a particular
cult. It being a cult was not even known till the
12th century A.D. However, this was obvious. In

that time, the society was flooded with multi-
spiritual speculations such as Bajrayan,
Sahajayan, Nath, occultism, Sakta etc. Besides
these, people also believed in transmigrations of
divine soul into human soul, black magic, bigotries
and people’s undivided faiths on fetishism. In such
contrasting situations, how can unifaith and belief
come to the minds of the people ? To give it a
shape, it is the king Kapilendra Dev who declared
Sri Jagannath as the representative God of Utkal.
So also, the people of Utkal worshipped Sri
Jagannath as their God. Those descendants of
royalty were engaged as servitors of Sri
Jagannath. Later on, Jagannath became the
representative God of the entire Hindu-Indians.
In the process of faith and belief, Buddhism took
the shape of Sri Jagannath.

Buddha is an incarnation of Sri Vishnu
(Jagannath) as explained in Nilamata Puran of
Kashmir (the 6th & the 7th century). The Baraha
Puran was written in the 7th and the 8th century. It
contains the ten incarnations of Lord Vishnu. The
royalty of Bhouma help accepted Vishnu as
Buddha in Odisha. In the end, the incarnation
Buddha metamorphosed to Sri Jagannath. This
transformation did happen in the 12th century A.D.
The tribals of Sabar community accepted
Buddhism in their religious life. Many historians
including Dr. Harekrushna Mahatab have
mentioned this in their writings. Soon after the
Kalinga war, Emperor Ashok was baptized to
Buddism. Buddha-Minar was constructed in Puri.
This was the citadel of all worship of the Sabaras.
In Odisha, the invocation ceremonies of Buddha
came in to being in the 1st century A.D. These
tribals of Sabar community are simple by nature.
They worshipped the three-jewels (Tri-Ratna) as
three gods. In course of time, idol-worships came
into vogue. Idols were made of wood. This is
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how different tenets have cropped up as about
Sri Jagannath. However, its source emanated from
the life and culture of the Sabar tribals.

In the 8th century, the spirit-worship or
Bajrayana in Buddhism came into proliferation.
Its prime God was Sri Jagannath. This has been
reflected in the famous treaties Gyanasiddhi. It
was written by the King, Indrabhuti of Uddiyan.
In the prologue of that treatise, he has given the
image of Jagannath in the guise of Buddha. For
example –

“Pranipatya Jagannatham Sarvajina
Vararchitam / Sarva Buddhamayam Siddhim
Vyapuinam Gaganopamam.”

The Tengura community of Tibet feels
proud of the king Indrabhuti. His son’s name was
Guru Padmasambhav. Sri Jagannath is narrated
in ‘Gyanasidhi’ as he attributes of Sri Jagannath.
Both Buddha and Sri Jagannath have attainment
potency in them. For this alikeness as such, many
Buddhist ascetics of Utkal address Sri Jagannath
as formless and an entity in metaphysical state.

The source of Sri Jagannath is still a
mystery. In that mystery, there is the novelty of
Him. Many Buddhist researchers have gone to
the extent of claiming that the Brahma put in the
navel of Sri Jagannath is nothing but Buddha’s
tooth. Although many Vaishnavism as well as other
learned scholars of different sects do not
subscribe to this view. Probably, Sri Jagannath
was Buddha till Sankaracharya appeared on the
scene. To sum up, the quintessence of all religions
are present in the cult of Sri Jagannath. Every sect
or religion, be it Buddhism, Jainism, Shaivism,
Shaktism or Vaishnavism, finds something of theirs
in Sri Jagannath. However, it is a proliferation of
Buddhism, but not of diminution of Buddhism.
One can find Buddhist black incantations in

different mythology and religious writings such as
Gyananarb, Rudrayamal, Kubjikatantra, Pitha
Nirnaya and Kalika Purana. Those can also be
recognised as Buddhist scriptures. These
scriptures outline how to invoke these black arts.
In the cults of Sri Jagannath, the concept of Tantra
is still in practical but in a different form. Liquor
and meat are offered as foods to the deities of
Tantra as mentioned in Tantric scriptures. Similar
to these are also offered to Jagannath. A mixed
pudding taking ginger and hot spices in it is offered
to Jagannath in a silver pot. Instead of wine, the
sweet water of green coconut is offered in utensils
made of brass metals. These foods are offered to
Bimala Devi, thereafter these foods are
transformed into Mahaprasad (deity foods). In
this way, the Tantric practice is followed in
Jagannath temple. The tri-jewels in Buddhism
represent Jagannath, Balabhadra and Devi
Subhadra. Likewise, Sudarshan Chakra, the
weapon of Krishna approximates to Bajrayana.
Considering all these points into speculation, the
impression of Buddhism has a direct bearing upon
the cult of Sri Jagannath. This concept is yet to
be denied.

Jagannath is an incarnation. To speak of
Buddha, Krishna or Rama, everyone constitutes
a spark of Him. They are Supreme Souls but
incomplete. The poet, Dinakrushna Das
composes in his literary creation Rasakallola,

“Kamala Netri kamala prana nayak /
Kala parvatare lila kari aneka / Kale ichha mane
hebe kansa antaka / Kaibaku uswasa mahirave
jeteka / Kapate boliba Gope Nanda balaka /
Kautuke Bolaiba pasupalaka / Kachhapa
matsyadi abatar jeteka / Karibaku jata Jagannath
janaka.”

(Sri Jagannath the husband of Laxmi / had
different amorous sport / decided to kill the demon
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Kansasura / relief the miseries of Earth / be in
disguise as the son of Nanda at Gopa. / be known
as curious cowherd / incarnations including
Tortoise and Fish, Jagannath the incarnator.)

The cult of Jagannath has mass appeal.
People conceive Him of the Relative of the world,
the Attraction of the world and the Life of Human
beings. Every sect or section, mono or multi faiths
converges into the philosophy of Jagannath. All
identities have lost their existence in the tenets of
Sri Jagannath. It may safely be concluded that
Sri Jagannath is conceived as Buddha but not the
Buddha as acknowledged by the pursuers.

Buddha is the ninth icon of Sri Jagannath,
the proofs of which are found at the topmost part
of the main-door of the temple. Sri Jagannath is
substantiated as Buddha by the celebrated Odia
poet Jayadev and a series of Odia poets of the
12th century A.D. However, Jagannath and
Buddha are not one and same. These have had
no evidences in support of the stand. One can
not deny the fact that there have been much
resemblances between the two.

Samgha, Dharma and Buddha in Buddhist
philosophy are amity, grace and the theory of an
epithet of Lord Jagannath. Similarly, the values
like friendliness, sympathy, compassion and free
from bondages of birth are the concept of
Patitapabana (an epithet of Lord Jagannath).
Buddha is also regarded Patitapabana. Hence the
religious resemblance is well marked in both the
Buddhist philosophy and Jagannath, the Supreme
Soul. In Mahayana, Buddha in elemental state had
been identified as Abalokiteswara. Likewise,
Buddha was transformed to Jagannath in
Bajrayana.

Moreover, the poets of Odisha have
described Jagannath as Buddha. First, comes the

name of Adikabi Sarala Das. He belonged to 5th

century A.D. In his immortal work, the
Mahabharat, he has presented Jagannath as
Buddha. The trio, Jagannath, Balabhadra,
Subhadra have been described the great Buddha.
To quote him,

“Nasa karna shravane nayana na disi /
Dekhile Indradyumna moha bismayara basi/

Maha Boudha Bikas Hoila tini Rekha /
Kara charana na disi sikha.” (Banaparba)

(Nose, ear and eye not visible /
Indradyumna was astonished / great Buddha
appeared in three shapes / no hands and legs
found.)

In each of his acts, be it Banaparba or
Sabhaparba, he has delineated Jagannath as
Buddha. To quote his own composition:

“Dwapara yuga shesare heba Jagannath
Boudha rupare bije karibe ekathati satya.”

(Sabhaparba)

(In the end of Dwapara yuga, would be
Jagannath. This is true; Jagannath to come as
Buddha.)

Towards the 15th century A.D., Sri
Jagannath became famous as Buddha. Those five-
hermits and great poets (Balaram, Jagannath,
Achyuta, Ananta and Yasobanta) of this age
accepted Jagannath as their foremost God.
Despite their affiliations to Jagannath, they were
influenced by the Buddhist philosophy. The
Bhagabat and the Darubrahma Gita of Jagannath
Das speak volubly of Buddha. All those five-seers
accepted the sky as their Eternal Moths and this
has been corroborated in Achyutananda’s work,
Sunya Samhita. The Buddhist loyalists also
accepted the infinite space as the Eternal Moths.
The Sunya Samhita speaks that, Sri Krishna too
wanted to be the incarnation of Buddha. Many
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more poetic works of the 16th Century A.D. viz.,
‘The Bhagabata’ of Dwarika Das, ‘The Baichitra
Gita’ of Debendra Das, ‘Sasisena’ of Pratap Ray,
‘Deula Tola’ of Nilambara Das – all of them have
seen Jagannath in Buddhist impression.

However, Jagannath himself in no less and
no more than a riddle. From the time immemorial
to the time-finality, this mystery may continue and
thrive upon as a mystery. Almost all the rites and
rituals of Sri Jagannath bear similarities with the
rituals of Buddhism and Jainism. The black-art of
Buddhism is also followed in Jagannath cult. In
the 8th century, Uddadian (Odisha) was a famous
citadel of black-art, the veracity of which is
mentioned in many of the treaties.

The world-famous chariot-festival of Sri
Jagannath takes place between June to July of
every year. This is also modelled after the Buddhist
car-festival. They made trio-idols of wood by
imitating those three-jewels of Buddhism. They
might have begun the car-festival by putting the
idols in it. Even the bathing-ceremony of Sri
Jagannath is not immune from Buddhistic customs
and rituals. After the onset of the rainy-season,
the Buddhist ascetics brought out the Buddha idol
for bathing. By putting the idols in the chariot,
they go round the premises. This is a distinctive
festival of all Buddhist loyalists.  All these analogies
speak for certain sweet blending of the rituals of
Buddhism and Sri Jagannath.

In addition to those, these are similarities
in the making up of the divine food, which is
Mahaprasad. This divine food is taken beyond
the consideration of caste, religion and gender
differences. The same is known as ‘Akibhav’ in
Buddhism and ‘Kebalibhav’ in Jainism. It is
‘Kaibalya’ in the Kingdom (Srikshetra) of Sri

Jagannath. The nomenclatures are only different,
but the provisions are same. The other name of
this divine food (Kaibalya) is expiation from the
chains of life and death. This has been upheld by
the Odia poet,

“Mukti deba jukta hoiacchi juktakshyare
Vaishnab bihune kehu janiba samsara.”

"Mokshya (salvation), gives Sri
Jagannath. None but a Vaishnab knows it."

It is a propriety not to wash the hands
after one takes the divine food (Mahaprasad).
The same is true to both the Buddhists and Sri
Jagannath followers.

The poets of Odisha have pictured out
Jagannath as Maha Buddha. They have been one
with Him. They feel Jagannath in every touch, see
Him in all places, hear Him in every time and
receive His blessings every day in their life. Above
all, His existence is shrouded with mysteries. It is
neither the poet nor the researcher or philosopher
can decode or decipher Him.

He is neither with the Yogis nor in
Vaikuntha (the abode of Vishnu) but with his
devotees. His existence is never known to the
Gods and what to speak of common men. So, it
is rightly narrated in the Veda, the holiest scripture
of the Hindus, “Sarbarahasya Purusottamasya /
Debah na Jananti kruta Manusyah?”

Jagannath is still a riddle for all times to
come.

Dr. Sarbeswar Sena, At/PO-Purusottampur,
Dist.-Kendrapara-754223.
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There are a good number of Mathas in Puri. It
is said that there were seven hundred and fifty

two Mathas in Puri at some point of time in the
past.But a lot of them have been vanished by the
passing of time. These Mathas had been
established by great sages and spiritual leaders
of our country, of course with the sponsorship of
the kings, who used to grant land and other
resources. The spiritual leader like Sri Chaitanya
Dev established Radhakanta Matha. Embar
Matha was established by Santha Ramanujachary
and the great spiritual poet, Sri Jagannath Das,
who wrote Odia Bhagabat, which is adorned in
each and every household of the state, established
Odia Matha, so on and so forth. These Mathas
have some scheduled services towards the temple
and the Trinity, at large. Besides,  these Mathas
have been entertaining  devotees and  spiritual
guests coming from the distant lands of the country
and abroad too. But these Mathas have a
significant contribution for the development of
education of Odisha, by giving free boarding and
lodging to poor and needy students who come to
Puri for the purpose of pursuing study. The present
piece of write up on the legend is also linked with
a Matha and hence the above description. These
Mathas are part and parcel of Temple Complex,
though not included with Temple Management.

 The Legend of Raghudas,
A Passionate Devotee of Sri Jagannath

Pramoda Chandra Pattanayak

The word ‘legend’ is described in the
Chambers Dictionary’a person having special
place in public esteem because of striking qualities
or deed-real or fictitious’,  besides other
definitions. This description is subjected to
disputes, even in higher platforms and a remote
fact is often countered in favour of a  fiction. But
the present legend of Raghudas is as clear as water
and as strong as a rock since the Matha, Raghudas
established stands as a proof. As such there is no
slightest of doubt and dichotomy about the fact.
The legend goes as under.

Long long ago there was a man named
Raghudas in the Western Part of this country. Born
in a Brahmin family, from the very childhood he
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was inclined towards spirituality. Time rolled on.
Raghudas entered to his youthhood and his
spiritual activities passed on with greater intensity.
He spent most of his time in praying and
enchantment of Sri Jagannath. His fortified
conviction made him to think that the material
world or the emotional attachment for the near
and dear ones are immaterial for a spiritual life.
For him, time became ripe to renounce and
Raghudas bade farewell to his family members
and left for Puri. Prior to his long journey he had
adopted the faith of Vaishnavites. As such with a
mean attire and minimum of essentials he set out
for the long journey. Raghudas did not pay heed
the persuasion of his family members not to take
up such long journey.

Puri was far away from the native place
of Raghudas. There was no facility for mobility
except walking.  The road to cross over was not
only arduous but also risky in view of the wild
animals. But Raghudas was mentally prepared to
face any such eventuality due to his spiritual
attachment for the Darshan of Sri Jagannath.
Indeed, he faced a lot of difficulties on his way.
But cutting the long story short, intense desire of
Raghudas made him to overcome all those hurdles
on his long run.

On arrival at Puri to the good fortune of
Raghudas, he had the Darshan of Sri Jagannath
during Pahandivije. He was emotionally
overwhelmed to see the majestic face of the Lord
and prayed for a shelter for him so that he can
have Darshan everyday till his death. Night fell.
He wandered to get little shelter and found a
Matha. He gave his identity and the long journey
he took up, to the Mahant of the Matha. The
Mahant felt pity and allowed Raghudas for his
boarding and lodging in the Matha.

Raghudas became an inmate of the Matha
and everyday early in the morning he used to finish

his call of nature and run to the temple for Darshan.
By the time of his return, lunch for the inmates of
the Matha used to be ready. So Raghudas was
entertained with the meal. This practice of
Raghudas continued for days together. The
inmates of the Matha, who were engaged for the
chores of the Matha and cooking etc., were not
happy about it as Raghudas did not participate in
such work of the Matha but used to take the
meals. The Mahant was informed about it. So
Mahant asked Raghudas to vacate the Matha.
Raghudas, without  any question, left the Matha
too. Chanting Sri Jagannath all the while he came
to Swetaganga and sat there in meditation. His
meditation was so intensified that he forgot about
his food and water. The time was peak summer.
The scorching sun rays were as hot as fire. Yet he
maintained his mens sana in corpore sano, which
was of course unparalleled. The passers by feeling
pity on his painstaking meditation, advised  him
not to go for it, but in vain. This  made him to
reduce in condition due to scorching sun rays in
the day and infestation of insects at night.
However, a kind passer by feeling pity on him,
put an umbrella over his head, which gave little
shelter during the day time. The news of such
pains-taking meditation of Raghudas came to the
knowledge of Mahant of the Matha where he was
given boarding and lodging. He came to see
Raghudas near Swetaganga and found him
completely merged in meditation and reduced to
the extent that he might be short-lived. Mahant
tried for Raghudas to come off the meditation and
to come to his Matha. But it was not be.

Mahant returned to his Matha and sent
varieties of Mahaprasad through his inmates of
the Matha for Raghudas. The inmates brought the
Mahaprasad to Raghudas and called him. But he
did not listen. As such they came away keeping
the Mahaprasad before him.  The favour of the
Mahaprasad stimulated the hunger of Raghudas
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and he opened his eyes to find the Mahaprasad
to his surprise. He immediately grabbed and
thanking Sri Jagannath filled his stomach.  Again
Raghudas went on meditation, as before, chanting
on Sri Jagannath. He sat on meditation at a stretch
for fourteen days without food and water and
sleep too. This made him to reduce too much.
But his spiritual strength was sky high.

The sincerity in prayer and meditation of
any devotee can not be neglected by God
especially when the desire is not for any material
gain. As such Raghudas was blessed by Sri
Jagannath since his only desire was a shelter to
have everyday Darshan. It so happened that the
king got divine order, while he was in deep sleep.
He was asked to give a ceremonial welcome to
His devotee who is in very painstaking meditation
near Swetaganga and to provide shelter for him
and also for a thousand devotees coming for the
Darshan throughout the year. The king got up from
the bed, but found none. However, the king, being
the first servitor of Sri Jagannath could understand
the order. Next morning along with a party he
proceeded to Swetaganga to find Raghudas in
deep meditation.  Honourably he was made to
get up from meditation and was informed that he
being a rare devotee to get the blessings of Sri
Jagannath has been enlightened. Then Raghudas
was piloted by the king in a grand procession to
the temple for the Darshan of the Trinity and was
coronated with a headgear.

The king ordered for construction of a
Matha of thirty two living rooms for Raghudas
and for thousand Devotees coming for Darshan
near the South gate of the temple and granted
land for the maintenance of the Matha. Thus
Raghudas was rehabilitated and he enjoyed the
Darshan everyday.

Raghudas became beau ideal as a blessed
Santha and a spiritual leader and his fame as an
enlightened personality spread far and wide,
inviting Sadhus and Sanyasis for his blessing while
having Darshan of the Trinity. Raghudas as
Mahant of the Matha, managed well and used to
look after the guests for their stay. There was the
lex non scripta of the Matha that no cooking was
to be done inside the Matha. All the inmates of
the Matha, including the guests were entertained
with Mahaprasad only. This rule was strictly
adhered to. In case of illness of any inmate of the
Matha, the prescribed herbal medicine was given
to aSuar who used to prepare it by the hearths of
the temple, in the process advised by the Vaidya
and then offered to the Trinity before being
administered to the sick. Thus the management
of Matha became more important for the Mahant,
Raghudas. However, he managed smoothly.

The followers of Raghudas increased day
by day to get his blessings. Often these followers
offered money and other valuable gifts for the
Matha. Thus the property of the Matha swelled
up. But Raghudas was least interested for any
materials or money. He used to think himself only
as a custodian of the property.  He spent most of
his time in meditation after daily Darshan of Sri
Jagannath and prayer.

Time came for him to leave this world and
he could clearly percept His call for him. As such
he remained in meditation inside a room till he
breathed his last.

Thus this legend is never a fiction as the
Raghabdas Matha near the South gate of the
temple still stands to tell the fact.

Pramoda Chandra Pattanayak, 678, Laxmisagar,
Bhubaneswar-6.
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The Jagannath cult cannot be complete
without mention of the famous poet Jayadev

of 12th century AD. The famous work composed
by Jayadev is Geetagovinda which depicts love
between Lord Krishna and his consort Radha.
This famous lyrical has a tremendous influence
over rituals of Lord
Jagannath of Puri. Since
12th century AD, the
Geetagovinda has been
exercising a sway over
Odia culture and life in
many ways. The later
half of the 12th century
is known as Jayadev era
or Geetagovinda era.
During this period, Lord
Krishna and his consort
Radha had observed the
public mind all over
India. They influenced
the common man’s
cultural and religious
awareness. During the
first half of the 16th

century the Vaishnavas followed Sri Chaitanya
Dev who had identified Krishna with Lord
Jagannath thinking themselves as Gopis who were
staunch devotees of Krishna. Jayadev sang in his

eternal verses of Geetagovinda the glory of
spiritual love. Lord Krishna was portrayed not
as an incarnation but the incarnator himself.

The concepts behind such incarnations
are based on the idea of protection of the virtuous

and annihilation of the
wicked. Jayadev has
vividly described about
the ten incarnations of
Lord Vishnu, who is
otherwise known as
Lord Jagannath. This
along with the cult of
Jagannath was
harmoniously combined
with the cult of Krishna,
Rama and Buddha. This
harmonious assimilation
is depicted by Jayadev
in his Geetagovinda
which had a
considerable influence
on the religious life of the
people of Odisha in the

succeeding centuries.

It is said that a brinjal farmer sang the
cantos of Geetagovinda while plucking brinjals in

 The Geetagovinda and Lord Jagannath

Dr. Dibyajyoti Moharana
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his farm in a melodious voice which enchanted
Lord Jagannath so much that he followed the
farmer into his farm while listening to his recitation
of song from Geetagovinda. The next morning,
the servitors of Puri temple observed thorns in
Lord Jagannath’s garments. From that day, a
tradition was introduced in the temple to make
arrangement of recital of Jayadev’s songs. The
Lord was expected to be amused with
Geetagovinda songs at bed time. It was learnt
that Jayadev’s wife Padmavati used to sing lyrics
of Geetagovinda.

The Geetagovinda has 163 editions during
the period from 1732 AD to 1971 AD. It has
been rendered into many Indian languages and
foreign languages including English, French, Latin,
Dutch, German and other European languages.
This is how this great epic has gained popularity
worldwide.

The world-famous poet of Geetagovinda,
Jayadev was an illustrious poet. He was out and
out an Odia. But irony has it that only a handful of
critics have held that Jayadev was born in Bengal
on the bank of river Ajay in the district of Birbhum.
But a lot of litterateurs, critics, scholars, historians
and archaeologists have proved that Jayadev was
born in Odisha on the bank of river Prachi in the
undivided district of Puri in the village Kenduli or
Kenduvilwa.

The Geetagovinda speaks volumes about
10 incarnations of Lord Vishnu or Lord Jagannath.
In Geetagovinda Lord Jagannath has been
described as Lord Krishna, the main character
of the epic. All th cantos of this epic are
concentrated on Krishna and Radha. The concept
of Krishna as Jagannath is commonly found in
Odisha since 12th century AD. However,
according to famous historian R. D. Banerjee, not

a single image of Lord Krishna was found in
Bengal and Bihar by 15th century AD. From the
historic point of view, it can be considered that
Jayadev belonged to Odisha.

The themes of Geetagovinda has spread
a religious fervour in Odisha. According to Dr.
K.C. Dash, a literary critic of Odisha,
Geetagovinda of Jayadev has been accepted as
one of the greatest texts of Bhakti and it is the
Vaishnav cult. It has considerable influence over
the cultural domain in India and has evoked great
admiration in the West. The concept of Radha-
Krishna worship has become a cultural heritage
of Odisha and accordingly the Geetagovinda and
its poet Jayadev are held in high esteem by Odia
people. According to Dr. S.C. Pani, a researcher,
“Even today the influence of Geetagovinda is quite
powerful in the culture of Odisha. Notably, Odissi
dance, now enjoying great revival, derives many
themes from Jayadev’s songs and famous
‘Dasabatar’ (10 incarnations) song is a part of
the repertoire and sculptures even today darws
inspiration from Geetagovinda. Since Jayadev’s
Geetagovinda is a living monument of Odishan
culture”,  Geetagovinda is a binding force, which
has formed the essence of Odia culture.

Since the famous work Geetagovinda
was considered sacred, it was allowed to be sung
in the Puri temple during the period of the King
Narasingha-II before the advent of Lord
Chaitanya Dev to Puri. The Devdasi (maid-
servant of God) system was introduced. At the
time of Badasinghar (bedtime) the cantos of
Geetagovinda were sung before the Puri Triad in
the temple with the rhythm of the song. The
Devdasi, a danseuse, had to perform her bit. But
Gajapati Purushottam Dev ordered to discontinue
the singing of cantos of Geetagovinda as he
thought it was love-song. But the discontinuance
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of the singing could not last longer as Lord
Jagannath, who was very much fond of enjoying
the song, advised the main servitor of the temple
in the dream to do the needful as before. Gajapati
Purushottam Dev, who had ordered for
discontinuance of the song, backtracked on his
decision and again ordered for singing of the
Geetagovinda with an apology before Lord
Jagannath.

It is said that Purushottam Dev during his
rule tried to replace Jayadev’s Geetagovinda with
Abhinav Geetagovinda in King’s own name,
which is said to be originally written by
Kabichandra Ray Divakar Mishra. But Lord
Jagannath did not approve this and He advised
the main servitor in his dream to re-introduce
singing of the Geetagovinda of Jayadev as usual.

Geetagovinda is a household name as so
is its poet Jayadev in Odisha. The famous

devotional work can never be wiped out of the
memory of the Odias. The Geetagovinda is an
untiring burning flame which is so designed to
dispel darkness from the religious and cultural
horizon of Odisha.

Geetagovinda has become an integral part
of Jagannath cult. Down the ages it has enthralled
the devotees and the Lord. Its sway over Odishan
culture can’t simply be downplayed. Poet Jayadev
was a staunch devotee of Lord Jagannath. His
work Geetagovinda will exist as long as Jagannath
cult exists.

Dr. Dibyajyoti Moharana, Rajiv Gandhi Health University,
Bangalore.
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Puri, the Abode of Lord Jagannath, is situated 59
Kms. from Bhubaneswar, the capital city of

Odisha. Puri has been an important centre of Hindu
Worship since time immemorial. Puri is also
recognised among the best holiday resorts of the
country. The Puranas and other Sanskrit texts refer
to this holy city as Nilachala, Nilagiri, Niladri,
Purusottam Kshetra, Srikshetra and Sankha
Kshetra. It is also known as Jagannath Dham and is
one among the four Dhams of India. The other three
Dhams are Dwarikanath, Badrinath and
Rameswaram.

Puri has a large number of smaller temples
and Mathas. It has a salubrious climate and attracts
tourist from all over the world round the year and
particularly during the summer months. Puri has
one of the finest beaches of the world and the
house of numerous Odishan ship Craftsman and
exquisite handi-crafts of a large variety.

The Jagannath Temple at Puri, built by
Ananta Varman Chodaganga Deva, is among the
fine specimens of Odishan temple architecture.
The temple rises to a height of 214 feet and 8
inches from the road level. The temple has four
gates on four sides, known as Simhadwara,
Aswadwara Vyghradwara and Hastidwara i.e.,
the Lion’s Gate, the Horse Gate, the Tigers Gate

and the Elephant Gate. The temple has two
concrete walls. The outer wall is known as
Meghanada Prachira (665 ft by 640 ft) and the
inner wall is known as Kurma Vedha (42 ft by
315 ft).

Jagannath is considered as Krishna. Krishna
is always found worshipped with His beloved Radha.
Balabhadra is believed to be an incarnation of Siva,
‘Sesanaga’, ‘Ananta’ i.e. limitless time eternally.
Subhadra is the younger sister of Krushna and
Balabhadra and wife of Arjuna, the great hero of
Mahabharat. The famous diety, ‘Sudarshana’

 Puri - The Abode of Lord Jagannath

Dr. Sidhartha Kanungo
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remains unexplained. Such a wonderful combination
of deities is not only unique but also
incomprehensible. No convincing justification
underlying such combination of deities has been given
by scholars so far.

The three Chariots of Balabhadra, Subhadra
and Jagannath are constructed each year with Sal
wood, brought from the ex-primarily State of
Dasapalla, by specialist team of carpenters who
have hereditary rights for this. Lord Jagannatha’s
chariot is called Nandighosha. It is forty five feet
high and forty five feet square at the wheel level.
It has sixteen wheels, each of seven feet diameter
and is decked with red and yellow covering of
cloth.

The chariot of Lord Balabhadra is known
as Taladhwaja. It has fourteen wheels, each of
seven feet diameter. The chariot is covered with
the coverings of red and blue cloth. Its height is
forty four feets.

The chariot of Devi Subhadra called
Darpadalana has twelve wheels, each of seven
feet diameter. The height of the chariot is forty
three feet. The chariot is decked with the covering
of red and black cloth.

Around each of the chariots are nine
Parswadevatas, the guardian deities, and while

the chariot of Lord Jagannath has six horses
attached to it, the other two chariots have four
horses each.

Each chariot has a charioteer calld
Sarathi. Matali, Daruka and Arjuna are three
charioteers of Nandighosha, Taladhwaja and
Darpadalana respectively.

Here All Things Are Great :

The temple of Lord Jagannath is called Bada
Deula i.e. the great temple. Here the sea is
Mahodadhi i.e the great ocean. The main road of
the town is Bada Danda i.e. the grand road. The
Prasad i.e. offerings of Lord Jagannath is
Mahaprasad (the holiest food). The cremation
ground at Puri is Swargadwar (gateway to heaven).

It will be dereliction of duty, if we do not
mention something about Koili Baikuntha. At Koili
Baikuntha within Jagannath temple premises, the
old icons are buried after the new ones are installed
on account of Navakalevara which generally
comes once in every twelve years.

Dr. Sidhartha Kanungo, ‘Chaitanya Dham’, Sabar Sahi
Plot No. 2084, Bhubaneswar-751006.
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The word Purusottama is formed by the
combination of two words such as purusa

and uttam, this means the best of all men. In
Upanisads the word ‘Purusa’ has been
interchangeably used with ‘Atman’ (soul) and
‘Brahman’ (Supreme soul). It is thus clear that in
the Upanisada, Purusa is a philosophical term
which is used in the usual sense of ‘man’ or
‘person’ – in the sense of individual soul, the
highest personal God and the Impersonal
Absolute. The word Purusottama has been used
in Srimad Bhagavadgita. Bhagavadgita says that
there are two types of Purusa, the perishable one
(i.e. body) and the imperishable one (i.e. individual
one). The Purusasukta also speaks of two forms
of Purusa, one higher and the other lower (lower
because it emerges out of the totality of the
manifested world). The universe emerges out of
the different parts of the body of this lower form
of Purusa, whereas the higher form of Purusa is
the Lord of the mortality and the immortality. Thus
the term Purusottama generally stands for Vishnu
in literature. But In Vaisnava Agamas it is identified
as a special deity which represents particular
aspect of Visnu such as Madhava, Narayan,
Damodara, all of which are considered as different
aspects or forms of Visnu. The Purusottama
aspects of Visnu combines four deities; Srikara

  Purusottama :
Lord of the Fourteen Worlds

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury

(Shridhara), Krsna, Kama and Trailokyamohana.
In the Sridhara aspect of Purusottama He is
worshipped as the consort of Lakshmi, in his
Krsna aspect as the beloved of Gopis, in his
Kama or Pradyumna aspect as the God of love
Himself and in his Trailokyamohana (one who
captivates the three worlds), the most important
of all forms of Purusottama as conceived of as
the god of love, in other words, a combination of
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Kama and Visnu. Purusottama thus unites in
himself the characteristics of the husband of
Lakshmi, Krsna and of Kama. The person who
worships Purusottama regularly according to
prescribed rites, attains tremendous wealth, good
fortune, immeasurable glory, long life, good health,
authority and in addition, gets all his desires
fulfilled.
           Nrusimha and Purusottama are thus two
Vaishnavite deities endowed with Tantric Shakti
characteristics. Both are closely linked together
and their worship has been popular and prevalent
mainly in the regions which had the Tantric
thoughts and beliefs flourishing. It is well known
fact that the deity on the Jagannath Temple of Puri
has been referred to in the older records, both
literary and epigraphical, as Purusottama.
Scholars are of the opinion that Jagannath name
has become popular in later period. Pandit
Krupasindhu Misra in his book ‘Utkal Itihas’
mentions that Jagannath temple has been
constructed during 100-200 century B.C.
According to Satyanarayana Rajguru the name
of this kshetra was Purusapura, or Purusa
Mandap and in this Purusapur Purusottama was
worshipped much before 4th century A.D. It may
be mentioned here that the Chinese traveller
Hiuen Tsang, who visited Odisha in 638 A.D.,
does not specifically refer to the deity Purusottama
Jagannath. But it is possible that Purusottama
Jagannath existed during his time. The sanctity of
this place and of its presiding deity must have
gained wider acceptance after the construction
of the temple, as is apparent from Kapilasa
Inscription of Narasimha I (1246-53) which
describes Purusottama as
Chaturdasabhuvanadhipati or Lord of the
fourteen worlds. Till the end of the 12th Century
A.D. in all the inscriptions, copper plate grants
and in the important literary works, the name of
the presiding deity of the Kshetra was stated as
Sri Purusottama. The Kurmeswar temple

inscription of 1230 A.D. is the first record to refer
to Jagannath as the presiding deity of the Kshetra.
Shri Kurma inscription clearly refers to Sri
Jagannath as King and Anangabhima as Rauta.
During the period of Anangabhima III the Muslims
were already powerful on the frontier of the Ganga
Kingdom and they posed a great danger to the
safety and security of the kingdom. The regional
Hindu powers were also not united. During that
critical phase Anangabhima attempted to
safeguard the giant Ganga kingdom in South-
Eastern India with the support of local religious
force. For that purpose Purusottama was declared
as Lord of the Ganga kingdom and the king
himself became his Rauta (deputy) and ruled the
kingdom on behalf of Lord Purusottama. The
name was changed from Purusottama to Jagannath
to suit to different sections of religious belief such
as Buddhists, Jains, Saivas, Vaishnavas and
Saktas. Thus Purusottama became Jagannath
during the reign of Anangabhimadeva III and from
this period the kingship of Jagannath was well
known. Madala Panji refers to
Anangabhimadeva surrendering his empire to
Lord Jagannath and acting as Rauta or agent to
‘King Jagannath’ and the empire came to be
known as ‘Purusottama Samrajya’. The king as
Rauta to Jagannath came to be known as the
mobile incarnation of Jagannath (Chalanti Visnu).

          Thus Purusottama aspect of Jagannath
combines Svakiya bhava (as husband of
Lakshmi), the aspect of Kama (beloved of Gopis),
the God of love as well as emperor of the
kingdom. He is the king of kings. His rituals, His
food, His Puja are just not ordinary but of very
high order which deem fit for an Emperor.

Dr. Janmejay Choudhury, Lecturer in History,
Sri Jagannath College, Kaipadar, Khordha.
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The description of Lord Jagannatha has been
observed in all Indian literatures along with

description of Lord Bishnu. Lord Jagannatha is
also the alternate name of Lord Bishnu. The first
mention about Lord Jagannatha is seen in the Veda
(Rig Veda) where the floating of Daru Brahma
created havoc in the ocean. Different scriptures
of Sanskrit literature i.e. Brahmapurana,
Neeladree Mahodaya, Kapil Sanghita enunciated
the details  of Jagannatha culture.

 In every phase of Odia literature, the
influence of Lord Jagannatha has been marked
to a great extent. Specifically during the middle
age i.e. from fourteenth century to eighteenth
century Odia literature was dominated by
religious thoughts. Specially Odia poets while
composing epics, described the importance of
Lord Jagannatha as the God of the State. It may
be Boudha, Jaina, Shaiba, Shakta, Ganapatya or
Natha, the faith in Lord Jagannatha was given
prominence as the presiding deity of all groups of
Hindu religion.

The culture of Odisha is immensely
dominated by Lord Jagannatha. The other name
of the culture of Odisha is Jagannatha culture. In
every phase of the history of Odishaa, Lord
Jagannatha has played influential role proving that,
He is the nucleus of the culture of Odisha.

The influence of Lord Jagannatha in Odia
literature can be analysed in two aspects as the
influence of Jagannatha culture on literary works
and literary creations made basing on Lord
Jagannatha only. In most of the literary creations
from the ancient period to the modern age, Lord
Jagannatha has been described in different poems,
essays, dramas, short stories, novels etc.
Innumerable prayers as popularly known as

  Shree Jagannatha in Odia Literature

Prabhat Kumar Nanda
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Bhajana, Janana, Stuti, Chhanda, Chautisha forms
were created by the poets of Odisha. However
the earliest specific mention of  Lord Jagannatha
was observed in the epic of Sarala Dasa.
Shudramuni Sarala Dasa of fifteenth century
described about Lord Jagannatha along with his
brother Lord Balabhadra, sister Subhadra as
Lord Bishnu, Lord Shiba and Lord Brahma. He
also narrated Lord Balarama (Balabhadra) as
Lord Buddha. Poet Sarala Dasa named Lord
Jagannatha as Darubrahma and described the
construction of four idols from holy wooden log
collected from the ocean. He considered three
Idols as representatives of Satwa, Raja and Tama
virtues. He was the first  poet of Odisha to mention
Lord Jagnnnatha as Purushottama. In different
parts of Sarala, Mahabharata the  glory of Lord
Jagannatha has been narrated vividly. Poet Sarala
Dasa has proved Lord Jagannatha and
Shreekrishna as one and inseparable.

In the literary creations of Panchasakha
poets Lord Jagannatha was described as the holy
spirit of Odishan culture. Poet Balarama.
Jagannatha,  Achyutananda, Jasobanta and
Ananta of sixteenth century narrated Sri Jagannath
as the nucleus of Baishnaba culture. They have
established Lord Jagannatha as the incarnator.
They considered Lord Jagannatha as Alekha
Niranjana. Poet Balaram Das has  mentioned in
his creation Jagamohana Ramayana that Lord
Jagannatha is none other than Shree Rama
Chandra and as per His blessings he was able to
compose Ramayana in Odia. In his another
creation i.e. Bhabasamudra, he considered Lord
Jagannatha as Lord Buddha. In his creation
Lakshmi Purana, he has highlighted the importance
of Goddess Lakshmi in Jagannatha culture. He
narrated Goddess as the saviour of poor and
downtrodden people. He also narrated the

difficulties faced by Lord Jagannatha and Lord
Balabhadra in the absence of Goddess Lakshmi
in the temple.

Poet Achyutananda Das in his creation
'Hari Bansha' has highlighted Lord Jagannatha as
Nirakara Brahma i.e. super soul without any
specific shape. In Shunya Samhita he has
described Lord Jagannatha as the incarnator to
create ten incarnations. He has picturised four
idols as the epitome of royal and pleasant virtues.
He considered Lord Jagannatha as Lord Buddha
in the sanctum sanctorum.

Poet Jasobanta Das has considered Puri
as the most important holy place of the world. In
his book 'Prema Bhakti Brahma Geeta', he has
mentioned the virtues of Neelachala Kshetra i.e.
Puri as equivalent to virtues of one crore other
Kshetras or holy places.

Poet Jagannatha Das popularly known as
Atibadi was one of the champion poets of
medieval period. Highlighting the glory of Lord
Jagannatha in his famous book 'Bhagabata', he
has proved Lord Jagannatha and Lord Shree
Krishna as the same entity. As per him,
Shreekshetra is the eternal abode of
Paramabrahma.

Poet Ananta Das, one of the poets of
Panchasakha group was popularly known as
Shishu Ananta. In  his creation named  as 'Hetu
Udaya Bhagabata' he established Lord Jagannath
as Lord Buddha and epitome of void (Shunya)
culture. In his another book Guptatika, he
described Lord Jagannatha as Paramabrahma and
shapeless and nucleus of void culture.

As per the poets of Panchasakha-group,
Lord Balabhadra, Goddess Subhadra, Lord
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Jagannatha and Lord Sudarshana are the
representatives of four Vedas i.e Rig, Yajur, Sama
and Atharva.

Poet Dibakar Das in his famous book
Jagannath Charitamruta has proved Lord
Jagannath as the possessor of sixteen virtues
(Shola Kalaa). He further described that Lord
Krishna is one of such virtues and by expansion
of one virtue to sixteen virtues, he completed his
Lila in Gopa. The apove enunciation invited debate
among Utkaliya Baisnaba and Goudiya Baisnaba,
as the later faith claims Lord Krishna as sole
incarnator and Paramabrahma.

Poet Deena Krishna Das composed
innumerable poems about the glory of Lord
Jagannatha, Bhakta Kabi Salabega in a number
of devotional lyrics narrated Lord Jagannatha and
his saviour action for the devotees.

Kabi Samrata Upendra Bhanja was a
celebrated poet and composed a number of epics
glorifying the importance of Odia literature. In most
of his books, he narrated the glory of Lord
Jagannatha and the importance of different
festivals. In one of his devotional lyrics named
“Manauddharana Karahe Karana", he has
described Lord Jagannatha as saviour of the world
in different ages. In “Neeladrisha Chautisha” he
has vividly described the glory of Lord Jagannatha.
Kabi Surjya Baladeba Ratha in his famous
creation of Sarpa Janana has glorified Lord
Jagannatha in a satirical way.

In the twenty first century many Odia
writers wrote about history and the culture of Lord
Jagannatha in the form of essay, poem, drama,
short stories  and novel. Volumes of devotional
lyrics were composed by different poets glorifying
Lord Jagannatha, and the role played by Him as

the saviour of poor and downtrodden people.
Pandit Gopabandhu Das  in his poem Bandira
Atma Khatha described Lord Jagannatha as the
leader of Odisha state and Puri is the epitome of
all religious faiths of our nation. Many writers being
influenced by western thoughts, criticized Lord
Jagannatha for not taking precaution to illegal
activities in the world. Poet Kalandi Chran
Panigrahi in his poem “Puri Mandira” expressed
his dis-satisfaction on the inaction of Lord
Jagannatha to change the fate of distressed people.
Gana Kabi Baishnaba Pani in his writing of Jatra
(drama influenced by songs and dance) glorified
different aspects of  Lord Jagannatha culture. He
also composed many satirical poems  on Lord
Jagannatha.

Modern poet Sachidananda Rautray in the
poem “Swagata” expressed his anguish for
decadence in social life even in the presence of
Lord Jagannatha. Poet Sitakanta Mohapatra,
poet Mahapatra Nilamani Sahoo described the
importance of Lord Jagannatha in different poems.

Dramatist Ashwini Ghosh in the drama
“Shree Mandira” glorified the different aspects
of Jagannatha culture. Poet Madhusudan Rao,
poet Gopal Das, poet Lakshmikanta Mohapatra
described the virtues of Jagannatha culture through
different stories.

Madalapanji, the chronicle of Puri temple
can be considered as a literary creation by writers
in a hereditary way regarding the day to day
incidents of Lord Jagannath temple. Pandit
Godabarisha in his drama ‘Mukunda Deba’, poet
Radhamohana Gadanayaka in different poems
and Mukunda Das in his novel with ‘Kala Pahada’
vividly described the history of Odisha and the
role of Lord Jagannatha in it.
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On careful analysis, one can observe that
two novels written by Surendra Mohanty as
‘Neela Shaila’ and ‘Neeladri Bijaya’ described
the emotional link of the people of Odisha with
Lord Jagannatha. The magnitude of the influence
on the people of Odisha in social, cultural and
political fields have been described minutely in
the above two novels. Literary figures like
Hrudananda Ray,  Rajat Kumar Kar, Rabi Prasad
Mishra, Dr. Kabi Prasad Mishra, Dr. Saileswar
Nanda, Chandrasekhar Nanda have written
poems, dramas, short stories highlighting the glory
of Lord Jagannatha.

Research scholars and essayists like
Jagabandhu Singh, Suriyanarayana Das,  Rama
Chandra Mishra, Satakadi Hota, Gurucharan
Patnaik, Umesh Patree, Jagabandhu Padhi,
Surendra Kumar Mishra, Naba Kishore Das,
Sarat Chandra, Harihar Kanungo, Rajendra
Kumar Mohanty, Pitabash Routray, Mohimohan
Tripathy, Bhaskar Mishra, Nityananda Panda and
many others have written innumerable essays
published in the form of books. Innumerable
literary figures of Odisha have contributed to
highlight the glory of Lord Jagannatha in form of
literary creations. The name of all the writers is
not possible to mention here.

As far as literary contribution, dedicated
by different erudite personalities for the promotion
of Jagannath culture are taken into consideration,
volumes of devotional songs composed by
innumerable lyricists appeared to have achieved
the position at the apex. The modarn lyricists as
Jibanananda Pani, Guru Krushna Goswami,
Narayana Prasad Singh, Kshirod Chandra
Pothala, Artatrana Mishra, Kirtan Narayan Padhi,
Sudarshan Dasa, Binodini Debi, Annapurna

Nanda and others have composed innumerable
lyrics basing on the culture of Lord Jagannatha.
For the intensity of dedication  and love of the
people of Odisha, Lord Jagannatha is popularly
known as ‘Jaga Kalia’ and has been depicted in
all devotional songs named as Bhajana, Janana
and Stuti.

A good number of periodicals published
by different organisations also contributed for
highlighting the Jagannatha culture in the literary
field. The car festival issues of Utkal Prasanga
published by Information & Public Relations
Department, Govt. of Odisha have achieved the
success of having highest number of readers.
Periodicals like ‘Nirmalya’, ‘Shree Mandira’,
‘Neeladri’, ‘Shree Gundicha’, 'Sulekha', ‘Shree
Shree Jagannath Darshan’ etc. published during
different festivals of Lord Jagannatha have been
propagating the essence of Shree Jagannatha
culture in the world. A specific mention can be
made about ‘Udayantu’, the periodical published
by Shree Jagannath Samaja  of Paradip. Different
issues of Udayantu have depicted specific virtues
of Jagannatha culture. Issues on universal
brotherhood, the importance of different
incarnations, Shree Jagannatha in Odia literature,
importance of different deities present at
Shreekshetra etc. have been published in a
systematic way for easy reference by the scholars
and  general public.

A compendium of different indigenous
words and terms associated with Jagannatha
culture have been published by the  Research
Board of Shree Jagannatha temple. Odia
newspapers have been publishing the views of
devotees about the visit of Jagannatha temple
under special column which has become an
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attraction for the readers, advisers to the temple
administration and the priests associated with daily
religious rites of the temple.

The glory of  Odia literature can not be
described dissociating the importance of Lord
Jagannatha. The essence of Jagannaath culture is
vividly picturised in Odia literature as the  nucleus
of literary spirit. In the modern age, a number of
scholars have initiated bold  steps to remove blind
beliefs and practices unconducive to human
welfare. Since last ten years the practice of
chanting of vulgar  words by Dahuka (person
announcing the initiation of pulling of chariots for

the information of devotees) have been stopped
though it was in practice for many  years.
Devotees were not appreciating the proclamation
of vulgar words in public during holy car festival

Necessary efforts of conscious writers on
different fields of literature can bring further
reformation in Jagannatha culture as to be adored
by people of all faiths and religions of the world.

Prabhat Kumar Nanda, Atithya, MIG-I-227, Satyasai
Enclave, Kolathia, Khandagiri, Bhubaneswar - 751030.

Oh my Lord
Look at me
Standing inside your temple
with a cocoanut in my hands.
Would you please
Do as you did in case of Dasia ?
Would you please take the cocoanut
from my hands !

Oh my Lord
Look at me
standing in front of the
Car made of Sands.
Would you please
Do as you did in case of Balaram.
Would you please enter the Sand-Car
made by me !!

Oh my Lord
Look at me

Oh My Lord

Hansanath Muduli

Begging a clinch from your Mahaprasad.
Would you please
Do as you did in case of Bandhu Mahanty ?
Would you please send a plate of
Prasad for me !!!

Oh my Lord
Look at me
Running from a very very long distance
to witness your Car festival in Badadanda.
Would you please
Do as you did in case of Salabega.
Would you please slow down the
Wheels of the Car for me !!!!

Hansanath Muduli, Khandagiri (Dumduma-A),
Bhubaneswar - 751030.
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The Genesis:

Delving deep, any keen researcher of this
significant topic can trace the origin of the term
‘police’ to Middle French etymology during late
15th century which referred to regulating or
controlling a community. Perhaps this is the same
meaning attached to the word ‘policy’ which also
indicates the process of regulation. Researchers
also point out to the fact that the word police
comes from Latin word ‘Politia’ which means civil
administration or from Greek word ‘Polls’
meaning a city state. Until the middle part of 19th
century ‘police’ in English language was used as
an original French term that referred to civil
administration, public order, law and enforcement.
For the first time the term got used in ‘Marine
Police’ that was started in England to protect the
merchandise as a body of officers at the Port of
London. But surprisingly because of the apathetic
and atrocious behaviour exhibited by the police
force in stray incidents did cast aspersions on the
efficacy of police by labelling it as a baton of
brutality. Over the years ‘Police power’ has been
referring to the restraints used by a government
to limit the civil rights of its citizens. ‘Police state’
today also refers to a country regulated by its
national police force. ‘Police action’ in the
international context refers to military intervention

short of a war to counter lawlessness. The word
‘Police Officer’ was first traced in the year 1794
of being used and the term ‘Police Station’ was
first found to be used in the year 1817.1

Police are often called ‘Cops’. Some
analysts have proposed that the reason police
officers are called “cops” is because of the New
York force’s copper badges. The source of this
word is much earlier. Several sources say the
usages originated in Northern England. The word
“cop” is an old Anglo-Saxon verb for catch, grab
or capture, deriving from a noun “cop” dating
back at least to the 1100s. Some sources say this
word related to the Dutch word ‘kapen’, with a
similar meaning. The earliest written

From A Baton of Force to an Agent of Service :
The Changing Paradigms of Police Culture

Shri GPSS Nanda
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documentation of the form ‘cop’ as a verb in
English dates back to 1704.2 The term “copper”
was originally used in England as a slang word
for a police officer. This term was used, however,
as a term of abuse by criminals, especially petty
street criminals. It was considered highly
derogatory by the police themselves. It was made
illegal in England to use this term for a police
officer, because it was so derogatory. The term
became associated with the metal copper after
that law was passed, when those hoods who
wanted to abuse
an officer would
carry a small piece
of copper metal in
the palm of their
hand and then flash
it at the
policeman. This
usage of “copper”
got shortened to
“cop.” The first
documented use
of the term copper
for a police officer
is in 1846.3 The Oxford English Dictionary
documents this usage. Most sources report that
the first documented use of the short form cop as
applied to a police officer is in 1859. Researchers
have further found that the term ‘copper’ was
used in London for police by 1846. Even when
in the US during 1950s,4 though not illegal, it was
still considered impolite to call a policeman a cop.

The Changing Ethos:

Despite a glorious history and a legacy
propagated and perpetuated for years together,
why it’s a fact that police has been often subjected
to criticism by a section of citizenry and the civil
society at large. The police, being the buffer or a

shock-absorber of social changes, permit the
political rulers of the democratic system to
consolidate and legitimize their power positions
and naturally, they cannot afford to take the risk
in the field of policing at their own peril. In addition
to this, the socio-cultural system in the developing
world treat their police forces with callous apathy
and hostility because of which the police
profession does not get its due share of attention
and credit for the stability and the development
at the hands of popular representatives in the

d e m o c r a t i c
forums. “The
vested interests in
society and in the
political system
generally tend to
join hands in
maligning die
police and
frustrate change
and growth by
exploiting the
functional nature
of the police job

and the disciplined character of the uniform.”5

Researchers and analysts in the newly
evolving field of criminology, including legal
philosopher Jeremy Bentham and his acolytes,
began to call for a centralized police force to
protect the citizenry and to maintain order.
Perhaps the most powerful advocate for a
professional police force was Sir Robert Peel, a
Minister of Parliament who served as Home
Secretary for the United Kingdom in the 1820s.
In 1829, Peel established the Metropolitan Police
Services in London. With the founding of
London’s police force, Peel became widely
regarded by criminologists and historians alike as
the father of modern policing. British police officers
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are still known affectionately as “Bobbies”
commemorating his first name, Robert.6 The
concept of a centralized, professional police force
was a tough sell initially and was met with a
tremendous amount of resistance. The public
feared that a police force would essentially behave
as another arm of the military. As a result, there
was an understandable reluctance to agree to be
controlled by what many assumed would be an
occupying force. To overcome this opposition,
Peel is known for laying the framework for what
a police force should be comprised of and how a
good police officer should conduct himself. While
there is debate as to whether he ever clearly
enumerated his ideas in any sort of list format, it
is generally agreed that he created what are to
this day considered to be the primary principles
of policing.

Dawning of a New Era:

The Peelian principles7 that laid the
foundation for the new era of policing in major
parts of the globe are depicted below:

a) The purpose of the police force is to prevent
crime and maintain order.

b) Police depend on the approval and trust of
the public to effectively do their jobs.

c) The ultimate goal of policing is to achieve
voluntary compliance with the law in the
community.

d) Police must be unwavering in their duties
and adherence to the law, maintaining
impartiality and avoiding the temptation to
be swayed by public opinion.

e) The use of force and physical control is to
be used as a last resort, only when other
forms of persuasion have failed.

f) Police officers must remember that they, too,
are members of the public and that their
purpose is to serve and protect the public.

g) The true measure of the effectiveness of any
police force is not the number of arrests or
police actions taken, but the absence of
criminal conduct and violations of the law.

Beginning of Police Reforms:

The National Police Commission (NPC)
was appointed by the Government of India in 1977
with wide terms of reference covering the police
organisation, its role, functions, accountability,
relations with the public, political interference in
its work, misuse of powers, evaluation of its
performance etc. This was the first Commission
appointed at the national level after
Independence. The Commission produced eight
reports between 1979 and 1981, suggesting wide
ranging reforms in the existing police set-up. The
following recommendations have been selected
from different reports of the NPC: According to
the first report of NPC, any arrangement for
inquiry into complaints against police should be
acceptable both to police and public as fair and
just. The Commission therefore suggested
arrangements, which would include inquiries
conducted by departmental authorities and those
conducted by an independent authority outside
the police. The Commission felt that a large
number of complaints against police should be
looked into and disposed off by the supervisory
ranks in the police hierarchy. The Commission
however recommended that a judicial inquiry
should be made mandatory in the following
categories of complaints against the police:

 Alleged rape of a woman in police custody;

 Death or grievous hurt caused while in police
custody; and
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 Death of two or more persons resulting from
police firing in the dispersal of unlawful
assemblies.

According to the NPC, the police cannot
achieve complete success in their work unless all
wings of the criminal justice system operate with
simultaneous efficiency. It is therefore necessary
to set up a body, which would comprehensively
monitor the performance of all agencies and apply
corrective measures from time to time. The
existing Law Commission may be enlarged to
function as a Criminal Justice Commission on a
statutory basis. Such arrangements at the centre
should be supported by similar arrangements at
the state level. The basic role of the police is to
function as a law enforcement agency and render
impartial service to law, without any heed to
wishes, indications or desires expressed by the
government which either come in conflict with, or
do not conform to the provisions contained in the
constitution or laws. This should be spelt out in
the Police Act. The police should have duly
recognised their service-oriented role in providing
relief to people in distress situations. They should
be trained and equipped to perform the service
oriented functions.8

The Eighth Report of NPC suggested that
there should be continuous monitoring of the
performance of the police forces in the country.
The proposed State Security Commission should
have an independent cell to evaluate police
performance. The annual administration report of
the head of the police force and assessment report
of the Central Police Committee will provide
additional material to the State Security
Commission to prepare a final report on the
performance of the state police to be placed
before the State Legislature. Critics point out that
the major recommendations of the NPC have

remained unimplemented. There is a deep-seated
and strong resistance to the idea of police reforms.
Politicians and bureaucrats have evidently
developed interest in retaining control and
superintendence over the police organisation.
Indicative of the deeply entrenched resistance to
police reform is the fact that a letter written on
the subject in April 1997 by Shri Indrajit Gupta,
the then Union Home Minister to the Chief
Ministers of all States exhorting them to rise above
narrow partisan or political considerations and
introduce police reforms on the lines
recommended by the NPC, failed to produce even
a single response.9

Evolving of a Service Approach:

Community policing is a decentralised
form of service meant for the society. It is a
modernised form of police system. Police as an
organised institution was framed as per the Police
Act, 1961 which was the old Choukidari System
during British Rule. Community policing is based
on the democratic principle that anyone who
exercises authority on behalf of the community is
accountable to the community for the exercise of
that authority. It shows that community policing is
different from traditional policing. The traditional
policing is reactive to incident whereas community
policing is pro-active and community
empowerment policing. The role of traditional
policing is limited to incident response but the
community policing role is broad including
identification and solving of problems. The
traditional policing supervision is control-oriented
and authoritative in style whereas we find
supervision is problem-oriented and democratic
in style in Community Policing System.10

The main objectives of Community Policing are:

a) To minimise the gap between police and
citizens.
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b) To develop the trust of the community.

c) To make the police institution as an integral
part of community.

d) To develop mutual co-operation and
understanding among the citizens.

e) Prevention of crime.

Revamping Police Culture:

On the auspicious day of Gandhi Jayanti
2019, our Hon’ble Chief Minister launched the
new governance initiative ‘Mo Sarkar’.
Mr. Patnaik called eight persons in seven districts
over phone from his residence to collect their
feedback about service at police stations. The
phone numbers of these people, who had earlier
come to police stations, were collected randomly
from the ‘Mo Sarkar’ portal. Under the
programme, the phone numbers of all the people
visiting police stations will be registered and an
SMS will be sent to their numbers within 24 hours.
If the SMS is not received or the number is not
registered, the concerned person can make a miss
call to 14545 to get the number registered. These
numbers will be randomly collected and Chief
Minister, DGP, CP etc will call random numbers
to get the feedback from citizens. The programme
envisages that government employees will be
ranked on the basis of the feedback and
employees with good rank will get the out-of-
turn promotion while action will be taken against
employees with bad rank. The identity of the
persons giving negative feedback will be kept
secret.

‘Service First’ Amidst Threat of Pandemic:

Epidemics have put the planet under
threat since long time. A century ago fifteen million
Indians perished in the Spanish flu outbreak, the
last major pandemic that devastated the

subcontinent. The flu is reported to have arrived
in India through the Bombay port. Seven police
Sepoys posted at the Bombay docks were the
first ones to be admitted to the police hospital
with “the Bombay fever”. Now, as India as
reported by Hindustan Times11 endeavours to
break the corona virus pandemic (Covid-19)
chain, the police force, as one of the essential
services, is again at the forefront of the herculean
task of enforcing this unprecedented lockdown.
Policing during pandemic has neither specific
guidelines nor well-defined roles in shaping the
response. As citizens were caught off guard by
the hastily-announced lockdown, policemen
risked their lives on the streets to ensure that the
people of the state stayed safe indoors advising
the violators or using force to vacate roads;
drawing ‘Lakshman Rekhas’ to space people out
in front of shops and bazaars; standing at the
Naka (barricade) points through day and night to
check cars; spreading awareness about social
distancing; disciplining some for violating the
restrictions; and arresting foolhardy offenders. To
be sure, this was more the exception than the
norm. The police also traced the travel history of
those who did not follow screening protocols and
took them to quarantine centres.

The 5T Mantra and Changing Face of Police:

Police in Odisha has traversed a long path
in staging a paradigm shift from paternalistic high
handedness prevailing in the contemporary pan
Indian police culture to revamped stage of
reinforced community action. The 5T Mantra
which guides the ‘Mo Sarkar’ initiatives harps
upon the following golden paths to achieve the
phenomenal journey from inertia to restlessness
and from institutionalization to self reliance:
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1) Transparency

2) Team Work

3) Timeliness

4) Technology

5) Transformation.

The citizen’s charter, adhered to by all
the police personnel says that people are the real
masters of the governance mechanism. Each of
the police personnel gets his salary from the
exchequer which is constituted out of people’s
contribution. So it’s the moral responsibility of
each and every police official to serve its real
master, that’s the people of the state. Most
interestingly the key point of the charter says that
no person visiting a police station will be
misbehaved or abused by the police personnel
present in the Police Station at that point of time
and it has been mandated that such atrocious
action will warrant stringent punishment against
the errant police official. In fact ‘Mo Sarkar’
initiative signals the rise of a new police culture,
staging a quantum jump from crime oriented
policing to citizen centric process. This can be
termed as a triumph of new age policing that
champions the causes of rights based approach
and police accountability.
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Lord Jagannath is the symbol of unity and
integrity of all religious of the world. He neither

represents any religion, division, class, caste,
community nor any region and country. Humanity
is the core of all religions, divested of its external
appendages.  By accepting the religion of humanity
one does not prove disloyal to his own religion
rather every religion may be said to be best
followed when its adherent practices  the religion
of humanity in all its thoroughness. Jagannath,
Lord of the Universe symbolizes such unique
example of  humanity. He is above all. Jagatguru

 Speciality  Of Lord Jagannath

Uma Shankar Prasad

Adi Shankracharya has given privilege to the four
holy places of India known as “Chaturdham”.
In the east it is Puri that is Utkal.

  “Bharat Pankaj -dalamidam, Utkal-
Mandal Miti Viditam”

It means this land of Utkal is well known
as a petal of Lotus Bharat. Here the tone is one
of reverent adoration and admiration for the
serene beauty is called ‘Utkal’ or ‘Orissa’. To
make it more penetrating Pandit Gopabandhu
writes “Jagat Sarase Bharat Kamal, Ta
Madhye keshara punya Nilachal”. India is a
lotus in the pond of the world and Nilachal is the
stalk of that lotus. In the west it is Dwarika, in
the north it is Badrinath and in the south it is
Rameswaram. In the concept of Sankaracharya
Puri is the prime and the foremost Dham among
all the four Dhams. The name of this Dham is
other wise known as ‘Mukti Dham’ or
‘Baikuntha Dham’ and ‘Nilachal Dham’
which symbolises as the holy place of one and
all. Lord Jagannath is not the presiding deity of
any particular sect. He is cosmopolitan and
embraces spiritual thoughts  of all sects signifying
the “Unity in Diversity”. This Dham of Lord
Jagannath, Puri has own specialities which are not
found in any other religion.
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Another speciality of this Dham is that it
has no similarities with any Temple, Gurudwar,
Church, Mosque or place of worship of any
religion. The speciality of Lord Jagannath is that
He is made up of a piece of Neem (Margosa)
tree, which all Hindus call “Daru” or “Maha Daru”
and the Lord is known as Daru Devata. The other
deities are made of clay or metal.

The very vital speciality is that in the whole
world not only in Hinduism but also in any other
religion there is no concept of changing of body ,
what is known as “Ghata-Paribartana” or
“Nabakalebar” except in the case of Lord
Jagannath. There is a tradition that when the year
on which two months of Asadha will come in that
very particular month is embarked for the changing
of “Ghata”or “Brahma”.

The Jagannath leaves the old body and
takes a new body. The other speciality is that
while in other places, deities are worshipped with
their consorts as Ram-Sita, Radha-Krishna,
Laxmi- Narayan, Shiva-Parvati but in this holy
Nilachal Dham Lord Jagannath is worshipped with
his elder brother “Balabhadra” known as Bada
Thakur, and younger sister kown as “Subhadra”
and Sudarshan who is the embodiment of
Satrughna in Tretaya Yuga. This represents the
universal brotherhood  and humanity and integrity.
Swami Vivekananda learned the concept of
universal brotherhood from this Jagannath culture
and applied before the audience in the Chicago
World Religion Conference. The fourth speciality
is that it is the deity of unfinished. Lord Jagannath
has no leg, arm, ear but he is the first and last

God to give penance or ‘Mokshya’. He is the
only God  who along with his elder brother and
younger sister and his Ayudha Sudarshan vacate
Ratnavedi and mounts on three Chariots, known
as “Nandighosa”, “Darpadalan”, and
“Taladhwaj”  and bless his devotees irrespective
of caste, creed, colour and religion, which laid
the foundation of  “Indian Democracy.”  The very
speciality is that  the Gajapati or King of Puri
sweeps the chariot as an humble servant of Lord
Jagannath  and the incident binds the king  and
the subjects with their God  in a singular mood.
The two large rounded eyes of Lord Jagannath
represents the Sun and Moon that is the Surya
and Chandra.

                    In “Katha Upanishad” it is written
“Bhayadasyagnistapati Bhayattapati suryah
Bhayadindrascha bayuscha Mrutyur dhabati
Panchamah”. Fire gives heat out of His fear, Sun
gets heated out of His fear, Indra and Varuna also
are afraid of and Mrutyu God also  runs on five
paths. No one dares to neglect the responsibilities.
Because He is watching everywhere as He is
Omnipresent. “Ishavasyamidam Sarbam
yatkimcha Jagatyam jagat” ( Isha Upanishad:1)

Hence, we must surrender ourselves as
‘He is the Lord of the Universe and has given an
identity to us in the whole world’.

Uma Shankar Prasad, Columnist, Khurda.
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The Lord Purushottama –Jagannatha  the
supreme deity of the universe played a

prominent role in the socio-religious and political
life of Odisha.The origin of the Purushottama-
Jagannatha  cult, the
presiding deity of the Puri
around whom the religious
life of Odisha has evolved
from very ancient period
has been shrouded in
mystery. The advent of the
imperial Ganga Dynasty in
Odisha marked a great
revival  of the said cult.
Under the royal patronage
of the Ganga monarchs
the fame of the
Purushottama –Jagannatha
cult reached the height of
glory and it became a state
religion.

Among the
prominent Ganga rulers
who patronized the Purushottama-Jagannatha
cult  king Anangabhimadeva III is one of them.
Anangabhima was the son of Rajaraja  III and
Malhanadevi. In many of his epigraphic records
he has been described as a deputy of the Lord

Purushottama-Jagannatha.The Nagari copper
plates state that  the Ganga ruler Anangabhima
assumed  the title as Rauta, by using this title he
considered himself as a mere deputy of the god

P u r u s h o t t a m a -
Jagannatha of Puri,
whom he regarded as the
real Lord of the dominion.
He is the first imperial
Ganga monarch  who is
so far known to have
assumed  the subordinate
title Rauta and claimed
theoretically a feudatory
ruler  under Lord
Purushottama –
Jagannatha.

It was only under the
king Anangabhima that
the god Purushottama –
Jagannatha became the
official state  deity of the
Ganga empire. The

Bhubaneswar inscription  dated 1238 A.D he
pronounced his dominions as Purushottama
Samrajya and he was the servant of the Lord
Purushottama. The inscription written as
"Srimad –Aniyanka –Bhimadevasya

 Purushottama – Jagannatha  and  The
Ganga Ruler Anangabhimadeva Rauta

Dr. Bharati Pal
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Pravardhamana Purushottama sambhanke
hatustrimsattam anke."  The  inscription
referring 34 Anka year or 28th regnal  year of
Anangabhimadeva and Purushottama samrajya
indicates that he dedicated his empire to
Purushottama-Jagannatha. The king even did
not enjoy formal coronation at the time of
accession as he considered Lord Purushottama-
Jagannatha  the ruler of the country.

The inscription suggests that the Ganga
king Anangabhima had officially acknowledged
Purushottama –Jagannatha as the overlord of
Odisha. The Madala Panji, the  temple chronicles
states that the king renounced his royal Abhisheka
(consecretion) because he considered himself only
as the deputy of the Lord Jagannatha. The king
dedicated the whole empire to the Lord
Purushottama-Jagannatha. He acknowledged
the Lord as his sovereign authority and ruled the
empire under His divine order. He declared his
regnal year or Anka as the regnal  year of Lord
Purushottama-Jagannatha.

In the same year his wife Somaladevi
made valuable donation to the god Vishnu-
Temple at Kanchipuram. The inscription records
the gift of the village named Udaiyakamam in
Antarudra Vishaya by  Somaladevi. She offered
and worshipped the god Vishnu. The inscription
further states that Anangabhima styled himself as
Paramavaishnava and the son of Lord
Purushottama,  who regularly observed Ekadasi
Vrata and constantly meditated at the feet of his

Lord Purushottama –Jagannatha. The grant
was made by the order (adesa) of the god.

During  the same year Anangabhima had
consecrated  a temple for Purushottama in the
newly  founded Ganga capital at Abhinava
Varanasi Kataka and donated  land to
Brahmanas.

An interesting inscription of
Anangabhimadeva is found from Draksharama
temple. Here he stated himself as
Paramavaishnava and Paramamahesvara as well
as Purushottama  Putra, Rudra Putra and Durga
Putra. The inscription suggests that  the formation
of Jagannatha Triad  by Anangabhimadeva  with
the three dominant deities of Odisha i.e.
Purushottama in Puri, Siva (Lord Lingaraj) in
Bhubaneswar and Durga or Viraja in Jajpur.
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Balarama was the elder brother of Lord Sri
Krishna.  Lord Balabhadra has also other

names like Balarama, Baldev, Kamapala,
Halayudha,  Ananta, Seshanaga, Sankarshana,
etc. The Lords of Hinduism are Brahma, Vishnu
and  Maheswara who are worshipped
symbolically; Balabhadra as Maheswara, Sri
Jagannath as Vishnu and Subhadra as Brahma in
Purushottam Kshetra along with the Sudarshan.
Odisha is rich in Jagannath cult and so there are
not less than fifteen hundred ancient Jagannath
temples scattered throughout the state. They are
mainly classified as Jagannath, Baldev Jew,
Patitapaban and Dadhivaman temples. In Odisha
more than 150 Baldev Jew temples are there.They
are mostly in Angul, Balasore, Bargarh, Bhadrak,
Balangir, Baudha, Cuttack, Dhenkanal, Gajapati,
Ganjam, Jagatsinghpur, Jajpur, Kendrapada,
Keonjhar, Khurda, Nayagarh, Sundargarh and
Sambalpur districts. The district Sundargarh has
the highest number of Baldev Jew temples.  The
present article tries to focus on the magnificent
Baldev temple of Ghumusar (Ganjam) situated at
Buguda. It narrates on the history, origin,
architecture  and on the Lords  rituals, festivals
like ratha yatra etc.

Buguda the place :

This historic village is only 70 kilometres
away from Brahmapur, a major city of Odisha.

Buguda stands on a height of 84 metres
(276ft)from the sea level.  Buguda is located at
19.82 degree N 84.8 degree E. It has an average
elevation of 84 metres (276 ft).  Buguda has
number of tourist places of specific interests like
Buddha Kholo, Biranchi Narayan temple,
Singhasani, Kartika Pujasthala, Mahulapalli,
Bhetanai, Kubereswar, Baghua and Dhanei dam
along with the Jagannath temple of its own. Buguda
a small town situated nearer to Aska of
Bhanjanagar sub division. The place is  well
connected with road. Direct buses are plying from
Brahmapur and Bhubaneswar, the state capital.
The nearest  railway station is Brahmapur under
East Coast Railway which is in a distance of about
80 kilometres. The place is well connected with
nearby tourist spots of Jagannath Prasad
blackbuck hubs, Belaguntha, the brass metal and
movable fish craft centres.  Aska, an ancient name

 The Baldev Jew Temple of
Ghumusar (Buguda)

Dr. Prafulla Chandra Mohanty
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for sugar, Ayurvedic medicines, Pharmaceutical
products and so many other attractions like
Buddhakholo, Stambeswari, Badanadi,
Rushikulya river bed etc. The name Buguda a
place for tribals started with the word Buguda.
Guda means the name of a tribal inhabited village
as for example Muniguda, Baliguda, Khariaguda
etc. Some researchers have the   view that the
name Buguda came from the word BuddhaGuda
which also seems to carry justification.  Buguda
is also known as Srikarnagar because of its
establishment by the the king of Ghumsara where
Srikara Bhanja reigned.The area is famous for
the number of temples and Mathas, mostly for
wood art.  The Biranchi Narayan temple is
nationally and internationally famous for the artistic
wood craft like the stone art of Konark, the Surya
Temple. Buguda has number of ancient Temples
like Baldev Jew, Pancha Shaiva  temples of nearby
Buddha Khola, Kuberswar, Kali temple of
Malijhola, Vishnu Mandir, Kurma tank, Chaka
bat, Hayagriba Mandir, Raghunath Mandir,
Mukunda Gada forte, Mas Sankulai temple and
the rare blackbucks carry a lot of attraction to
the the devotees as well as to the tourists in and
outside the country.

History:

      Ganjam has a strong historical and cultural
ties with Jagannath cult. The cult of Jagannath is
very intricate. As per the puranic (mythological)
evidences, this cult is as old as  human civilization
and has gone through several  upheavals. The cult
of representing Jagannath,Subhadra, Balabhadra
and Sudarshan developed through many ages. It
is traced that from 358A.D. when the Mathara
kings were ruling over Kalinga, they were
worshipping the image of Narayan and Madhab
possibly situated in the regions of Mahendra
mountain. Again from 500A.D.,the Gangas and

Sailodvabas developed the concept of Mathara
to a composite God named Purushottam
Jagannath, later on to the middle of 11th century
A.D. under the Bhaumas and Somavansi Kings,
the concept of Purushottam continued with a little
Change. But after 11th century Jagannath and his
other related images  being worshipped by the
Imperial Gangas, Souravansis and other dynasties.
Earlier Buguda was a forest area of tribal dwellers
generally worshipping the nature symbolised by
sun, moon, stars, trees, rivers, mountains, soils
and stones. To them trees are the living Gods from
where the wooden images of Purushottam
Jagannath Darudevata came into incarnation.

Buguda has a number of Vishnu Mandiras
established by Srikarbhanja. On the establishment
of Vishnu Mandiras, the legendary sources depict
that a Brahman couple were residing in the
Dengapadar village nearer to Buguda village. They
had no issues. Once the Brahman  fell ill and his
wife served a lot. In the late night the sick Brahmin
was thirsty and requested for water to drink to
his wife. Her wife sitting on the cot herself extended
her hand to bring water from the kitchen. Brahmin
husband saw the unrealistic activity   of her wife
and feared her as she was a Pishachi(ghost), a
tantra practitioner. In the morning the matter was
informed to the king  Srikara Bhanja to save him
from his Pishachi wife. But Bhanja king was not
serious on the voice of Brahman. The Brahman
told the king if anything happened to him the king
will remain responsible. On the next day the
Brahman died while the king was on a visit to
teertha kshetras (pilgrimage). Just after the death
of the Brahman, the responsibility of not
protecting the Brahman from her Pishachi wife
came directly to the king and he became Pale on
Brahmahatya (killing the Brahman). To get rid of
the  sin, a priest advised  to construct as many as
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Vishnu temples. So after returning from teertha
the king started constructing of Vishnu temples in
the area. Accordingly the present Baladev jew
(Jagannath) temple was constructed by Srikara
Bhanja.

The Temple :

At present more than 1500 Jagannath
temples are there inside Odisha but only the
Ganjam district has a lion share of not less than
500 temples. Mostly in Ganjam Lord Jagannath
is worshipped in different names such as
Jagannath, Dadhibaman, Patitapavan and
Trutiyadeva. It is said that  this shrine was headed
by a single God Balabhadra but later on the king
of Bhanja Dynasty introduced Chaturddha Murtty
like Balabhadra, Subhadra, Jagannath and
Sudarshan. The general style and architecture of
this Jagannath Temple corroborates the available
Bastu-silpasastra,the Kalinga school of
architecture comprising the Viman (Sanctum),
Jagamohan (audience hall), the Nata Mandira

(dancing hall)  and the Bhogomandap (offering
hall). The Viman carries the deities on the Ratna-
Singhasana (golden seats). There are also Madan
Mohan, Anthuagopal, Madhaba, Sridevi and
Bhudevi along with Salograms (living stone gods)
and are worshipped throughout the year. Some
of the Vedic Brahmins of Kanyakubja Sakha
were brought by king Harisharan Bhanja to
Buguda and other Vishnu temples of Ghumusar
to work as Sevayats (priests). They are the
Sevayats working on the line of inheritance in this
temple till today. Jagannath temple is situated within
the Buguda town, the temple popularly known as
Baladev  jew temple in the area. The temple finds
mention in history of the art of Odisha written by
important historians. The temple is just in front of
the Biranchi Narayan temple maximum within a
distance of 400 metres. This temple which was
constructed by the king of Bhanja dynasty was
completed by Harisharan Bhanja in 1680A.D.
This is an east faced temple just remaining front
to front to Biranchi Narayan. The temple
constitutes of Jagmohana, Bhogamandapa and
Vimana. The upper portion of the temple carries
Amalak, Khapuri, Kalasha and Neelachakra. In
the inner Chamber of the temple the deities named
Jagannath, Subhadra, Balabhadra along with
Sudarshana, are worshipped. The Jagannath
temple of Buguda looks very whitish and beautiful.
It has a Garuda Stambha at the entrance, the
Lion’s gate. A devotee takes the darshan
(glimpse) standing at the back of the Garuda
Stamba, the pillar on which the king bird stays
and then moving around the main temple.There
are also the Parswa Devatas mainly, Baraha, the
bore faced God on the south, the lionfaced God
Nrusiñgha on the west and the Baman-Tribikram
on the North.The Navagrahas and Dasadikpals,
Raghunatha and many of the erotic stone arts are
also found on the outer part of the temple. After
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completing the round (Ghera Parikrama), a
devotee is to take the darshan of the supreme
idols like Balabhadra, Subhadra, Jagannath and
Sudarshan. After darshan and offerings to the
temple Gods and Goddesses, a devotee can go
out of the temple after giving a Naman (surrender)
in folded hands to the Neelachakra (Blue wheels)
along with the unfurled Patitapaban flag from a
distance sight. The belief is that it will purify all
the sins made during the life knowingly or
unknowingly.

Car Festival and Other Rituals:

Famous car festival (Rathayatra) is
observed here as like as Puri. There is also a big
Street called Bada danda where the wheels of
chariot roll on the days of car festival.  On the
Ashadha Sukla Dwitiya, the deities  travel to their
birthplace the Gundicha Mandir  which is situated
at the last part of Bada danda. The car festival is
very much ornamental, spiritual and a large
number of devotees gathered to see the rolling
wheels of the wooden car. The festive culture
continue for at least nine days. The deities are
served with Poda Pitha (the sweet cake made
out of rice and gram powder paste mixed with
molasses) offering at Mausi Maa Mandir. On the
10th day of the journey the  Bahuda Yatra is
conducted. The Deities  return to the original
temple on the Bahuda dasami tithi.On the day of
Ekadashi that is XI bright lunar day, the deities
are decorated with golden ornaments and
worshipped on the car itself. On the next day, the
deities are taken to the Ratna Singhasana of the
temple after solving the disputes in between the
lord Jagannath and  Mahalaxmi. During the festive
days the deities are embellished with ten
mythological incarnations like Matsya, Kurma,
Varaha, Narasingh, Vamana, Parashuram, Rama,

Balaram, Buddha, and Kalki. Similarly the
Herapanchami day is also celebrated with
breaking the car by Goddess Laxmi and other
rituals are performed as similar to Puri Shree
Mandir.

The daily rituals observed in the temple are
as follows : the opening of the temple doors, lions
gate at 4 am, snan, marjana (bathing) and Mangal
Arati at 4.30 am, balbhoga the break fast (Rasa
khai and gaja at 6 am, general offerings by
devotees from 7 am to 11am. Mid-day raja bhoga
at 11.30 am, the offerings are rice, dal, besara,
ambila, bhaja, pachedi etc. The deities go to sleep
at 12 noon to 3pm. After pahuda the deities are
offered with pana (sweet water) bhoga. Towords
evening the Sandhya Arati  is conducted with
seven faced Deepa (ghee light) with ramadhola,
nagara (drum), ghanta and sankrittana. After Arati
the Naam Sankirtan continues till 8.30 pm. The
night Anna bhoga is offered at 9 pm. The deities
go to sleep after Badasinghar besha. Towards 10
pm the deities again to be offered korakhai, gaja
(sweets) as badasinghar bhoga. The priests
continue  reciting  Vedic and Geetagovinda verses.
Then the deities go to sleep, the doors of the
temple are closed till the next day morning. On
some special festive days  Puli, bada, malapua,
are also offered. The temple also observes the
special Pujas (worship) on four bada akadasis
like Harisayan akedasi in Asadha, parswa
paribarttana akadasi in Bhadrab, uthappan akadsi
of Kartika and Bhouma akadasi in the month of
Magha.The other festivals celebrated in the temple
are Akshaya Trutiya, Nrusingh chaturdashi, Sabitri
Amavasya, Raja, Deva snana purnima, Chitalagi,
Jhulan purnima, Bhagawat janma, Nuakhai,
Mahalaya, Durga Puja, Kumar utsav, Deepabali,
Naga chaturthi, Rahas purnima, Odhan sasthi,
Prathamastami, Laxmi Puja, Pahali bhoga,
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Shamba dasami, Baula amavasya, Pusyaviseka,
Saraswati Puja, Tilsaptami, etc. On Dola purnima
night the Madan Mohan and Radha Krishna are
taken to the village in a godly procession to move
around and receive the Bhoga (offerings) from
each and every household. During car festival days
when the deities are in the Sri Gundicha temple a
special mistanna bhogo is  offered by the Biranchi
Narayan temple and the Prasad is provided to
the general devotees gathered there. The
preparation and distribution of the mistanna bhoga
Prasad of the Biranchi Narayana sun temple
deserves special mention during this car festival.
In shastras the Sun God is Himself the Narayan
which means our Jagannatha.

Buguda is an unique place where every
conceptual changes in the universal religion are
represented by the deities. The town is said to be
a town of wooden art which carries the artistic
wooden temple of Biranchi Narayana and the
temple of Daru Devata.The images of Chaturddha
Murtty are artistically made out of wood.

Buguda’s Biranchi Narayana and Jagannath
culture represents the worshipping of sunya-
Nirakar, Nirbikar to akar, Kshara to Akahara
from Nature to Nectar.
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Purusottam Kshetra, Puri has been described
in the various Puranas and Shastras as the

most sacred shrine in India. It is one of the seven
Muktapuries or salvation centres of the Hindu
faith. It is also one of four chief religious centres
as Jagannath of Puri, Ramanath of Rameswar,
Dwarikanath of Dwaraka and Badrinath of
Haridwar are called as four Dhamas. Srikshetra
is purely a spiritual land which provides holy
tradition, Parba-Parbani, Janijatras, Mela
Mahotsabas etc. to the uncounted local devotees
and outsiders. All Janijatras of Srikshetra impact
on all faiths - Ganapatya, Baisnaba, Shakta and
Soura.

To keep the sanctity of Sahi Yatras, seven
Sahis  viz. Bali Sahi, Harachandi Sahi,
Dolamandap Sahi, Kundhaibenta Sahi, Gourbat
Sahi, Markandeswar Sahi and Kalikadevi Sahi
participate in different sahi yatras. Now some
lanes are named as Sahis, but it is not permitted
in tradition. Taking seven Sahis, there are seven
Akhedas, the controller of seven Sahi Yatras. In
the ancient days there were 17 Kotas in Srikshetra
and other Kotas outside the Srikshetra. Kota
word is written in different spelling in different
places as Kot, Kota and Kote. These Kotas were
established to decide the domestic litigations,
conflicts, disputes and lawsuits etc. The Kotas

  Kota Culture:
Sacred Tradition in Srikshetra

Dr. Ramakanta Kar

give justice to the public like the present Court.
Kota was treated as the Court at that time. There
is some difference between the past Court and
the present Court. Present Court gives only social
discipline and justice but the past court played
dual role 1. Social discipline and justice 2. Social
entertainments.  In these Kotas sometimes
traditional songs are practised by local singers of
Jaga and Akheda. The local people play musical
instruments as Pakhauja, Mardal, Sitar, Violine,
Flute etc. singing traditional songs, Odissi,
Chhand, Champu and devotional Bhajanas etc.
Kotas were the centres of cultural programmes.
In Srikshetra Sata Sahis, there were
approximately 17 Kotas, such as Marichi Kota,
Chakra Kota, Jama Kota, Ramanuja Kota, Alar
Kota, Bhagabati Kota, Hati Kota, Kalika Kota,
Chudanga Kota, Khaki Kota, Indradyumna Kota,
Majena Kota, Sudanga Kota, Dibyasingha Kota,
Alla Kota, Kandara Kota, Jhadu Kota and other
Kotas were Hinjili Kota, Dhara Kota, Khali Kota,
Umar Kota, Farija Kota. Kota culture was
famous in Srikshetra connected with seven Sahis
to solve the problems and provide justice and
promote cultural vision in the society.

Dr. Ramakanta Kar, Editor, Yoga Pallava, Gudia Sahi,
Puri.
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Around fifty years ago, the common perception
was that water was an infinite resource. At that
time, there was fewer than half the current number
of people on the planet. People were not as
wealthy as today, consumed fewer calories and
ate less meat, so less water was
needed to produce their food.
They required a third of the volume
of water we presently take from
rivers. Today, the competition for
water resources is much more
intense. This is because there are
now seven billion people on the
planet, their consumption of
water-thirsty meat and vegetables
is rising, and there is increasing
competition for water
from industry, rurbanisation biofuel
crops, and water reliant food items. In the future,
even more water will be needed to produce food
because the Earth’s population is forecast to rise
to 9 billion by 2050. 97% of the water on the
Earth is salt water and only three per cent is fresh
water; slightly over two thirds of this is frozen
in glaciers and polar ice caps. The remaining
unfrozen fresh water is found mainly as
groundwater, with only a small fraction present
above ground or in the air.

Fresh water is a renewable resource, yet
the world’s supply of groundwater is steadily
decreasing, with depletion occurring most
prominently in Asia, South America and North
America, although it is still unclear how much

natural renewal balances this usage, and
whether ecosystems are threatened.

In the present scenario of corona virus
pandemic worldwide it is advised to wash your
hands frequently with soap and water and also
for at least 20 seconds. The hydrophobic tails of
the free-floating soap molecules attempt to evade
water; in the process, they wedge themselves into
the lipid envelopes of certain microbes and viruses,
prying them apart. That’s an effective way to

 Post Corona Water Crisis Management

Dr. Manas Ranjan Senapati
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eliminate viral particles on your hands. This is one
of the best possible ways to remove the novel
corona virus (SARS-CoV-2) and in turn, keep a
check on the global disease outbreak. A proper
hand wash involves lathering soap and scrubbing
hands on both sides for at least 20 seconds,
according to WHO guidelines. A running
tap uses 6 litres of water per minute. A 30 to 40
second hand wash would use up around four litres
of water if the tap is on, or two litres with the tap
closed, while scrubbing with soap. A family of five
members would thus need 100 to 200 litres of
water per day only to wash hands 10 times a day
than 4-5 times as usual. But for the 2.2 billion
people in the world who lack safe drinking water
— mostly in low- and middle-income countries
— that advice will be difficult to heed. One gallon
contains roughly 3,785 ml, so that’s 15,140 drips
per gallon, which means our 1-second-dripping
faucet wastes over 5 gallons of water per
day and just under 2,083 gallons per year.
Frequently washing hands also may cause wastage
of water. The earth will be overburdened with
waste water leading to eutrophication because of
frequent hand washing with soap and detergent
which will be another challenge. Metros and cities
are also sanitised by water spray which is
supposed to consume a large volume of fresh
water. The Government and policy makers should
take a note of this as a future environmental
concern. 

Different measures are to be taken like
setting up a network of public hand-washing
stations – something done in West Africa during
the Ebola outbreak of 2014. 

Water and climate change was the theme
for this year world water day observed on 22nd

March 2020. Climate change could also mean
an increase in demand for farm irrigation, garden
sprinklers, and perhaps even swimming pools.
There is now ample evidence that increased
hydrologic variability and change in climate has
and will continue have a profound impact on the
water sector through the hydrologic cycle, water
availability, water demand, and water allocation
at the global, regional, basin, and local levels.

In 2025, water shortages will be more
prevalent among poorer countries where
resources are limited and population growth is
rapid, such as the Middle East, Africa, and parts
of Asia. Third world war for sharing of water
resources is also predicted. By 2025, large urban
and semi-urban areas will require new
infrastructure to provide safe water and adequate
sanitation. This suggests growing conflicts with
agricultural water users, who currently consume
the majority of the water used by humans. The
governments of numerous countries have striven
to find solutions to reduce these water related
issues like water sharing, water scarcity and water
pollution.

Dr. Manas Ranjan Senapati, Dean Science  BPUT,
Professor of Chemistry, Trident Academy of
Technology, Bhubaneswar-751024, E-mail :
dr_senapati@yahoo.com.
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Jagannath cult spreads Odia conscience
and sole walk of life in humanism
It is not sect for a doctrine, belief
but preaches brotherhood, cultural syncretism.

By fancies of distinction, dislike of doctrines
Our society has been intersected to sections
But Jagannath cult sustains compositeness
through values, traditions, divine pastimes.

In cultural pluralism, Jagannath cult
Provides us a divine character
To unify humanism as a whole
and aspiration to common people ever.

Culture is society's value and norms
Includes knowledge, belief, tradition
Transmitted to one generation to other
Through social learning and observation.

Odias have their origin and identity
In the compositeness of Jagannath cult.
Although inherent values differ from one another
In wide sphere all collapse and melt.

Discriminations lag behind the cult
'Tribal' plays vital role in Car festival
God comes out for devotees outside
Leaving Ratna Simhasan, what a marvel !

'Hindu Muslim' division and restoration
has been soffocated in devotee 'Salbeg'
For a Muslim devotee Car lulls
Where orthodoxy and dominance lag.

God accepts Dasia's cocoanut
Stretching his hands with glee
God never looks to the Caste or sect
He looks to bonafide devotion, see.

Leaving celestial pedestal as soldiers came out
'Kanchi Vijaya' exhibits a relation 'man and God'
Helped a devoted King in the battle.
From milk-maid, Manik took curd.

Cult of Jagannath, a saga of sublime devotion
Great synchronism of myths and legends.
It gives Odia's ethnic value and identity
Organised community of supernal existence.

Saiva, Sakta, Vaishnab, Ganapatya, Saura
satisfied, take Mahaprasad freely all.
No discrimination of caste, sect, creed,
Dualism merges with monotheism - goal.

Poet is lucky to be born in Shreekshetra
Avails His celestial glance ever
Beholds rituals every now and then
As affectionate father, what more !

Er. Raghunath Patra, Brundaban Dham, Lokanath Road,
Patana Hat Sahi Chhak, Puri-752001.

God Never Looks to Caste or Sect

Er. Raghunath Patra
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Oh ! Lord ! I am Embarrassed
I am very much embarrassed
How shall I show my face to You, after my demise.
I am very much embarrassed.

I was born pure, but drenched with stain,
What I promised to do, really forgotten everything.
Having denied access to Your nectar,
I hanker after material possessions.
I am very much embarrassed.

I shall meet my destiny, it is sure, and it is Your policy.
Heaven is not in my fate, so hell is 
my ultimate destination. 
Even if hell is not fit for me,
then in which direction, shall I proceed.
I am very much embarrassed.

I have heard, that how sinners 
had got moksha (liberation),
having surrendered at Your Lotus Feet.
You are Omniscient, Omnipresent and Omnipotent, 
and an Ocean of divinity and grace.

Is there no atonement of my sin, in my fate?
I am very much embarrassed.

Prabhudutt Dash, Plot No:307, Haladipadia, Sarala Nagar,
Laxmisagar, Bhubaneswar: 751006, E-mail :
ID:1977tiku@gmail.com.

Oh ! Lord ! I Am Embarrassed

Prabhudutt Dash
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Oh ! God
You have no legs
But you can reach
everywhere
You have no ears
But you can hear
every sound
of the world.

Oh ! God
You are Bhabagrahi
Antaryami
And Nayan Pathgami
to all
You come from
the Anabasar Mandap
near Ratnasimhasan
of Sri Mandir
to see your
Devotees and Lovers
to sit at the chariot of
Nandighosh.

Oh ! God
Your Rath Yatra
is known as
Festival of brotherhood
and Manabbad (Humanism)

Rath Yatra of Supreme God

Sadasiba Mishra

There is no feelings of
Caste and religion

Oh ! God
Your Yatra
is Jibanyatra of
human being
to aspire
higher thinking
and living.

Oh ! Supreme God
We pray to you
Enlighten us
and sit in our
Hruda Mandir (within us)
and also guide us
to acheive
our real goal.

Sadasiba Mishra, Editor, Sulekha, Bimanbadu Sahi,
Chatipada Lane, Puri- 75200.


